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Georgia Southern
University Faculty Senate
Meeting
April 29, 2021 | 4:00 – 6:00 p.m.
Zoom Link for Non-Voting Attendees:
https://georgiasouthern.zoom.us/j/92447726513
Zoom Link for Panelist will be sent out Tuesday, April 27, 2021
Pre-Meeting Notes:
1) Read all reports, motions, and discussions included in this agenda before the meeting.
2) Be able to access copies during the meeting. Copies will not be shown online during
meetings.
3) To allow everyone a chance to participate, and to conduct the meeting in a timely
manner, please limit yourself to two talking points per item. No talking point should
exceed two minutes.
4) Faculty Senate meetings this year will be virtual. The meeting starts promptly at 4pm,
which means everyone should be online by that time. The meeting space will be open
with IT staff available 30 minutes prior to the starting time to help with any technical
issues you may have prior to the meeting.
5) This meeting will be run as a virtual Video Webinar through Zoom with all Senators
and select administrators as Panelist.
6) Senators and invited guests must join with video with full name and college
affiliation. Video should be on when speaking.
7) As a Senator, if you cannot attend, it is your responsibility to confirm a substitution
with the Alternates from your college. The name and email address of the alternate
must be provided to the Faculty Senate Office 48 hours prior to the meeting to ensure
that they receive the appropriate link to sit on the panel and vote.
8) Alternates may vote only if they are representing another Senator.
9) Please raise your hand via the link at the bottom of the Zoom webpage to be
recognized to speak.
10) All Faculty Senate meetings are recorded.
11) All submissions to the Chat box will become part of the official minutes of the meeting.
12) Edited Minutes will be distributed.

AGENDA
4:00 – 4:01
4:01 – 4:02
4:02 – 4:10

I. APPROVAL OF AGENDA [Pages 1-2]
II. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES / March 25, 2021 Konkle (Senate
Secretary) [Pages 3 – 17]
III. LIBRARIAN’S REPORT / April 14, 2021 King (Senate Librarian)

[Pages 18- 129]
A. General Education and Core Curriculum Committee [March 26]–
Wells (Committee Chair)
B. Graduate Committee [March 11] – Casler-Failing (Committee Chair)
C. Undergraduate Committee [February 16] – Chopak-Foss (Committee
Chair)
D. Undergraduate Committee [March 9] – Chopak-Foss (Committee
Chair)
4:10 – 5:15

4:25 – 4:50

4:50 – 4:51
4:51 – 5:15

5:15 – 5:20

IV. SENATE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORT
A. USG Post-Tenure Update - Reiber & Cone (Provost’s Office) [Pages
132 – 135]
B. Faculty Senate Officer Elections – King (Committee Chair)
C. USGFC Representative Vote – Holt (FS President)
D. SGA Faculty Representative for AY 2022 – Holt (FS President)
E. DISCUSSION ITEMS –
1. Faculty Senate Inclusive Excellence Report – Holt (FS President)
[Pages 136 – 169]
2. Faculty Senate Bylaws Revisions Article III -Abbott
(Subcommittee co-chair) [Pages 170 – 180]
F. REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION
1. Faculty Well Being Ad Hoc Committee [Pages 181 – 188]
G. MOTIONS –
1. Faculty Search Portal - Liston (COE) [Pages 189 – 190]
2. Non-Tenure Track Promotion Pathway – Shear (FWC Chair)
[Pages 191 – 198]
3. Faculty Senate Bylaw Revisions Article I & II– Abbott & Botnaru
(Subcommittee Co-chairs) [Pages 199 – 206]
4. Inclusive Excellence Committee – Botnaru (CHP) [Pages 207 –
210]
V. SGA REPORT - Alexis Belvin (Public Relations
Coordinator)

5:20 – 5:30

VI. FY 2022 BUDGET REPORT – Whitaker (VP Business &
Finance)

5:30 – 5:44

VII. PRESIDENT’S REPORT - Dr. Kyle Marrero, (President)

5:44 – 5:58

VIII. PROVOST’S REPORT - Dr. Carl Reiber (Provost, VPAA)

5:58 – 6:00

IX.

6:00

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND UPDATES

XI. ADJOURNMENT

Georgia Southern University Faculty Senate Meeting
March 25, 2021 | 4:00–6:00 p.m.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The meeting was called to order at 4:00 PM.
The Senate approved the Agenda and the Minutes of the February 2021 meeting as well as the
Librarian’s Report. The Senate heard reports from the General Education and Core Curriculum
Committee, the Undergraduate Committee, and the Graduate Committee.
Trish Holt (FS President) provided the SEC Report, which included a brief update on the Faculty
Welfare Committee’s work on the NTT guidelines and a discussion on how to proceed with
completing the Senate Inclusive Excellence plan.
The Senate heard a motion for Casey Keck to be appointed Student Government Association
representative. This motion was approved.
The Senate discussed revisions to Articles I and II of the Faculty Senate Bylaws, which will
come forward to be voted on at the April Senate meeting.
The Senate heard a report from the Student Government Association. Dr. TaJuan Wilson
reported on who completed the Campus Climate survey. President Kyle Marrero gave a report.
The meeting was adjourned at 6:15 PM.
MINUTES
Officers in Attendance: Trish Holt (President), Amanda Konkle (CAH, Secretary), Barbara
King (CBSS, Librarian), Cary Christian (CBSS, President Elect), Helen Bland (JPHCOPH, Past
President)
Senators in Attendance: Lisa Abbott (CAH), Lisa Costello (CAH), Finbarr Curtis (CAH), Bill
Dawers (CAH), Grant Gearhart (CAH), Amanda Hedrick (CAH), Christopher Hendricks (CAH),
Carol Jamison (CAH), June Joyner (CAH), Leticia McGrath (CAH), Tony Morris (CAH), Kendra
Parker (CAH), Jeffrey Riley (CAH), Solomon Smith (CAH), Robert Terry (CAH), Nancy
McCarley (CBSS), Michael Nielsen (CBSS), Wendy Wolfe (CBSS), Daniel Chapman (COE),
Nedra Cossa (COE), Lucas Jensen (COE), Dee Liston (COE), Fayth Parks (COE), Nancy
Remler (COE), Karelle Aiken (COSM), Christine Bedore (COSM), Yi Hu (COSM), Jim LoBue
(COSM), Ionut Emil Iacob (COSM), Cathy MacGowan (COSM), Traci Ness (COSM), Amy
Potter (COSM), Jeffrey Secrest (COSM), Abid Shaikh (COSM), Nathaniel Shank (COSM),
Devine Wanduku (COSM), Robert Yarbrough (COSM), Jennifer Zettler (COSM), Andrew
Hansen (JPHCOPH), Haresh Rochani (JPHCOPH), William Mase (JPHCOPH), Barbara Ross
(Liberty), Jessica Garner (LIB), Kristi Smith (LIB), Cheryl Aasheim (PCEC), Rocio Alba-Flores
(PCEC), David Calamas (PCEC), Rami Haddad (PCEC), Felix Hamza-Lup (PCEC), Chris
Kadlec (PCEC), Clint Martin (PCEC), William Amponsah (PCOB), Omid Ardakani (PCOB), Mark
Hanna (PCOB), Lowell Mooney (PCOB), Bill Wells (PCOB), Bill Yang (PCOB), Diana Botnaru
(WCHP), Sheri Carey (WCHP), Katrina Embrey (WCHP), Ellen Hamilton (WCHP), Chris Hanna
(WCHP), Susan Hendrix (WCHP), Joshua Kies (WCHP), Kari Mau (WCHP), Christy Moore
(WCHP)
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Alternates in Attendance: Laura Valeri (CAH), Brett Curry (CBSS), Kara Bridgeman Sweeney
(CBSS), Thomas Sweeney (CBSS), Clifford Padgett (COSM), John King (PCOB)
Senators not in Attendance: Katherine Fallon (CAH), Josh Kennedy (CBSS), Addie
Martindale (CBSS), Eric Silva (CBSS), Justin Montemarano (COSM), Jake Simons (PCOB)
Participating Administrators: Kyle Marrero (President), Carl Reiber (Provost), Annalee Ashley
(Chief of Staff), Amy Ballagh (AVP Enrollment Management), Jared Benko (Athletic Director),
Rebecca Carroll (HR), Maura Copeland (Legal Affairs), Brian DeLoach (Medical Director), John
Lester (VP University Communications), Scott Lingrell (VP Enrollment Management), Shay Little
(VP Student Affairs), Christine Ludowise (Associate Provost for Student Success), Vickie Shaw
(HR), Rob Whitaker (VP Business and Finance), TaJuan Wilson (AVP Inclusive Excellence)
Guests: Megan Small (Faculty Senate GA), Joanne Chopak-Foss (Chair, Undergraduate
Committee, JPHCOPH), Shelli Casler-Failing (Chair, Graduate Committee, COE), Korrina Bryan
(SGA)
Attendees: Dustin Anderson, Brenda Blackwell, Caitlin Brady, Donna Brooks, Lisa Carmichael,
Ashley Colquitt, Diana Cone, Kelly Crosby, Amber Culpepper, Kellianne Curley, Janet Dale,
Nikki DiGregorio, Teresa Durham, Beth Durodoye, Steven Engel, Michael Forest, Karin Fry,
Delena Bell Gatch, Amanda Graham, Cindy Groover, Michelle Haberland, Amy Heaston,
Melissa Joiner, John Kraft, Allison Lyon, Delana Nivens, Brenda Richardson, Ryan Schroeder,
Salman Siddiqui, Trina Smith, Kip Sorgen, Brad Sturz, Jennifer Syno, Audra Taylor, Stuart
Tedders, Deborah Walker, Ruth Whitworth
CALL TO ORDER
Trish Holt (COE, FS President) called the meeting to order at 4:00 PM.
I. APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Rami Haddad (PCEC) moved to approve the agenda for the March 25, 2021 meeting. Andrew
Hansen (JPHCOPH) seconded.
The Agenda was approved.
II. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES / FEBRUARY 25, 2021
KONKLE (CAH), SENATE SECRETARY
Bill Mase (JPHCOPH) moved to approve the minutes of the February 25, 2021 meeting. Bill
Dawers (CAH) seconded.
The Minutes were approved.
III. LIBRARIAN’S REPORT / MARCH 3, 2021
KING (CBSS), SENATE LIBRARIAN
Barbara King (CBSS) moved to accept that the Librarian’s Report was submitted for information
purposes. She noted that the Librarian’s Report is a bit shorter than usual because of the earlier
deadline for reports; those reports will be included in the next Librarian’s Report.
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A. GENERAL EDUCATION AND CORE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE – WELLS
(PCOB)
Bill Wells (PCOB) reported that the GECC has no action items. Their work in the
previous meeting was reviewing sub-committees’ work to review the core curriculum and
learning outcomes, despite the BOR’s pause on the Core revision.
The report served as the motion and second. The report was approved, with 58 in favor,
no opposed, no abstentions.
B. UNDERGRADUATE COMMITTEE – CHOPAK-FOSS (JPHCOPH)
The last undergraduate committee minutes were not received in time for this agenda, so
there will be two reports next month.
C. GRADUATE COMMITTEE – CASLER-FAILING (COE)
Shelli Casler-Failing (COE) reported on the February 11 meeting. The committee
approved 5 new programs and 12 program revisions, 17 new courses, 17 course
revisions, and 2 course deletions.
The report served as the motion and second. The report passed, with 63 in favor, no
opposed, and one abstention.
IV. SENATE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORT
A. FACULTY SENATE NTT / FWC COMMITTEE UPDATE – HOLT (FS PRESIDENT)
Members of the Faculty Welfare Committee have been working on the non tenure-track path
to promotion and met with Provost Reiber on March 10. Their motion should be ready for the
April Senate meeting.
Trish Holt met with Chris Cartright and TaJuan Wilson on operationalizing the Motion to Counter
Discrimination on campus. Options of new officer positions or committees were suggested.
Chris Cartright has written action plans which will be put brought to the SEC and Faculty Senate
in April. Barb King noted that one of the suggestions of the Elections Committee was to create a
position on the SEC as a liaison between SEC and various diversity committees.

B. FACULTY SENATE INCLUSIVE EXCELLENCE REPORT – HOLT (FS
PRESIDENT)
Trish Holt (FS President) reported on the Senate Inclusive Excellence plan. She
reminded the Senate that a Motion committing the Senate to uphold Inclusive
Excellence was passed in December of 2019, 54 to 3. Many subcommittees that were
asked to look at different pieces of the plans requested by the Office of Inclusive
Excellence submitted detailed plans addressing aspects of this report.

At the February 12 Senate Executive Committee meeting, which Trish Holt did not attend, the
SEC discussed the feasibility of completing the Inclusive Excellence plan as it was laid out in the
documents passed on to faculty. The Senate Executive Committee moved to “respectfully
recommend returning the plan back to Dr. Wilson’s office incomplete, and requested a
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meeting with Dr. Wilson to discuss faculty confusion, what is needed from faculty, and to
develop a strategy more in line with faculty abilities and contributions.” The minutes from this
meeting are in the Senate Agenda.
In response to this SEC Motion, Trish Holt scheduled a Zoom meeting with TaJuan
Wilson and Trina Smith, chair of the staff council, to discuss completing the plan on
February 23. Diana Botnaru (WCHP), Bill Mase (JPHCOPH), and Helen Bland
(JPHCOPH) also attended.
At the March 5 SEC meeting, Trish Holt volunteered to draft the remainder of the report
and bring it before the Senate in April. On Tuesday of the week of the March Senate
meeting, Trish Holt was notified by two SEC members of faculty and senators opposed
to providing a detailed plan with action steps to the Office of Inclusive Excellence, and
would rather forward a short narrative stating:
• That the Faculty Senate’s role in Diversity and Inclusive Excellence is to oversee the
work of various committees in its commitment to Diversity and Inclusive Excellence and
the processes of the Faculty Senate, acts as a conduit between faculty and
administration, and a conduit to discuss needs of students and faculty.
For action steps, the following was sent to Trish Holt in an email: • First thing
committees do is identify who is and is not present around the table, and How will the
underrepresented groups be accounted for? (jr. faculty, LGBTQ, International, African
Americans, Asian Americans, etc.)
• Next, decide if additional committee members are needed? And finally,
• Decide how committee members will represent diversity of others who are not
members of the committee? (How will these holes be filled?)
In response, Trish Holt felt that by following this plan instead of completing the form that
colleges and other units are preparing, we would not have a plan of action in areas where we
should be involved, such as having a voice in defining “Student Success” (2-D.1), defining
Collaboration with the Faculty Senate to examine and make recommendations regarding
classroom climate and design improvement efforts for inclusive pedagogical practices (3A.1).
Trish Holt stated that the Senate cannot vote today to reverse the decision of December
2019 since an official motion was not submitted via SharePoint. Trish Holt intends not to
drop the plans that many committees already submitted. She will continue to work on
the document with anyone who would like to work on it with her, with a proposal to come
to the Senate at the April meeting. However, with the new information, she is interested
in hearing input on this topic and anyone who wants to may contact her.
Dee Liston (COE) asked to clarify a couple of points. When the SEC met and put
forward the proposal to meet with Dr. Wilson, it was because there were so many holes
in what the faculty had been putting together from the various committees, and that the
SEC felt that the format does not fit well with what faculty typically do and can easily
understand and produce. The report’s grid format, and having to return to the grid to
document our progress, is a level of detail that faculty are struggling to comprehend and
work under. The SEC suggested that the processes that faculty are being pressed to
conform to don’t mesh with the ways that faculty understand our contribution to diversity
and inclusive excellence. At the meeting earlier this week, it emerged that there are two
different ways of addressing these issues. The suggestion emerged there that faculty
work in more global ways and don’t have the time and motivation to document at this
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level of detail, and that we may be pulling ourselves away from addressing diversity and
inclusion by focusing on the very detailed plans. Faculty need to focus on the processes
and keep the lines of communication open. That’s why it was suggested that some more
global actions that faculty can address be suggested to attend to, such as recognizing
and addressing how diverse voices do or don’t have a seat at the table.
Diana Botnaru (WCHP) seconded Dee Liston’s points. She reiterated that as a Senator,
as a member of the SEC, and as a member of the Faculty Development Committee, she
knows that all her colleagues are dedicated to diversity and inclusive excellence. It is
difficult for many faculty to wrap their heads around the format of the document that
came out of the Office of Inclusive Excellence, with many goals with multiple subgoals.
Instead of demonstrating our commitment to Inclusive Excellence, it becomes an
exercise in filling in the boxes. We want it to be meaningful because we are devoted to
Inclusive Excellence. Diana Botnaru noted that the motion Trish Holt read from
December 2019 stated our commitment to Inclusive Excellence, but not that we need to
fill in this particular plan. We are a self-governing body and should be allowed to
determine the best commitments. The process as it is now was rushed, imposed from
above, distributed amongst committees, and not consistently relevant to the work of the
committees. In the meeting with Dr. Wilson, he made broader suggestions, such as the
Senate developing an official mentoring program, or Senate working on equitable
promotion and tenure guidelines. She doesn’t think anyone on Senate is opposed to
diversity and inclusive excellence, but rather don’t understand the process by which the
plan is being constructed. The group that met on Tuesday committed to more work
before the plan was brought forward.
Robert Terry (CAH) reported that he was heavily involved in the FDC’s work on the plan.
He felt that this fell under what project management calls “scope creep,” in which it
becomes difficult to contribute meaningful, relevant, and attainable suggestions in this
area.
Ellen Hamilton (WCHP) reported from the Faculty Wellness Committee, noting that
many of the sections that were assigned to them were items that they would have no
power over and that really applied to Human Resources, which made it difficult to fill
meaningful information into the form. She concurred that a different process is needed
to make this meaningful.
Chris Hanna (WCHP) stated that it’s noble for Trish Holt to take on the work, but for it to
be more inclusive and representative, it would be better if the group took that process to
its conclusion rather than one individual. Trish Holt asked him to clarify what he meant
by the group. He stated that he meant whatever level would be more inclusive, whether
it’s the SEC or faculty committees.
Bill Wells (PCOB) stated that he is also on the SEC and wants to reiterate that in no way
is the SEC opposed to the plan, but there are items in the plan that are not relevant to
Senate work, for example, item 2.I.1 is to conduct an audit of partnerships. That is an
impossibility outside of the scope of any faculty member on this campus. Those are the
things that are troubling us, not diversity or inclusiveness, but that items on the plan are
items that we cannot accomplish. That’s what we are trying to resolve. We have no
intention of stopping the process, but we need to simplify and clarify.
TaJuan Wilson (CDO) reminded the Senate that he has stressed holistically taking the
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items and determining if those items fit the work we do. The goal was never to fill in
every item on the plan, but rather to look at action items that are relevant to Faculty
Senate. While the plan may be overwhelming, these are the steps that are needed to
move the institution toward IE. Each one of us is responsible for moving this forward. He
is completely comfortable saying Senate can develop whatever kind of plan works for
us. The plan was divided into 14 groups so that the work of reviewing the items and
determining what Senate could split up. He encouraged Senate to review the plan again
because the work we do can fit into the plan.
Chris Hanna (WCHP) asked if the Library Committee and each committee could modify
the format in order to write their goals.
Diana Botnaru (WCHP) reiterated that the meeting with TaJuan Wilson was helpful to
her, and she envisioned working on the plan in the ways that were discussed in this
subcommittee for further drafting the plan. She is surprised to hear us talking about the
plan today, especially that Trish Holt said that she would finish the plan herself. She
would like to clarify the miscommunication, because the subcommittee agreed to work
from a list Dr. Wilson shared, but it hasn’t been further discussed so perhaps is not
ready to be under discussion. Trish Holt said that she brought this up because she was
told that faculty didn’t want to check the boxes, but she hadn’t heard that and wanted to
hear from faculty. Until there is a motion to negate what was decided in December 2019,
we are obligated to complete the report.
Lisa Abbott (CAH) stated that the Motion approved in December 2019 was in no way in
danger of not being completed. The goal was to clarify what we needed to do and how
to do it. There is no intention on the part of the SEC to not follow the Motion, but rather
discussion of how to do it effectively.
Trish Holt asked for input regarding how the faculty on Faculty Senate want to address
this going forward. Helen Bland (JPHCOPH) asked when the deadline is. TaJuan
Wilson said April 16, but he is interested in a quality product, and President Marrero
reiterated that. He stated that this is a central pillar of our strategic plan, and we need it
for our accreditation review in 2025. It needs to be a plan that we can use to set
achievable goals. Trish Holt said we need until the May meeting to vote on it.
Jessica Garner (LIB) suggested that the SEC could schedule a meeting to tweak the
plan.
Diana Botnaru (WCHP) stated that the plan was for the subcommittee to draft and bring
to the SEC.
Barbara King (CBSS) stated that we could form a summary of what has been completed
and then devote focus to the parts that still need attention.
Dee Liston (COE) suggested that the Senators hearing this discussion could bring
additional thoughts and ideas to the table, and please help the SEC approach this in a
more global format.
Trish Holt reiterated that many committees have already completed work on this
document, and that work will not be thrown out, but additional insights are encouraged.
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C. MOTION REQUESTS – SGA REPRESENTATIVE
MOTION: Approve Casey Keck to serve as the Faculty Senate Student Government

Association representative for the remainder of the AY 2021.
RATIONALE: Through an email request to the Faculty Senate listserv for a
representative to serve on the Student Government Association, the only name
received was Casey Keck. Casey has agreed to serve in this role for the remainder of
the AY2021.
Lisa Abbott (CAH) moved that Casey Keck would serve as the SGA Rep for the
remainder of the year. Barb King (CBSS) seconded. The motion passed, with 61
approved, none opposed, and no abstentions.

D. REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION
1. ONE SUBMITTED / RESCINDED
2. FACULTY SENATE AD HOC BYLAW REVISIONS
Note: The SEC voted to treat this item, which was submitted as a Discussion Item,
as a Request for Information, because the format fit the format of an RFI rather
than a Discussion Item. Senators can still ask for clarification of an RFI during the
meeting. The text of the submitted item follows.

SUBJECT: This Discussion Item is submitted by Helen Bland on behalf of a few faculty

members representing various colleges who compiled the following questions. In the
February Faculty Senate meetings, it was announced by the Faculty Senate
President, Trish Holt, that a sub- committee has been set up to review Faculty
Senate Bylaws. Dr. Robert Yarborough then asked it the membership of the subcommittee has been posted anywhere that the Faculty might be able to view it.
Additional questions we have and would like to have the opportunity to discuss
among the Senators are: 1. List of sub-committee members and who they represent
within the SEC structure? 2. How the membership for this sub-committee was
chosen? 3. Is the membership representative? 4. What is the scope and the charge
of the committee? 5. Have they begun to meet? And/or how often do they meet? 6.
How many meetings have been conducted thus far? When did they start meeting? 7.
Are there minutes to share from said meetings? 8. How many times have these
drafts been presented to the entire SEC for discussion? 9. What is the mechanism for
all faculty to review proposed changes and provide feedback/ recommendations as
an intermediate step (prior to voting)? 10. Are there drafts posted of the various
proposed changes that all faculty within the institution can have access to review?
11. Where would we find these drafts? 12. Will substantive proposed changes to the
governing processes of Faculty Senate have individual motions submitted? If the
changes are substantial enough to require the formation an Ad Hoc Committee, then
Senators deserve a chance to review and discuss this with faculty that they
represent before it comes to the Senate floor for a discussion and/or a vote.
RATIONALE: Any changes to the governance structure of the Faculty Senate would
impact all colleges within Georgia Southern. If the changes are substantial enough to
require the formation an Ad Hoc Committee, then Senators deserve a chance to
review and discuss this with faculty that they represent before it comes to the Senate
floor for a discussion and/or a vote.
The following written response has been submitted for the record.

This Discussion Item is submitted by Helen Bland on behalf of a few faculty members
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representing various colleges who compiled the following questions. In the February
Faculty Senate meetings, it was announced by the Faculty Senate President, Trish
Holt, that a subcommittee has been set up to review Faculty Senate Bylaws. Dr.
Robert Yarborough then asked it the membership of the sub-committee has been
posted anywhere that the Faculty might be able to view it. Additional questions we
have and would like to have the opportunity to discuss among the Senators are.
It is important to note that the current bylaws were approved by the Faculty Senate on
April 3, 2019 and by the President on May 2, 2019. Section 12 of the Georgia Southern
Statutes state: The Faculty Senate shall operate in accordance with its Bylaws which must be
approved by the corps of instruction.
Faculty Senate Bylaws Article V Section 1 states: These Bylaws were approved by the
Faculty Senate on April 3, 2019. Subsequent revision must be included as an agenda item and
shall require a two-thirds vote of those present at a meeting of the Faculty Senate.
In addition, this is an SEC sub-committee, not an ad hoc committee as written
in the title line of the discussion item.
1. List of sub-committee members and who they represent within the SEC
structure?
Lisa Abbott, CAH - voting member on the SEC Diana Botnaru, WCHP - voting
member on the SEC
Cary Christian, CBSS - president-elect and voting member for CBSS Barbara King,
CBSS - Senate Librarian
Bill Wells, COB - voting member on the SEC
Helen Bland, JPHCOPH - past president and non-voting member - resigned on
February 5, 2021 and was replaced with Patricia Holt, CoE-current Faculty Senate
President, voting member only in case of a tie. Dr. Holt resigned following the March
4th meeting due to personal reasons. She only attended one meeting.
Dr. Holt agreed to post the membership of the subcommittee on the Faculty Senate
website during the February Senate meeting.
2. How the membership for this sub-committee was chosen?
SEC Chair Trish Holt asked for volunteers from the SEC who wanted to work on the
review. Dr. Botnaru and Professor Abbott volunteered to chair the subcommittee.
3. Is the membership representative?
The membership represents 5 colleges. Note for clarification, the committee is
reviewing and making recommendations to the full SEC, who will vote on what they
want to send to the senate. So all colleges are ultimately represented by their SEC
rep who has the final vote on the recommendations going forward for Senate review.
4. What is the scope and charge of the committee?
To review and offer potential updates of the bylaws to be presented to the Faculty
Senate for a vote. There are inconsistencies within the Faculty Senate ByLaws as
they appear in the Faculty Handbook as opposed to what appears in the Senate
Handbook as well as potential conflicts with the University Statutes. This is a task
assigned to the SEC in the bylaws, Article III, Section 4. Subsection k.
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review all the foundational documents of the University as they relate to the faculty,
including, but not necessarily limited to, the Statutes, Bylaws, and various handbooks;
examine extant committee structure of the Senate, including charges and composition; and
recommend to the Senate such revisions or amendments as appropriate and necessary;

5. Have they begun to meet? And/or how often do they meet?
First meeting was January 21, 2021, with subsequent meetings on February 4;
February 18 and March 4 as of today, March 4, 2021. The sub-committee is
scheduled to meet every two weeks till the end of the spring semester.
6. How many meetings have been conducted thus far? When did they start
meeting?
See 5 above.
7. Are there minutes to share from said Meetings?
There are no minutes from the sub-committee. There is a working document with
comments from the committee members that has been made available to the SEC for
review. Minutes will be recorded when the bylaws are brought for discussion to the
entire SEC. The subcommittee reports to the SEC at each of their meetings.
8. How many times have these drafts been presented to the entire SEC for
discussion?
Article I and II are being presented to the entire SEC for discussion on March 5,
2021. The
sub-committee will present the drafts in chunks to facilitate a meaningful discussion in
the SEC and the Senate. The full SEC has access to the working document for
comments.
9. What is the mechanism for all faculty to review proposed changes and
provide feedback/ recommendations as an intermediate step (prior to voting)?
The committee was originally tasked to present all the potential changes in the April
meeting. However members of the SEC have asked that material be provided sooner.
The first two articles will be discussed by the SEC during the March 5 SEC meeting
and have been written as motion requests that will be adjusted based on the
decisions made by the SEC. These will go out to the faculty senate as a part of the
agenda for the March Senate Meeting. As with all motions that go before the senate
the option to amend the recommendations is available to any senator. In addition, if
the senate feels more time is needed to review the recommended changes any
senator can propose sending back to committee or to table the recommendations for
a later vote.
10. Are there drafts posted of the various proposed changes that all faculty
within the institution can have access to review?
Drafts are not posted as of March 4, 2021, as they have not been discussed in the
SEC. Drafts will be posted to all faculty as soon as the SEC decides which
recommendations they want to bring before the senate.
11. Where would we find these drafts?
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The SEC can decide on how to better facilitate sharing the drafts. Probably on the
senate share point? They could also be sent out as attachments to all senators or to
the full faculty through the faculty email.
12. Will substantive proposed changes to the governing processes of Faculty
Senate have individual motions submitted? If the changes are substantial
enough to require the formation an Ad Hoc Committee, then Senators deserve
a chance to review and discuss this with faculty that they represent before it
comes to the Senate floor for a discussion and/or a vote.
Absolutely. As with all motions that come before the senate. Again, the subcommittee is doing the work tasked to the SEC by the bylaws and will only be making
recommendations to the faculty senate to vote on. Any changes in the bylaws will go
through the process of a motion as established by the faculty senate, will be open to
amendments from the floor, and any senator can put forth a motion to table for further
review.
Discussion: Robert Yarbrough (COSM) clarified that, although his name is invoked
in this RFI, he is not a sponsor of this RFI and was not asked about it, and this is not
a concern that he has. Multiple SEC members contacted him directly to ask about his
concerns. Notwithstanding the fact that his name is invoked here, he did ask for the
membership of the committee but did not have anything to do with this Request for
Information.
Helen Bland (JPHCOPH) asked for clarification about whether Robert Yarbrough’s
name is in the text of the item, and he stated that it is because of his question about
committee membership at the last Senate meeting. He wanted to clarify because his
name was invoked in the RFI. Helen insisted that she did not submit his name, and
then she was referred to pages 57 and 59 of the Agenda. Robert Yarbrough
reiterated that he was not involved in the RFI.
Trish Holt (FS President) added that the subcommittee that is working on the
revisions will be reporting to the SEC and the revisions will be in the SEC minutes.
However, that is not what happened at the SEC meeting, as a motion was made and
passed to forego discussion at the SEC meeting because the SEC was comfortable
that the subcommittee had done its job and felt ready to bring it to the Senate for
Senate input. This was changed from a Motion to a Discussion Item so that the
Senate can look at the revisions and provide feedback.
Helen Bland reported that she did not invoke Robert Yarbrough’s name, that his
name came up in the responses to the item. She submitted pages 55 and 56 and the
responses were on pages 57 and 59.

E. DISCUSSION ITEM –
Note: The SEC voted to treat this item, which was submitted as a Motion, as a
Discussion Item. The text of the submitted item follows.
1. FACULTY SENATE BYLAW REVISIONS ARTICLE I

DISCUSSION ITEM: The SEC submits the following revisions to the Senate ByLaws for

Article I 325 Faculty Senate Bylaws The operating rules of the Senate are set forth in
the Bylaws which were approved by the Faculty Senate, January 22, 1996, and last
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amended on April 3, 2019, to reflect the consolidated Senate for Georgia Southern
University’s Statesboro, Armstrong, and Liberty campuses. These Bylaws establish
the Faculty Senate Policies, and committee structure and membership. ARTICLE I—POLICIES SECTION 1. The variety and complexity of the tasks performed by
institutions of higher education produce an inescapable interdependence among
governing board, administration, faculty, students, and others. The relationship calls
for adequate communication among these components, and full opportunity for
appropriate joint planning and effort. The Faculty Senate at Georgia Southern shall
serve as the representative and legislative agency of the faculty. As such, it shall
serve as the official faculty advisory body to the president in the spirit of shared
governance (Shared Governance at Georgia Southern is viewed as a structure and
process for partnership, equity, accountability, and ownership).
Within the policy framework of the Board of Regents of the University System of
Georgia, and with the approval of the president, the recommendations of the Faculty
Senate shall be the academic policy of the University to be implemented by the
administration. SECTION 2. The academic affairs of the University are the concern of
the Faculty Senate who are responsible in formulating, recommending, and
reviewing policies and procedures including academic activities, general educational
policy of the University, the welfare of the faculty, and other matters which maintain
and promote the best interests of the faculty and the University as specified in the
Policy Manual of the Board of Regents. SECTION 3. The Bylaws allow the Faculty
Senate to accomplish its responsibilities and objectives provided such interpretation
does not directly conflict with the Statutes of Georgia Southern University.

RATIONALE: These suggested changes are to clarify and strengthen the language of
Article I of the bylaws.

See Appendix for content of the Proposed Revisions.
DISCUSSION:
Diana Botnaru (WCHP) commended Lisa Abbott (CAH) for putting the changes in a
column next to the original document as well as creating a column with rationale for
the changes. She suggested the body review the whole of Article I rather than going
line by line, as the table makes it easy for Senators to see changes.
Lisa Abbott (CAH) recommended going line by line to make sure that everything is
covered and everyone has had a chance to speak up.
Trish Holt (FS President) asked for questions about the changes to Article I. Section
1. Trish Holt asked where the first sentence in Section 1 came from, as Senate does
not interact with the governing board. Lisa Abbott (CAH) said this change was about
clarifying the role of the Senate in shared governance within the university. Diana
Botnaru (WCHP) stated that this statement came from an article on shared
governance that Trish Holt shared with the SEC. Trish Holt stated that she sees this
statement as trying to expand what the Senate does as they do not interact with the
governing board. Diana Botnaru said that it did not state that we are in
communication with the governing board but that we need to share communication
with the governing board.
Helen Bland (JPHCOPH) stated that we would have to check because the bylaws
state that we cannot pass anything that is in conflict with the Statutes. She
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recommended that we run these through Legal Affairs. Maura Copeland (Legal
Affairs) stated that Legal Affairs will happily look at anything that is proposed. Lisa
Abbott (CAH) clarified that the committee is working with the Statutes, the Faculty
Handbook, and the Senate Handbook. They have already found things that were
voted on in 2018 that violate the Statutes. The only way for Statutes to be revised is
for the President to put together a committee to review the Statutes. The committee
was charged to locate where bylaws contradicted themselves, contradicted the
Statutes, and contradicted what is in the Faculty Handbook. The Statutes will have to
be reviewed because many of them do not fit the consolidation. This will be part of
the process. Diana Botnaru (WCHP) added that the opening statement does not
indicate that Senate is trying to expand what the Senate does. Article II reinforces
that Senate is responsible for Academic Affairs. This statement in Article I is only to
reiterate and define shared governance.
Barbara King (CBSS) referenced what Lisa Abbott was indicating about the Statutes,
and said part C presents a conflict with the bylaws and statutes, and, the way that the
Statutes are written, they state something that is not mathematically possible (Article
V, Sections 8 and 9). The Statutes provide a certain number of faculty members
along with an apportionment of faculty members per campus that needs to change as
the number of full-time faculty change.

2. FACULTY SENATE BYLAW REVISIONS ARTICLE II
DISCUSSION ITEM: The SEC submits the following revisions to the Senate By Laws for
Article I 325 Faculty Senate Bylaws The operating rules of the Senate are set forth in
the Bylaws which were approved by the Faculty Senate, January 22, 1996, and last
amended on April 3, 2019, to reflect the consolidated Senate for Georgia Southern
University’s Statesboro, Armstrong, and Liberty campuses. These Bylaws establish
the Faculty Senate Policies, and committee structure and membership. ARTICLE I—POLICIES SECTION 1. The variety and complexity of the tasks performed by
institutions of higher education produce an inescapable interdependence among
governing board, administration, faculty, students, and others. The relationship calls
for adequate communication among these components, and full opportunity for
appropriate joint planning and effort. The Faculty Senate at Georgia Southern shall
serve as the representative and legislative agency of the faculty. As such, it shall
serve as the official faculty advisory body to the president in the spirit of shared
governance (Shared Governance at Georgia Southern is viewed as a structure and
process for partnership, equity, accountability, and ownership).
Within the policy framework of the Board of Regents of the University System of
Georgia, and with the approval of the president, the recommendations of the Faculty
Senate shall be the academic policy of the University to be implemented by the
administration. SECTION 2. The academic affairs of the University are the concern of
the Faculty Senate who are responsible in formulating, recommending, and
reviewing policies and procedures including academic activities, general educational
policy of the University, the welfare of the faculty, and other matters which maintain
and promote the best interests of the faculty and the University as specified in the
Policy Manual of the Board of Regents. SECTION 3. The Bylaws allow the Faculty
Senate to accomplish its responsibilities and objectives provided such interpretation
does not directly conflict with the Statutes of Georgia Southern University.
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RATIONALE: On March 5, 2021, SEC voted to change this from a Motion to a
Discussion Item. These suggested changes are to clarify and strengthen the
language of Article I of the bylaws.

See Appendix for content of the Proposed Revisions.
DISCUSSION:
Lisa Abbott (CAH) introduced revisions to Article II, Section 2, which states that the
University President is to provide abbreviated minutes regarding Action Items. The
President stated that he has assumed that this is related to decisions made during
the Senate meetings. He did state that sometimes this may take more than 10 days
depending on Legal, but he hopes that would not happen because of collaborative
efforts in developing motions before voting on them.
Regarding Article II, Section 3, the President asked if it would ever be the case that a
Motion would come through within 2 days before the meeting so that Senators and
others can review the Motions. Lisa Abbott (CAH) stated that the committee
interpreted this as stating that no Motions can come from the floor, which can at
times keep us from being flexible and timely, in the event, for example, that a
Discussion Item on the floor led to a Motion during the meeting. Lisa Abbott (CAH)
clarified that Senate couldn’t make a statement about the book burning for a month
because no Motion was allowed to come from the floor. As this is written, it does not
allow for a Motion from the floor. Nothing about the idea of Motions from the floor
suggests that the Senate can make policy, because the Senate is an advisory body
with no power to pass policies. President Marrero added that in a perfect world, we
would all work well together, but at times there are impassioned moments that might
prevent the entire body from reflecting on Motions that were proposed from the floor.
He added that sometimes there are things he cannot do, usually based on legal
matters, and that he wants Senators to have time to think about any Motions.
Barb King (CBSS) added the context of different colleges preferring different
approaches to Motions from the floor.
Cary Christian (CBSS) said he would reiterate what Barb said. His college wants the
ability to discuss as a group and get faculty input on Motions that come before the
Senate. While this might not matter for many issues, he does want to avoid the
situation where faculty feel that they do not have an opportunity to provide feedback
and input.
Diana Botnaru (WCHP) stated that the document does not make a decision one way
or the other. But the Statutes do not prevent Motions from the floor now, because that
part of the Statutes applies to general Faculty Meetings, not the Senate. Motions can
also always be tabled if someone is not comfortable voting without input from faculty.
It is up to the entire Senate body to decide how we want to phrase this in the bylaws.
Trish Holt (FS President) asked to hear from Senate members in addition to SEC
members because it is all of our faculty Senate. Bill Dawers (CAH) stated that while
he understands the concern about impassioned moments, he thinks that a body of
responsible academics could entertain motions from the floor, especially in times of
crisis, and that issues could be tabled as needed. Leticia McGrath (CAH) asked a
question about when we stopped being allowed to have Motions from the floor, and
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that we did have them before consolidation. Senators reported in the chat that
Motions from the floor were allowed at Armstrong and Statesboro prior to
consolidation. Lisa Abbott said this was in the update passed in April 2019. Chris
Hanna (WCHP) agrees with what Bill Dawers said, that Senators can handle the
responsibility in times of crisis and that there are instances wherein a timely response
is needed, with the caveat that Motions can also be tabled and reason can prevail in
a body of this size if someone is trying to put through an irrational Motion. Bill Wells
(WCHP) agreed with Bill Dawers and Chris Hanna. He leans toward fewer
restrictions on Senate actions. This does not always have to be a crisis, but rather
could also be an innocuous motion that needs to be voted on by the Senate body.
Robert Yarbrough (COSM) also agreed. He was surprised to find that Motions from
the floor were not allowed when beginning service this term. He recalls Motions from
the floor in previous Senate sessions and agrees that we can govern in this way
responsibly. A number of people expressed their support in the chat, which could not
be copied in the Appendix because of a Zoom outage.
No discussion on Article II, Sections 4 and 5. Section 6 is a new section being
proposed. Lisa Abbott (CAH) stated that this section came out of switching to a Zoom
format and adequately recognizing technology within the Bylaws.
Michael Nielsen (CBSS) asked to clarify Section 6. It seems to him that it could be
read that the format would need to be available two days before the meeting. Barb
King (CBSS) stated that the link to the meeting has to be made available two days
prior, so perhaps that language could be added to the item.
Mark Hanna (PCOB) asked a question on Article 4, which was included with the
Discussion Item in the Agenda. Lisa Abbott (CAH) said these are not changes up for
discussion here, but are from the university Statutes and included here as reference
points.
V. REPORTS
A. SGA REPORT – BRYAN (SGA CHIEF OF STAFF)
Trish Holt (FS President) introduced Korrina Bryan, the Chief of Staff for the Student
Government Association. SGA Elections will take place April 5-7. They are bringing back the
Clothing Closet on the Armstrong campus in the fall. They are still working on the IE Action
Plan and encouraging other student orgs to work on one as well. They are also starting a
Food Pantry on the Statesboro campus. The SGA has two scholarship recipients for this
year’s scholarship. They also meet with Shay Little.
B. FACULTY CLIMATE SURVEY – DR. TAJUAN WILSON (AVP FOR IE & CDO)
TaJuan Wilson presented an overview of the Campus Climate Survey; the data will be shared
later. This survey was designed as a snapshot of perceptions of General Climate, Commitment
to Inclusive Excellence, Mental Health, Programming and Resources, Discriminatory Instances,
Value and Voice, and Consolidation.
There were three different survey instruments for faculty, staff, and students. They were unable
to validate whether people accurately indicated the areas in which they worked.
Executive Summary Reports will roll out soon, with reports on each category of perceptions and
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the Open Response Feedback to be shared, along with specific Recommendations curated by
the Office of Inclusive Excellence. We haven’t seen the data yet because the Academic
Colleges data is not yet done. Each college report is averaging 35-40 pages. The Central Unit
plans will go to members of the President’s cabinet. The Academic college reports will go to
Provost Reiber and the Deans, who will determine how to disseminate that data. All reports will
be delivered no later than April 5. The full presentation of data will happen on Wednesday, April
7, in a live event that will take place at 1:00 PM, with a Q & A following the session. The full
Executive Summary and a copy of the live session will be posted on the Inclusive Excellence
website, with opportunities to chat about the data. This initiative is tied to the university’s
commitment to Inclusive Excellence, including the four goals of the Inclusive Excellence plan.
They are creating the Eagle Support Network to help individuals know how and to whom to
report instances of discrimination. This program is slated to roll out in Fall 2021. CLEC and IE
Action Plan Seed Grant applications are open (on a rolling basis) and information is available on
the OIE website. The Idea Catcher on the OIE website is also a place to submit your feedback
about the Campus Climate data.
Bill Wells (PCOB) moved to extend the meeting 15 minutes. The motion was seconded and
passed, with 48 approved, 2 opposed, no abstentions.
Bill Dawers (CAH) suggested that it would be easier to submit questions in advance of the live
presentation if data was available a bit in advance. Amanda Hedrick (CAH) asked for
clarification if the presentation was on Tuesday or Wednesday. It is on Wednesday.
C. SENATE ELECTIONS – KING (CBSS)
Barbara King (CBSS) reminded everyone to look for nomination forms for Senate officer
positions, which will be open until April 4. The election will take place during the April Senate
meeting, with a sample ballot and biographies to come out two weeks prior to that meeting.
VI. PRESIDENT’S REPORT – DR. KYLE MARRERO (PRESIDENT)
President Marrero stated that Covid-19 numbers are down in the state and region. Bulloch
County positivity rates were 33 per 100,000, Chatham County rates were 113 per 100,000, and
Liberty County were 207 per 100,000. Cases on campus have been around 20 in the past
several weeks, with a small uptick expected as a result of return from Spring Break.
Medical Director Brian DeLoach provided an update on vaccine distribution. Drive-through POD
at Paulson Stadium delivered 469 doses in 3 hours on April 24. Drive-through POD scheduled
for the 30 at Armstrong, with some appointments still available. Additional PODS are scheduled
on each campus next week. We’re starting to get into recipients of second doses, so we’re
trying to maximize spots for new first doses as well.
President Marrero stated that we’re working with partners for possible open walk-in POD
partnerships, with the issue always being vaccine availability. The university provides Moderna,
which is available for those 18 years and over. Individuals are highly encouraged to get the
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vaccine. The Civic Center in Savannah is opening April 1 as a new walk-up mass distribution
site.
Seventy-seven percent of faculty and staff engagement in the Employee Engagement Survey,
the results of which will be presented on a Monday, April 12 Town Hall, and the video will be
posted. All leader reports will be sent, and training will begin on April 13 and 14, with training
sessions throughout the week of the 19. Department-level meetings with chairs and deans to
develop drafts of Action Plans will take place April 26 through May 6. This is a tool to be used
along with the Climate Survey for improving the institution.
The legislative session ends March 31. Senate passed the budget with growth formula funding.
The Jack and Ruth Ann Hill Convocation Center was fully funded. Both have to get through
conference and be voted on. We’ll know by mid-April the allocations for our FY22 budget, which
will be presented at the April Senate meeting.
HEERF-II funds have been disseminated to students. The remaining $25 million is going
through some revisions because of lifted restrictions on how to use that money. The American
Rescue Plan will result in $32 million in grant aid directly to students to be applied over the next
two years and $32 million to the institution to be used over the next two years. It is not the type
of funding that can be used to hire faculty but can be used to help us bridge through this time.
Fall and Summer enrollments look good. University Performance Excellence Awards will take
place April 2, with 21 individual awards, one team award, and 408 service awards.
Vice President of Business and Finance finalists are on campus this week and next.
VII. PROVOST’S REPORT – DR. CARL REIBER (PROVOST, VPAA)
Provost Reiber ceded his time to President Marrero. He was going to talk about the Return to
Normalcy plan for the fall, which will largely be a communications plan, but he does want
everyone to have an opportunity to provide input. We recognize that about a third of our
students don’t know what normalcy looks like. We also want to catch any really good ideas that
have come out of Covid.
VIII. ANNOUNCEMENTS AND UPDATES
Trish Holt (FS President) thanked all stakeholders for their input.
XI. ADJOURNMENT
Diana Botnaru (WCHP) moved to adjourn at 6:15 PM. Mark Hanna (PCOB) seconded.
Respectfully submitted,
Amanda Konkle
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FACULTY DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Meeting Minutes
February 16, 2021
Via Zoom 11:03am- 12:52pm
Voting Members Present: Patsy Kraeger, chair (CBSS), Diana Botnaru (WCHP), Kristen Dickens (COE),
Lauren McMillan (LIB), Mariana Saenz (PCOB), Joanna Schreiber (CAH), Hongjun Su (COE), Rob Terry
(CAH), Jian Zhang (JPHCOPH)
Non-Voting Members Present: Deborah Walker (CTE)
Absent: Mariana Saenz (COB), Shijun Zheng (COSM)

I.

CALL TO ORDER
A. Dr. Kraeger called the meeting to order at 11:03am.

II.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
A. Dr. Schreiber made a motion to approve the agenda for today. Dr. Botnaru seconded the
motion.

III.

CHAIR’S UPDATE:
A. Dr. Patsy Kraeger: DEI Strategies were submitted to the IE report document on 2-8-2020.
B. Dr. Kraeger thanked Drs. Terry, Schreiber, and Dickens for their work on the subcommittee.

IV. OLD BUSINESS
A. Faculty Senate Inclusive Excellence Initiative and DEI Report:
DEI subcommittee report discussed and approved at special meeting on February 4, 2021.
B. Dr. Botnaru noted the SEC discussed the IE plan at their recent meeting, and are looking for
ways to move forward with the plan.
V.

NEW BUSINESS
A. FDC Funding Decision Process
1. Reviewed set parameters and recommendations from the Provost’s Office on proposal
funding (e.g., travel not currently permissible by GSU due to pandemic,
funding/superseding faculty summer stipends and salaries). Note: FDC historically works
with the Provost’s Office regarding proposal approvals and subsequent funding.
2. For items A-J, two members abstained due to absence at the meeting. For items J-M, four
members abstained due to absence at the meeting. For agenda items V. B- VIII, Dr.
Kraeger appointed Dr. Dickens as proxy for Chair in her absence.
3. Since there is no formal policy, the committee voted on two items prior to reviewing and
voting an Applicant proposals A-N: (a)whether or not to consider student worker funding
and (b) whether or not to consider summer salary/stipend requests.
Motion: Dr. Botnaru made a motion that it is viable to fund faculty stipends related to
FDC. Dr. Schreiber seconded the motion. No discussion. The motion passed, thus the FDC
will consider proposal requests for stipends.

4.

Motion: Dr. Botnaru made a motion that it is viable to fund student pay as pursuant to
the FDC award. Dr. Schreiber seconded the motion. No discussion. The motion passed,
thus the FDC will consider proposal requests to fund student pay.
Discussion and voting on each proposal follows in this section of the minutes. Note:
Debbie Walker previously de-identified information of each proposal request and
assigned “Applicant” and an alphabetical letter.
a) Applicant A:
Motion: Dr. Kraeger made a motion to approve the $2500 request. Dr. Botnaru
moved to approve the budget request. Dr. Schreiber seconded the motion. No
discussion. Motion passed; proposal approved.
b) Applicant B:
Motion: Dr. Kraeger made a motion to approve Applicant B’s proposal and budget
request of $2500. Dr. Botnaru moved to approve; Dr. Schreiber seconded. Discussion
of lack of clarity, concerns about the nature of the proposal, and inability to approve
technology and software. Motion did not pass.
c) Applicant C:
Motion: Dr. Kraeger made a motion to approve Applicant C’s proposal and budget
request of $300. Dr. Botnaru moved to approve; Dr. Schreiber seconded. No
discussion. Motion passed; proposal approved.
d) Applicant D:
Motion: Dr. Kraeger made a motion to approve Applicant D’s proposal and budget
request of $470. Dr. Botnaru moved to approve; Dr. Schreiber seconded. Discussion
of what the training is and how it would be integrated into the classroom. Motion
passed; proposal approved.
e) Applicant E:
Motion: Dr. Kraeger made a motion that Applicant E’s proposal and budget request
of $2470 not be funded. Dr. Botnaru moved to approve; Dr. Schreiber seconded.
Discussion regarding travel restrictions. Motion passed; proposal not approved.
f) Applicant F:
Motion: Dr. Kraeger made a motion to approve Applicant F’s proposal and budget
request of $150. Dr. Botnaru moved to approve the budget request. Dr. Schreiber
seconded the motion. No discussion. Motion passed; proposal approved.
g) Applicant G:
Motion: Dr. Kraeger made a motion to approve the $2500 stipend request.
Discussion about dissemination of information and application in the classroom.
Consideration of adding need for clear deliverable or evidence of application to
future proposals in a letter to the applicant. Dr. Botnaru moved to approve the
budget request. Dr. Schreiber seconded the motion. Motion passed; proposal
approved.
h) Applicant H- full:

B.

Motion: Dr. Kraeger made a motion to approve Applicant H’s proposal and budget
request of $2399. Dr. Botnaru moved to approve; Dr. Schreiber seconded. Discussion
regarding travel restrictions. Motion passed.
i) Applicant H- partial:
Motion: Dr. Kraeger made a second motion on Application H is to fund the
certification training only ($1995). Discussion about indicating in letter to applicant
that we could not fund travel due to pandemic restrictions and current university
policy. In this case while we recognize travel is implicit, we are funding the
registration and not the travel
j) Applicant I:
Motion: Dr. Kraeger made a motion not to approve Applicant I’s proposal, for lack
of detail in the budget and no specific budget request listed. Dr. Botnaru moved to
approve the budget request. Dr. Schreiber seconded the motion. Motion passed;
proposal not approved.
k) Applicant J:
Motion: Dr. Kraeger made a motion not to approve Applicant J’s proposal, for lack
of detail in the budget and no specific budget request listed. Dr. Botnaru moved to
approve the budget request. Dr. Schreiber seconded the motion. Motion passed;
proposal not approved.
l) Applicant K:
Motion: Dr. Kraeger made a motion to approve Applicant K’s proposal and budget
request of $599. Dr. Botnaru moved to approve the budget request. Dr. Schreiber
seconded the motion. No discussion. Motion passed; proposal approved.
m) Applicant L:
Motion: Dr. Kraeger made a motion to approve Applicant L’s proposal and budget
request of $2499. Dr. Botnaru moved to approve the budget request. Dr. Schreiber
seconded the motion. No discussion. Motion passed; proposal approved.
n) Applicant M:
Motion: Dr. Kraeger made a motion to fund Applicant M’s proposal and budget
request of $1300, noting that the graduate assistant work must be completed by or
before June. Dr. Botnaru moved to approve the budget request. Dr. Schreiber
seconded the motion. No discussion. Motion passed; proposal approved.
o) Applicant N:
Motion: Dr. Kraeger made a motion to fund Applicant N’s proposal and budget
request of $2500. Dr. Botnaru moved to approve the budget request. Dr. Schreiber
seconded the motion. Discussion. Four voted against approval; two in favor of
approving; four abstaining. Motion did not pass; proposal not approved.
FDC Second Funding Call discussion for Spring 2021
1. Discussion of if/when to put forth a second call, and how to clarify the call.
2. Debbie will look at the potential dates and send an email about a new proposal; will share
with the committee via email.

C.

d.

VI.

3. Discussion of how to proceed with the second round of proposal evaluations and voting
procedures.
Funding Call dates for Fall of 2021
1. Put out the funding call for 2021 in April; with reminder sent in early Fall term (e.g.,
August).
CTE - Survey Authority discussion, if time allows.
1. Move to the April meeting under “Old Business.”

OTHER
A. No March 2021 meeting
B. April 2021 meeting - discussion of plans for AY 2021-2022

VII. ANNOUNCEMENTS
A. No announcements made.
VIII. ADJOURNMENT
A. There being no further business, Dr. Botnaru motioned to adjourn the meeting; Dr. Schreiber
seconded the motion. All present in favor. The meeting was adjourned on 2-6-2020 at
12:52pm.

Minutes were approved on 2021 by
electronic vote of Committee
Members.

Respectfully submitted,

Patsy Kraeger, Committee Chair

Appendix One
Senate Faculty Development Committee
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Subcommittee Report and Draft Plan
Subcommittee members in alpha order: Dr. Kristen Dickens (COE); Dr. Joanna Schreiber (CAH); Dr. Rob
Terry(CAH)
Presented on 9/15/2020

After reviewing our charge to create a plan for how we can develop, enhance, or encourage the values
of openness, equity, and inclusion through our committee’s work, the Faculty Development Committee
proposes the following as our goals for 2020-2021 academic year.
First, we propose the creation of two subcommittees within this committee. Each of these committees
will be charged with addressing specific concerns and producing specific deliverables. These charges and
intended deliverables are detailed below.
●
The first subcommittee focuses on improving openness, equity, and inclusion by
considering how to improve existing processes. To meet this goal, this subcommittee is charged
to:
○ Improve the transparency of the awards nomination and selection process so that
more stakeholders can be aware of the process, understand how the selection process
works, and understand how to participate. Improving the transparency increases the
openness of our committee’s work and helps to remove barriers to success. This change
invites more stakeholders throughout the campus to participate, improving inclusion. In
addition, clarifying the process will help us recognize potential barriers to entry,
allowing the committee to address equity concerns that may prevent participation.
○ Evaluate all existing rubrics and evaluation methods to determine where it might be
possible to revise guidelines and methodologies in order to increase the consideration
of efforts to promote the values of openness, equity, and inclusion as part of the
evaluation process for awards.
○ The deliverables that this subcommittee will produce are:
■ An improved representation of the awards nomination and selection
process, including but not limited to flowcharts and other media. This should
include content to be placed on a public-facing website connected to the
committee.
■ A report on the potential changes to evaluation methods and rubrics to
increase the recognition of these values.

●
The second subcommittee focuses on evaluating the potential to create new award
mechanisms to better equip the Faculty Development Committee to promote these values
across our campuses. To meet this goal, this subcommittee is charged to:
○ Consider the possibility of either creating new awards or restructuring existing
awards so that the Faculty Development Committee may productively coordinate with
Office of Inclusive Excellence initiatives in the areas of openness, equity, and inclusion.
○ Coordinate with the Office of Inclusive Excellence to determine where the Faculty
Development Committee might help create or augment opportunities for professional
development of knowledge and awareness in the areas of openness, equity, and
inclusion. These efforts will likely include but not be limited to areas such as
accessibility, working with diverse student populations, gender and sexuality awareness,
and antiracist pedagogy.
○ The deliverables that this subcommittee will produce are:
■ A proposal for the creation of new awards or restructuring of existing
awards in order to address these values.
■ A report on the best ways that the Faculty Development Committee can
coordinate with the Office of Inclusive Excellence’s initiatives in the near future.
This report will contain proposals for the Faculty Development Committee to
consider and/or vote upon.
Second, the deliverables listed will be created and delivered for the Faculty Development Committee’s
evaluation and consideration by the end of February of 2021. If desired, a report on the status and result
of these deliverables can be submitted to the Office of Inclusive Excellence by early March 2021.
Through the work of these two subcommittees, the Faculty Development Committee believes that we
will produce measurable and meaningful changes to the work of this committee that will result in
increased commitment to and execution of processes that promote openness, equity, and inclusion
across our campuses.

Faculty Research Committee
Meeting Minutes
February 19, 2021
Via Zoom: 12:00 pm- 2:00 pm
Voting Members Present: David Sikora, Chair (PCOB), Asli Aslan (JPHCOPH), John Carroll (COSM), Brett
Curry (CBSS), Antonio Gutierrez de Blume (COE), Caroline Hopkinson (LIB), Joshua Kennedy for Brett
Curry(CBSS), Jeff Klibert (CBSS), Li Li (WCPH), Marcel Marghiar (PCEC), Mary Villaponteaux (CAH)
Non-Voting Members Present: Lance McBrayer (Provost), Ele Haynes (Provost)
Absent: None
Guests present: None

I.

CALL TO ORDER - Meeting was called to order at 12:00 PM by Chair, Dr. David Sikora.

II.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF 2/5/21 – Committee approved the minutes by unanimous email on
2/8/21 and submitted to the Senate Librarians Report on 2/8/21.

III. NEW BUSINESS
A. Research Internal Funding Review 1. Discussion:
a) Individual review scores were compiled and ranked by score. Additionally, reviewers
classified and recommended to remain in the competition for the next review round
(yes or no).
b) The committee may choose to allocate the entire budget to funding these awards or
allocate a portion of the funding to alternate strategic goals of the committee in
support of GS Research.
c) There were 11 Seed funding applicants and 8 Scholarly Pursuit applicants requesting
a total of $129000.
2. The Motion: All applications that received one or more votes to proceed to round 2
funding review and can be funded within the budget will be fully funded in numeric rank
order. The remaining balance, not being adequate to fund an additional project, will be
transferred to the publication fund.
a) Moved: Antonio Gutierrez de Blume Second: John Carroll
b) Outcome: Motion passed unanimously.
3. Funding recommendations will be held until the final state budget is released. The Office
of Research will prepare and distribute researcher award documents and contracts.
IV. OLD BUSINESS
A. Inclusive Excellence Survey Data Collection Plan Action Item
1. Discussion:

a)

2.

V.

The Office of Research, in collaboration with the committee chair and the Research
Symposium committee chair will draft and deliver a one question survey to provide
qualitative data concerning inclusion in research through the FRC processes.
b) The question will be "Describe your research area, relevant lived experience
background, the specific problem/need your research addresses and the impact of
your research on society and diverse populations."
c) The email asking for the response will include a transparency statement: “Your
voluntary response will be used by the FRC for the purpose of improving our
administrative processes and enhancing efforts to encourage diversity in research.
Your responses will also be shared with the Office of Inclusive Excellence to inform
future University efforts improve its service and encourage diversity in research.”
d) Open-ended responses should not exceed 500 words.
e) The data will be provided to the Office of Inclusive Excellence in a single package.
Target for data delivery is the end of March. Dates will be aligned with Research
Symposium data collection.
f) Data will be provided to the Office of Inclusive Excellence without aggregation or
analysis. The committee will have independent access to the data for internal use.
g) The data request should be made in the format of a google form to provide efficient
data delivery.
h) Feedback will be requested from the Office of Inclusive Excellence concerning the
value of the data as collected and recommendations for changes in the data
collection next year.
i) Responses will be voluntary.
The Motion: The Office of Research, in collaboration with the committee chair and the
Research Symposium committee chair will draft and deliver a one question survey to
provide qualitative data concerning inclusion in research through the FRC processes.
Resulting data will be shared with the Office of Inclusive Excellence as received and made
available to committee members for review for process improvement.
Moved: Li Li Second: Antonio Gutierrez de Blume
Outcome: Motion passed unanimously.

ANNOUNCEMENTS and OTHER BUSINESS
A. The chair reminded the committee members of the upcoming meeting dates and assignments
(listed below).
B. Future action items:
1. Inclusive Excellence Plan Survey format and delivery
2. Revamping of the Excellence Award guidelines and rubric
C. Spring meeting schedule
1. Feb 19 - Award application discussion
2. March 5 - Review of rubric and process for Excellence of Research and Excellence in
Discovery and Innovation Rubric review.
3. March 19 - Program Review and update

4.
5.

April 2 - TBD
April 16 - Election FY22 FRC Chair

VI. ADJOURNMENT-Committee adjourned at <12:40 pm> on a motion by <Dr Brett Curry > and second
by < Dr. John Carroll > <Minutes will be sent to committee for review via email and approved at the
next stated meeting of the committee. Minutes will be sent to the Senate Librarian upon email
approval.>

*<<Faculty Research Committee>> meetings are not recorded.>>

Faculty Research Committee
Meeting Minutes
March 5, 2021
Via Zoom: 12:00 pm- 2:00 pm
Voting Members Present: David Sikora, Chair (PCOB), John Carroll (COSM), Brett Curry (CBSS), Antonio
Gutierrez de Blume (COE), Caroline Hopkinson (LIB), Joshua Kennedy for Brett Curry(CBSS), Jeff Klibert
(CBSS), Li Li (WCPH), Marcel Marghiar (PCEC), Mary Villaponteaux (CAH)
Non-Voting Members Present: Lance McBrayer (Provost), Ele Haynes (Provost)
Absent: Asli Aslan (JPHCOPH)
Guests present: None

I.

CALL TO ORDER - Meeting was called to order at 12:00 PM by Chair, Dr. David Sikora.

II.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF 2/19/21 – Committee approved the minutes by unanimous email on
2/22/21 and submitted to the Senate Librarians Report on 2/22/21.

III. NEW BUSINESS
A. Review of the Excellence award application and rubric
1. Discussion - Awards guidelines:
a) The committee noted the lack of distinction between the Research award and the
Discovery & Innovation award description.
b) The lack of clarity may make the nomination process more difficult for the faculty in
determining the appropriate category. Understanding of the award intent may limit
or skew inclusion of eligible candidates across the disciplines.
c) A narrow reading of the definition to focus on collaborative research may serve to
narrow the field of innovative research and limit the inclusion of innovative work.
d) Nominations for the Research award are more common since the concept is more
clearly and historically understood though the nominee submission for the awards
are similar in scope and content. This may create an unbalanced competition based
upon random assignment by less than specific nomination.
e) The committee needs to query the awards committee to try to alter the description
of the award on the website to clarify the awards as follows or clarify that individuals
nominated for the research or discovery award will be awarded from a single pool.
f) It's unclear who the request for clarification should go to. Suggestion - send the
letter to the Senate president and request it to be forwarded to the awards
committee or person appropriate to the request.
g) The Discovery category is the only category that says anything about incorporating
students. Combining the categories may result in the loss of this opportunity to
value research coming from departments that have less access to resources.

h)

2.

3.

The rubric discussion suggestions would serve to create 2 distinct rubrics for the
different awards by changing the element “Research and/or Creative Leadership”
where the Discovery rubric would include research collaborations where the
research excellence award does not specify collaborations.
Discussion - Rubric Alteration 1:
a) Should we put the "Research and Creative Leadership" element at the top of the
Discovery and Innovation Award list of elements, and omit it from the Research
Excellence Award?
(1) The Discovery and Innovation Award, emphasizes "encourag[ing] innovative
and problem-solving research collaboratives." The Research Excellence award
doesn't say anything about collaboration.
b) The committee explored the possibility of
(1) changing the rubric to create clear differences or
(2) change the wording on the University award website to define the awards as
different or
(3) evaluating the two indistinct awards as a single competition without distinction
- top 2 applications will receive the 2 awards.
c) Based on the conversation we may be forcing a difference between the two awards.
Given the ambiguity, let the nominators determine the meaning the ambiguity and
the committee can use the flexibility in that ambiguity to identify the best
candidates.
d) The differences in Research, Innovation and Creativity are too muddy to separate.
All 3 concepts are pieces of the academic process of research.
e) The rubric suggestion was withdrawn based upon discussion under Award Guidance
(above).
f) The Motion: Table the motion indefinitely.
(1) Moved: Li Li Second: Antonio Gutierrez de Blume
(2) Outcome: Motion passed 6 to 3
Discussion - Rubric Alteration 2: For both award rubrics: "Margin of Excellence in the
Discipline" and "International/National Community Value" seem like the same thing. Both
are about "enhancing" or "impacting" "the discipline as demonstrated by the recognition
of peers." Suggestion is to omit one.
a) Committee discussed combining the wording to maximize intent
b) The weight of the concept in the total score will be changed by merging the overall
weight of the category. The scoring impact will be reduced from 14.5% in 2
categories to 8.5% in one category. The reduction is acceptable to the committee.
c) The merged language would look as follows:
(1) Existing language 4-6 - Candidate provides evidence of quality contributions that
enhance the discipline as demonstrated by the recognition of peers. PLUS
Candidate provides evidence of national and/or international impact or
recognition, as demonstrated by the support of peers.

4.

(2) New language 4-6 - Candidate provides evidence of quality contributions that
enhance the discipline as demonstrated by the recognition of peers and
provides evidence of significant regional and/or national impact or recognition,
as demonstrated by the support of peers.
(3) Existing language 7-9 - Candidate provides strong evidence of contributions that
enhance the discipline as demonstrated by the recognition of peers. PLUS
Candidate provides strong evidence of contributions that impact the discipline
at a national and/or international level, as demonstrated by the recognition of
peers.
(4) New language 7-9 - Candidate provides strong evidence of quality contributions
that enhance the discipline as demonstrated by the recognition of peers and
provides strong evidence of contributions that impact the discipline at a
national and/or international level, as demonstrated by the recognition of
peers.
d) The Motion: The rubric language will be altered to incorporate the international and
national community value category into the margin of excellence discipline category;
the merger will incorporate the national criteria in the 4-6 tier of the category and
the international criteria on the 7-9 tier of the category.
(1) Moved: Antonio Gutierrez de Blume Second: John Carroll
(2) Outcome: Motion passed unanimously.
Discussion - Rubric Alteration 3: To limit disciplinary bias add the phrase "as appropriate
to the discipline" in the "Support and Partnership" element after mentions of internal and
external funding.
a) The Motion: The phrase "as appropriate to the discipline" will be added to the
criteria for the category "Support and Partnership" after the phrase “internal and
external funding”.
(1) Moved: Antonio Gutierrez de Blume Second: Mary Villeponteaux
(2) Outcome: Motion passed unanimously.

IV. ANNOUNCEMENTS and OTHER BUSINESS
A. The chair reminded the committee members of the upcoming meeting dates and assignments
(listed below).
B. Future action items:
1. Inclusive Excellence Plan Survey format and delivery
2. Revamping of the Excellence Award guidelines and rubric
C. Spring meeting schedule
1. March 19 - Spring Break - meeting cancelled
2. April 2 - Election FY22 FRC Chair
3. April 16 – TBD

V. ADJOURNMENT-Committee adjourned at <1:34 pm> on a motion by <Dr. Li Li > and second by < Dr.
Marcel Maghiar > <Minutes will be sent to committee for review via email and approved at the next
stated meeting of the committee. Minutes will be sent to the Senate Librarian upon email approval.>

*<<Faculty Research Committee>> meetings are not recorded.>>

Faculty Research Committee
Meeting Minutes
April 2, 2021
Via Zoom: 12:00 pm- 2:00 pm
Voting Members Present: David Sikora, Chair (PCOB), Brett Curry (CBSS), Antonio Gutierrez de Blume
(COE), Caroline Hopkinson (LIB), Joshua Kennedy for Brett Curry(CBSS), Jeff Klibert (CBSS), Marcel
Marghiar (PCEC), Mary Villaponteaux (CAH)
Non-Voting Members Present: Ele Haynes (Provost)
Absent: Asli Aslan (JPHCOPH), John Carroll (COSM), Li Li (WCPH), Lance McBrayer (Provost),
Guests present: None

I.

CALL TO ORDER - Meeting was called to order at 12:00 PM by Chair, Dr. David Sikora.

II.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF 3/5/21 – Committee approved the minutes by unanimous email on
3/9/21 and submitted to the Senate Librarians Report on 3/22/21.

III. NEW BUSINESS
A. Election of FY22 (academic 2021-2022) FRC Chair
1. Discussion a) All committee members who are elected or appointed to the committee with a term
that expires in 2022 are eligible for nomination and election. Nominations may be
made by any committee member. Self nominations are welcomed.
b) David Sikora nominated Antonio Gutierrez de Blume from the floor. Antonio
accepted the nomination. No other nominations were put forward.
c) The Motion: The committee supports Antonio Gutierrez de Blume to serve as
committee chair for Academic year 2021-2022 (FY22).
(1) Moved: David Sikora Second: Brett Curry
(2) Outcome: Motion passed Unanimously
IV. Old Business
A. Inclusive Excellence Survey Follow-up
1. 180 recruitment messages were sent out to the 9 excellence award applicants; 27 funding
applicants and 144 Research Symposium accepted researchers.
2. 39 total responses have been received as of the meeting date.
3. Responses will be accepted through April 16 to correspond with the close of the Research
Symposium.
4. Raw data will be available to committee members for analysis and will be shared with the
Office of Inclusive Excellence per our approved Faculty Senate FRC Committee Inclusive
Excellence plan.

B.

C.

V.

University Award Rubric Description
1. The committee concerns were shared with the University Awards committee. The
Committee will be working through an update to the University Awards website and
process through the summer. The awards committee supplied a full description of the
Discovery and Innovation award that clarifies and expands the collaborative designation
of the award.
2. The committee would like to propose the removal of the word collaboration from the
abbreviated definition and full description in order to be inclusive of the full range of
innovative research efforts managed on campus that include both cooperatively
developed research strategies as well as innovative efforts by researchers that result in
individual intellectual property development.
3. Suggested language for the full description:
4. Georgia Southern University promotes creative scholarly activities, environments, and/ or
technologies that encourage and facilitate creative, innovative, problem solving research
initiatives that engage students, faculty, staff, and community partners. This award
recognizes those individuals who generated valuable ideas and developed new or
improved technologies, processes, methods, systems, programs, or services for their
team, their department, our University, or the external community.
5. Suggested language for the abbreviated description:
6. This award recognizes those individuals that promote creative scholarly activities,
technologies and/ or environments that encourage innovative and problem-solving
research initiatives.
7. The Action: Ele will communicate the suggested language to the University Awards
committee for consideration. Committee members will review the rubric to include
student mentorship in research as a more prominent element for both awards during the
summer months for committee action.
Excellence Award
1. Winners will be announced on April 2 through a mass institutional email. Biographies
were produced for the winners by the University Awards committee based on application
material supplied by the applicants through the FRC committee.

ANNOUNCEMENTS and OTHER BUSINESS
A. The chair reminded the committee members of the upcoming meeting dates and assignments
(listed below).
B. Future action items:
1. Inclusive Excellence Plan Survey data delivery
2. Revamping of the Excellence Award guidelines and rubric based upon University award
committee response. Inclusion of student mentorship in research will be considered in
updating rubric wording.
C. Spring meeting schedule
1. April 2 - Election FY22 FRC Chair
2. April 16 - Cancelled

VI. ADJOURNMENT-Committee adjourned at <12:42 pm> on a motion by <Dr. David Sikora > and
second by < Dr. Brett Curry > <Minutes will be sent to committee for review via email and approval.
Minutes will be sent to the Senate Librarian upon email approval.>
VII. Added <Minutes were sent to committee for review via email on 4/2/21 and final approval
received on 4/5/21. Minutes were sent to the Senate contact for the April librarians report on 4/5/21.
*<<Faculty Research Committee>> meetings are not recorded.>>

Faculty Senate Welfare Committee
Meeting Agenda
February 10, 2021
Via Zoom: 1:00-3:00 pm
Voting Members Present: Leticia McGrath, chair (CAH), Karelle Aiken (COSM), John Barkoulas (PCOB),
Candice Bodkin (CBSS), Dawn Cannon-Rech (LIB), Lei Chen (PCEC), P. Cary Christian (CBSS), Ellen
Hamilton (WCPH), Mark Hanna (PCOB), Susan Hendrix (WCPH), Rebecca Hunnicutt (LIB), Jeff Jones
(JPHCOPH), Clinton Martin (PCEC), Samuel Opoku (JPHCOPH), Ria Ramoutar (COSM), Nancy Remler
(COE), Laura Valeri (CAH)
Non-Voting Members Present: Diana Cone (Provost Office)
Absent: Dawn Tysinger (COE)

I.

Call to Order 1pm Attendance: all present except Dawn Tysinger

II.

Approval of Agenda Samuel Opoku moved to approve and Clint Martin seconded.

III.

Updates from the Chair/Co-Secretaries
A. Member Lei Chen (CEC) will be replaced by Gustavo Molina.
B. Clint Martin will fill the vacant spot for PCEC.
C. Student Ratings of Instruction (SRI) SEC voted to create an Ad Hoc Committee outside of
FWC. Committee members of the FWC can volunteer to serve on the Ad Hoc committee.
Susan Hendrix mentioned that she has volunteered to serve.

IV.

Faculty Welfare New Business
A. Draft: Summary Statement for Lecturer Salary Inequality Concerns Ria Ramoutar presented
the statement and concerns to the Committee. Lecturers are still at base salaries with no
increase for present lecturers compared to new incoming lecturers. Senior Lecturers still less
after promotion as compared to incoming NTT and limited term lines. Promotion line and
workload are not in line with other ranks. Salary adjustments survey considered lecturers as
having non-terminal degrees which was incorrect. A subcommittee met. They want to send a
google form to lecturers asking about salaries and loads. The USG website includes
compensation other than base salary. Salary inequities (for all) brought up for discussion.
Salary Survey phase 2 and on paused as the pandemic started. No money. Diana Cone: Is this
the purview of this committee (to collect data on salaries)? Karelle Aiken stated that this is
not so much about salary as it is workload and compensation for the same. Limited Term
faculty made permanent in NTT lines but the compensation is off and not matched to
workload. Diana Cone says this was a University-wide move to be in compliance with the 2year term rule. Leti McGrath: This committee cannot address except to continue to bring it to
light. Maybe an RFI would accomplish that? Or a DI? We would need to be clear on the goal,
i.e. workload. Nancy Remler agrees DI is more appropriate. Laura Valeri agrees and adds to
be clear in difference in these roles. Mark Hanna: a complex issue and a discussion in the
Senate not pragmatic except to get a Provost/President response. However, may lead to 45
minutes of voiced frustrations in the Senate. What about a letter or statement from FWC

asking for comment? Cary Christian: Every department/college/school will have different
categories and workload distribution. Maybe this conversation needs to happen at the Dean
level. Nancy Remler: In COE, this topic is a significant concern and faculty are waiting for FWC
to bring this forward. Karelle Aiken: It has to be “put out there” with an opportunity for the
Provost/President to address it. Ellen Hamilton: Why is it not consistent across colleges from
an HR standpoint? Cary Christian: We need a presentation on what the different ranks are
and why? Leti McGrath: How is that different from an RFI? Cary Christian: It’s a formal
request to present to the Senate. RFIs tend to get buried. Subcommittee forwards directly to
the Provost and let the SEC know as well. Leti McGrath: So where do we go from here? A
statement needs to be brief. Karelle Aiken: Can Ria continue with the draft she created?
Nancy Remler: What are we asking for? Leti McGrath: We could link to our minutes as a topic
of instruction and ask for explanation. Diana Cone: Chairs/Deans of each
College/School/Department are responsible for workload. Cary Christian, as an SEC member,
will you help draft a simple question to get this started? Leti McGrath: Keep Trish Holt in the
loop on this topic and our actions.
V.

Faculty Welfare Unfinished Business
A. Pathway for NTT Faculty (Subcommittee Report)
Laura Valeri has been working on this heavily. Provost meeting cancelled and not yet
rescheduled. Diana Botnari reviewed and gave comments. Provost wants clinical faculty
added to it. Submit again to Diana Botnari and then subcommittee before it comes to FWC.
Also waiting on a small clarification from Provost.
B. Annual Faculty Evaluation Form Revision (Subcommittee Report)
■ Survey link: https://georgiasouthern.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_2nqb8r3oDqUZRgF
■ Breakdown by College of Survey Results as of today (Jeff Jones)
■ 2021-02-08 CAH Dean John Kraft Email to College with Survey Link for Annual Faculty
Evaluation Form
Jeff Jones: 189 responses from a few colleges. Susan Hendrix will send it to WCHP ASAP.[sent
2/10/21 4:35pm] Some colleges have not yet answered and you can answer without
answering identifying information. Will close for the next meeting and report results.
C. Inclusive Excellence Measurable Plan (Subcommittee Report) Ellen Hamilton: We had a
deadline. We continue to be confused. Met with Tricia Holt. We answered the action plan
and met our deadline. Dr. Wilson reviewed the original plan and he referred her back to the
assignment form Trish Holt. Out of the 8 items, only 1 item, (3.D.2) applies to this committee.
All others apply to other departments like HR, etc..Jeff Jones and that subcommittee can add
this to the AFE form.
D. Chair Evaluation (Subcommittee Report)
Update from subcommittee
Susan Hendrix updated: via email from Dawn Tysinger: “Currently, we are researching the
chair evaluation policies from all of our peer and aspirant universities. We should have that
compiled for analysis very soon.”
E. COVID-19 FWC Subcommittee (Subcommittee Report)
Karelle Aiken: Positive move to getting feedback from faculty about experience on campus.

VI.

Faculty Welfare Concerns
Spreadsheet to Report Faculty Welfare Concerns
Please reach out to your colleagues in each of your colleges to request that they submit
concerns that we should address in future meetings. Report them in the spreadsheet

linked here, and include any supplementary information as needed. Leti McGrath
reminded everyone to use this document.
1. Leti McGrath: Submitted to our spreadsheet. Aggregated Dean/Chair
evaluations. A question about upcoming chair, AD, D, and director
assessments/evaluations. PCOB received an email stating that chairs will be
assessed by department faculty, staff, other department chairs, the ADs, the
academic advising coordinator, and another director. We have 11 faculty, 6
other departments, 2 ADs, and 2 additional directors/coordinators. Does
anyone know if evaluations are aggregated across all respondents or separated
by faculty and others? If aggregated, it seems like faculty voices could be lost in
the noise. This is not a problem in my department, but could be in others. The
same holds for evaluations of the Provost, President, and other administrators
evaluated across several segments of GS. Diana Cone: Deans and higher are
separated by Admin/FAC/staff/etc. The Deans will have to answer how those
are divided at their level. Add this to our items to pursue in the subcommittee.
2. Leti McGrath: Submitted to our spreadsheet. Maiden name on annual giving
campaign. There is a designation on the annual giving campaign that requests
"maiden name." Why is it asking for that information? Should it be asked? And
what should be asked in its place if there's a reason it needs to be asked? Could
it not be changed to “previous last name, if different from current last name”?
Outdated terminology. Who do we send this to? The creator of the document.
Leti McGrath will follow up.
3. Leti McGrath: Submitted to our spreadsheet. Do coaches, tutors, staff, and
others who come into close contact with athletes have access to the COVID
testing provided to athletes if they are informed that an athlete has tested
positive? Student Health Center will not test unless a student has symptoms,
and those who work directly with athletes should have the same access to
testing that athletes have if they learn they have been exposed to an athlete
who has tested positive. Currently, student tutors must find a way to be tested
somewhere else, and often those locations are booked. Leti McGrath: any
comments? Is this appropriate for an RFI? Cary Christian: It should be
appropriate and would make sense as a part of the athletic program itself.
Karielle will submit an RFI?
A. Ongoing Faculty Welfare Concerns
1. Parental Leave (Candice Bodkin) John Barkoulas: It’s a general question about adding
language for new hires about what we offer. No info yet but he and Candace will meet
and discuss. Candace spoke with HR. Outside of HR, there are no parental leave policies.
If approaching HR, it must go through SEC and Trish. They will not talk to committees.
Diana Cone: HR has been directed by the Senate to only take questions from the
Committee. Case by case protecting FMLA, etc. Susan Hendrix: To clarify, we have no
parental leave policy and cannot really use it as a draw for new younger faculty. Leti
McGrath: Can we draft a policy for parental leave? Ellen Hamilton: Is there another
policy in the USG? Can we get it and review? Diana Cone: A question brought up about
the tenure clock and parental leave which is another issue. Do others within the USG
have a policy? Candace Bodkin: Most are doing this through “leave pools” not a policy.
2. Online Class Size (John Barkoulas) Leti McGrath: Addressed a year ago. Do we continue
working on it during coVid-19 pandemic? John Barkoulas: Timing is not right for the
current state of affairs? What questions are we looking to address? What are we trying

to answer? Form a subcommittee? Leti McGrath: Ask colleagues if there are concerns
about this topic? If there are concerns, address and add to the agenda of FWC.
3. Health Insurance Premiums Leti McGrath: nothing to address here. Laura Valeri: A
burden on faculty, especially NTT lines. Jeff Jones: Can USG ask Kaiser Permanente to
cover more areas?
4. 10 months vs. 12 months pay Leti McGrath: No update on this topic. Yes, it is being
implemented at certain institutions but hasn’t made it to GSU yet. Rolling process. Will
be optional when it happens.
VII.

Adjourn Laura Valeri and Jeff Jones motion to adjourn.

Faculty Senate Welfare Committee
Meeting Agenda
March 10. 2021
Via Zoom: 1:00-3:00 pm
Voting Members Present: Leticia McGrath, chair (CAH), Karelle Aiken (COSM), Candice Bodkin (CBSS),
Dawn Cannon-Rech (LIB), P. Cary Christian (CBSS), Mark Hanna (PCOB)- left early, Susan Hendrix
(WCPH), Rebecca Hunnicutt (LIB), Jeff Jones (JPHCOPH), Gustavo Molina (substituting for Lei Chen,
PCEC), Samuel Opoku (JPHCOPH), Ria Ramoutar (COSM)- left early, Nancy Remler (COE)- left early, Dawn
Tysinger (COE)
Non-Voting Members Present: Diana Cone (Provost Office)
Absent: John Barkoulas (PCOB), Ellen Hamilton (WCPH), Clinton Martin (PCEC), Laura Valeri (CAH)

I.

Call to Order 1:00pm

II.

Approval of Agenda, motion approved. Nancy Remler moved, seconded by Dawn Tysinger.

III.

Updates from the Chair/Co-Secretaries
A. Update: Question about Maiden Name Designation - Annual Giving Campaign immediate
response received after question was submitted. “maiden” to be changed to “previous
name”.
B. Subcommittees and members see the chart below and here: 2020-2021 FWC Subcommittee
Members thank yous to all who are working on these committees.
1. FYI: New research says some straightforward interventions are effective in addressing
faculty workload disparities.
a) There is a table at the bottom of the meeting minutes of subcommittees, and Leti
McGrath asked that everyone verify that they are represented appropriately, or if
they want to join a subcommittee. Faculty workload also includes subcommittees
of which people are a part.

IV.

Faculty Welfare New Business
A. Annual Faculty Evaluation Subcommittee Needed volunteers? Jeff Jones, Nancy Remlervolunteer to lead, Samuel Opoku, Ria Ramoutar. Discussion occurs regarding what is
involved with leading a subcommittee.
Follow up w Barb King to verify years of membership, specifically Nancy Remler. Diana Cone
stated that committee membership is a 2 year term per FAC handbook. SEC appoints new
members; others are elected. Corrections to any member’s listing can go to Leti McGrath to
go to Barb King and Megan Small who has access to the website to make corrections.

V.

Faculty Welfare Unfinished Business
A. Pathway for NTT Faculty
1. NTT Pathway Email Communication with Trish Holt no new news. Provost meeting with
the subcommittee tomorrow. We do not have information about what the policy
violations are that have been mentioned and cannot move forward until a discussion

occurs. Per Diana Cone: We only need a short document and this is a very long
document. We only needed a pathway. Discussion about different lines and possible
promotion pathways occurred.
Feb 13 2021 Revised NTT Promotion Guidelines
B. Draft: Summary Statement for Lecturer Salary Inequality Concerns (updates from Ria
Ramoutar, Cary Christian, Karelle Aiken) Ria Ramoutar left to go teach. No conclusion in the
subcommittee’s last meeting. Draft may be ready to move forward. Karelle Aiken will confirm
with Ria Ramoutar. Karelle Aiken asks what is needed to move forward? Needs streamlining
for presentation and to decide what kind of approach we’d like to see in order to get it
resolved. Committee will meet.
C. Annual Faculty Evaluation Form Revision (Subcommittee Report) The survey --429 responses
from every college. As agreed to by the committee Jeff Jones will close the survey this Friday
at midnight.
D. Inclusive Excellence Measurable Plan (Subcommittee Report) Ellen Hamilton not present. Per
Candice Bodkin, no update.
E. Chair Evaluation (Subcommittee Report) all data is in from peer and aspiring institutions. Will
review the data in the subcommittee for next steps.
F. COVID-19 FWC Subcommittee (Subcommittee Report) has not met. RFI answer Karelle Aiken:
athletic dept follows sunbelt protocol does not include tutors. Leti McGrath: USG will reopen
as normal with faculty not on the vaccine list. Hopefully resolved before Fall 2021.One year
mark of this pandemic affect on university business.
VI.

Faculty Welfare Concerns
A. Spreadsheet to Report Faculty Welfare Concerns reminder
Please reach out to your colleagues in each of your colleges to request that they submit
concerns that we should address in future meetings. Report them in the spreadsheet
linked here, and include any supplementary information as needed.
B. Ongoing Faculty Welfare Concerns These items will stay on the agenda until we vote to
remove
1. Parental Leave (Candice Bodkin) There are no updates, but Candice Bodkin will be on
leave this fall and will let us know.
2. Online Class Size Information (John Barkoulas) asking to address growing class sizes in
some colleges. Covid has effectively nullified this topic for the time being.
3. Health Insurance Premiums Kaiser Permanente - possibly expand to the rest of the
state. Jeff Jones: This is a USG decision and would require Kaiser expanding to this area.
Can we send a statement to the FAC Senate to voice this concern to the Chancellor? It
could be discussed when all Senate Presidents meet. Cary Christian is the incoming
President and could mention it. Cary says yes. Once feedback is obtained, we can
remove it from this agenda.
4. 10 months vs. 12 months pay (Diana Cone - Rob Whitaker) Diana Cone discussed with
Rob Whitaker for further action. No updates yet.

VII.

Adjourn 1:54pm motion to adjourn Rebecca Hunnicutt second Jeff Jones. All members approve.
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GENERAL EDUCATION AND CORE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
Meeting Minutes
March 26, 2021
Via Zoom: 1:03pm- 2:57pm
Present: Bill Wells, chair (PCOB), Cheryl Aasheim (PCEC), Rocio Alba-Flores (PCEC), Mary (Estelle) Bester
(WCHP), Dawn (Nikki) Cannon-Rech (LIB), Michelle Cawthorn (COSM), Finbarr Curtis (CAH), Amanda
Hedrick (CAH), Linda Kimsey (JPHCOPH), Barb King (CBSS), Kristi Smith as proxy for Jeffrey Mortimore
(LIB), Taylor Norman (COE), James Thomas (JPHCOPH)
Non-Voting Members: Delena Gatch (IAA)
Guests: Stephen Carden (COSM), Jaime O’Connor (IAA), Mariana Saenz-Ayala (PCOB), Brad Sturz(IAA)
Absent: Amy Ballagh (Enrollment Management), Donna Brooks (Provost), Matthew Flynn (CBSS), Delena
Gatch (IAA), Catherine Howerter (COE), Chris Ludowise (Provost), Kari Mau (WCHP), Jennifer Zettler
(COSM)

I.

CALL TO ORDER
Chair Bill Wells called the meeting to order on Friday, March 26 at 1:03 p.m.

II.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Cheryl Aasheim motioned to approve the agenda. Michelle Cawthorn seconded the motion.
Agenda passed unanimously.

III. CHAIR’S UPDATE
 Bill Wells referenced an email he previously sent out regarding the status of the Gen Ed
Redesign at the system level indicating that the redesign process has been paused. Bill
mentioned that some committee members had reached out for additional guidance on
how to proceed with subcommittee work this semester. Bill conferred with IAA, which
encouraged the committee to complete the charge for this semester. Bill asked the
committee for feedback and opinions on the ongoing work of the redesign subcommittees.
Amanda Hedrick reported that her subcommittee was hesitant to continue this work
without assurances that we would be moving forward with implementing
recommendations. The task of the subcommittee is an additional burden for faculty who
are already dealing with a challenging semester. Michelle Cawthorn suggested that the
subcommittees should submit whatever work has already been completed so that any
work product is still available after the transition of the committee membership for the
2021-2022 academic year. Some committee members indicated that their subcommittees
have made good progress and are willing to continue working. Cheryl Aasheim and Finbarr
Curtis proposed that the subcommittees pause work now and return to it in August.
Amanda Hedrick suggested that the subcommittees pause work and revisit the necessity of
a general education redesign in the fall to determine if it is something we wish to continue
to pursue.
MOTION: Amanda Hedrick motioned to pause the work of the subcommittees, collect any work that
has already been created, and revisit the general education redesign in the Fall 2021. Michelle
Cawthorn seconded the motion. The committee voted to approve the motion.





The committee asked if we would broadcast to the institution about the pause to the redesign
process. Jaime O’Connor responded that additional language had been added to the Gen Ed
Redesign website to clarify this, but that IAA could add more detail if the committee has
suggestions. Amanda Hedrick’s subcommittee put forward a recommendation that all faculty
receive an email notifying them of the pause to the redesign since there are some who are not
aware of the status at the system level. Bill Wells offered to write an email and contact the
Provost’s Office about sending that forward to the faculty.
Bill Wells shared a draft of the GECC’s Inclusive Excellence Action Plan. The GECC’s action items
are all connected to the General Education Redesign. Based on the pause in the redesign, the
GECC may need to revisit these action items. Bill suggested that the committee review the
proposed action items for discussion in the next meeting. Finbarr Curtis suggested that we may
be able to focus on Area B in our IE action plan since it is already a global focus. Bill requested
that the committee review the plan and provide some feedback prior to the next meeting.

IV. NEW BUSINESS
A. Course proposals
 ART 1000 Art Appreciation/ART 2531 Art History I – Jaime O’Connor stated that the
proposed changes are to improve the identification and description of the courses as well
as to improve course assessment through revised course SLOs. For the past three years,
these two courses have had identical student learning outcomes they have used for
assessment. These proposed changes will have to go to the system for review and
approval, and the identical course SLOs and outlines shared in the BOR paperwork may be
problematic for approval at the system level. Bill Wells stated that the course descriptions
seemed to indicate that the course content was different for the two courses, but the rest
of the proposals did not reflect those differences. Barb King asked if it would be sufficient
to change some SLOs since it seemed reasonable that there would be some overlap in the
SLOs between these courses. Bill responded that that would be sufficient and mentioned
that the assessment methods for the two courses are different. Finbarr Curtis agreed that
this could be a minor change.
MOTION: Finbarr Curtis motioned to return the proposals to the department and ask for a
revision to the SLOs to show some degree of differentiation between the two courses. Cheryl
Aasheim seconded the motion. The committee voted unanimously to return the courses to the
department.


BIOL 1107 Principles of Biology I/BIOL 1107L Principles of Biology I Laboratory/BIOL 1108
Principles of Biology II/BIOL 1108L Principles of Biology II Laboratory -- Jaime O’Connor
stated that the department has proposed the same change for all of these courses which
would address Banner functions for co-requisite enrollment in the lab component of the
course and would add some previously omitted details to the CIM/Course Leaf system.

Bill Wells called for a vote. The committee voted unanimously to approve the proposed changes.


DATA 1501 Introduction to Data Science – Jaime O’Connor reminded the committee that
this is a proposal for an addition to Core Area D2. It was previous reviewed and returned
with a request for additional clarification which has been provided in the course proposal
justification. Stephen Carden was present to respond to any questions on behalf of the
department. Cheryl Aasheim asked how the course differed from STAT 1401 Elementary
Statistics. Stephen Carden responded that STAT 1401 is primarily a math class with

minimal data analysis. DATA 1501 would be primarily a data analysis class. Michelle
Cawthorn asked about the initiation of the course from USG. Stephen explained that this
course has been developed as part of the stats path initiative as part of Complete College
Georgia. The intention of the stats pathway is to create a selection of courses that
students could take as part of the core including more statistics and data analysis as
opposed to the more traditional math courses. The proposal includes links to additional
information. DATA 1501 is envisioned as a complimentary course to STAT 1401. Michelle
asked if the system dictated the learning outcomes. Stephen responded that the system
did create the learning outcomes and that the mathematical sciences department may
have drafted them very differently. This proposal is based on a common document
coming from the BOR. Bill Wells asked about the course delivery, and Stephen stated that
they would prefer to offer it as a face-to-face class in a computer lab setting where
students could work with statistical software packages. Cheryl Aasheim asked if this
course would replace other math courses. Stephen responded that this would be one
option in the stats pathway, and it is not intended to replace another course. Cheryl asked
about the extent of data cleaning in the course. Stephen responded that the system has
specified Excel, R, and Python and that most faculty in the math department are most
familiar with R. Cheryl expressed concerns about the extent of the proposed course topics
within the context of a 1000-level course. Stephen agreed that the way the course is
described seems advanced and ambitious and that expectations would have to be set
appropriately for freshmen. Michelle Cawthorn asked if the system would mandate the
course and the SLOs regardless of the committee’s vote. Bill agreed that it is problematic
that the BOR has initiated this course and prescribed SLOs that our math department
would prefer to be worded differently.
Bill Wells called for a vote to approve the course proposal. The course proposal passed with a
vote of 8 in favor, 3 opposed, and 1 abstention.


ECON 1150 Global Economic Problems – Jaime O’Connor stated that this proposal corrects
an error to the course title in Banner and updates the course SLOs to better align with core
area E to improve assessment processes. Mariana Saenz-Ayala was present to respond to
any questions on behalf of the department. Finbarr Curtis asked why the department had
decided to keep the course in area E. Mariana responded that the department was waiting
to see the outcome of the potential core redesign and then revisit the appropriate
placement of the course in the new curriculum structure. The main objective for now is to
make sure the title shows correctly in Banner and the course can be assessed in area E.
Finbarr Curtis stated that the course seemed to be a better fit for area E, due to the social
science focus, as opposed to area B, even though it has some elements that fit area B. Bill
Wells asked when the course was last offered. Mariana was not sure when it was last
offered. Bill pointed out that it was not on the schedule for summer, fall, or spring.
Mariana said that the department is hoping to bring on faculty to teach this course if they
have the appropriate specialization. Bill asked how the content of this course was different
from ECON 1101 Survey of Economics or ECON 2105 Principles of Macroeconomics, which
are also offered as options in area E of the core. Mariana specified that this course offers
more breadth of content with less of a focus on math. Finbarr added that the committee
would like to see the course be offered in the next year so that it can be assessed. Michelle
Cawthorn asked if the answer to the question about whether the course is similar to other
courses should be answered “yes.” Mariana said the course is not similar to ECON 2105,
and she could not respond regarding ECON 1101 since she is not as familiar with that
course. Finbarr noted that the terms global and international seemed to be used

interchangeably between the catalog description and the course content. Mariana
responded that there was some interest in revising the language, but at this time the
department wanted to prioritize the correction to the course title to ensure the proposal
would be approved.
Bill Wells called for a vote to approve the proposal. The proposal was approved unanimously.


ARAB 2001 Intermediate Arabic I/CHIN 2001 Intermediate Chinese I/FREN 2001
Intermediate French I/GRMN 2001 Intermediate German I/JAPN 2001 Intermediate
Japanese I/LATN 2001 Intermediate Latin I/SPAN 2001 Intermediate Spanish I – These
proposals are adjusting the course prerequisite to allow students who completed two
years of the language in high school with a minimum grade of “B” to enroll. Proposals are
also adding schedule type “synchronous” as a code in Banner as an additional option for
course delivery on multiple campuses in the future.

Bill Wells called for a vote to approve the proposal. The proposal was approved unanimously.


THEA 1101 Theater Appreciation – Jaime O’Connor stated that this proposal is an update
to the course description and SLOs. IAA verified with the Office of the Provost and the
system that the course description could be updated as long as the required course
description from the system was included as the first sentence in the course description.
The department has added some sentences following the required course description to
better convey the content of the course. The revisions to the SLOs were made to improve
assessment processes.

Bill Wells called for a vote to approve the proposal. The proposal was approved unanimously.
B.

V.

Gen Ed Redesign subcommittee updates – Subcommittee updates were suspended based on
the previous motion to pause the work of the subcommittees.

IAA Update
 IAA Faculty Fellows for Summer 2021 and AY 2021-2022 – IAA is accepting applications for
Faculty Fellows for Summer 2021 and AY 2021-2022. Information and application forms can be
found on the IAA website.

VI. ANNOUNCEMENTS
 Gen Ed Redesign Subcommittees – Jaime O’Connor will send a form out to all subcommittee
chairs to submit SLO drafts or other materials that they have worked on this semester.
 Assessment Document Writers Group sessions for Summer 2021 – IAA is planning to offer two
sessions this summer – a virtual session during Summer Term A and an intensive one-week
session August 2-6. Details and registration will be included in the April Assessment Update
newsletter.
 Remaining GECC meetings
o Friday, April 23
o Friday, May 7 (tentative) This date was reserved when we anticipated a more aggressive
timeline for the Gen Ed Redesign. It may not be necessary to meet on this date unless the
committee has other work to conclude prior to the end of the semester.
 Upcoming BOR Council on General Education meeting dates
o May 14, 2001 (proposal submission date: April 9, 2021)



o July 16, 2021 (Proposal submission date: June 11, 2021)
o October 8, 2021 (Proposal submission date: September 3, 2021)
o December 10, 2021 (Proposal submission date: November 5, 2021)
o February 25, 2022 (Proposal submission date: January 21, 2022)
o May 20, 2022 (Proposal submission date: April 15, 2022)
o July 15, 2022 (Proposal submission date: June 10, 2022)
CORE 2000 Core Capstone Course update – Finbarr Curtis reported that CORE 2000 has
developed an assessment plan and will submit an assessment document. The SYE ad hoc
committee is still waiting for definite guidance from the Office of the Provost for the future of
the course. A three-credit FYE course is one option that is of interest. Bill Wells contacted Chris
Ludowise for additional information after the last GECC meeting, and Chris stated that CORE
2000 will not be removed from the curriculum. Finbarr pointed out that there are multiple
logistical concerns for the administration of the course. The course will most likely be revised in
some way, although there is not a definite plan for how to proceed with those changes.
Michelle Cawthorn stated that CORE 2000 was planned as a program, similar to FYE, not as a
stand-alone class. There was a plan for outside programming for students in this course, similar
to the kinds of programming for FYE, to keep sophomores engaged. Bill suggested that GECC
could draft an RFI to the Office of the Provost for additional context for continuing discussion of
this course. Bill requested that we put CORE 2000 on the next meeting agenda for further
discussion.

VII. ADJOURNMENT
Michelle Cawthorn motioned to adjourn the meeting. Cheryl Aasheim seconded the motion.
Motion to adjourn approved at 2:57 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Jaime O’Connor, Recording Coordinator
Minutes were approved 4/5/2021 by
electronic vote of Committee Members
12 in favor, one opposed

GRADUATE COMMITTEE
Meeting Minutes
March 11, 2021
Via Zoom: 9:00am- 10:14am

Voting Members Present: Shelli Casler-Failing, chair (COE), William Amponsah (PCOB), Ann Fuller
(LIB), Laurie Gould (CBSS), Felix Hamza-Lup (PCEC), Ming Fang He (COE), Amanda Graham (CBSS),
Amanda Konkle (CAH), Hsiang-Jui Kung, [Alternate] (PCOB), Bill Mase, [Alternate] (JPHCOPH),
Michele McGibony (COSM), Jessica Rigg (LIB), Jessica Schwind (JPHCOPH), Caren Town (CAH), Linda
Tuck (WCHP), Li Yu [Alternate] (JPHCOPH)
Non-Voting Members Present: Donna Brooks (Provost), Cindy Groover (Provost), Delena Gatch
(IAA), Ashley Walker (COGS)
Guests: Brenda Blackwell (CBSS), Colón Gaud (COGS), Audie Graham(COGS), Trent Davis (CBSS),
Jonathan Grubb (CBSS), Stephanie Hairston (PCOB), Tiffany Hedrick(REG), Jolyon Hughes (CAH),
Brian Koehler (COSM), Doris Mack(REG), Norton Pease (CAH), Rand Ressler (PCOB), Sara Emily
Ridgway-Jones (COGS), Dziyana Nazaruk (JPHCOPH), Stephen Rossi (WCHP), Ashraf Saad (PCEC),
Christina Samuel (GSO Representative), Daniel Skidmore-Hess (CBSS), Wayne Smith (REG), Randi
Sykora(COGS), Deborah Thomas (COE), David Williams (PCEC)
Absent: Timothy Cairney (PCOB), Xiaoming Yang (PCEC), Christine Bedore (COSM), Andrew Hansen
(JPHCOPH), Greg Ryan (WCHP)

I.

CALL TO ORDER
Dr. Shelli Casler-Failing called the meeting to order on Thursday, March 11, 2021 at 9:00 AM.

II.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Dr. Felix Hamza-Lup made a motion to approve the agenda as written. A second was made and the
motion to approve the agenda was passed.

III. CHAIR’S UPDATE
Dr. Casler-Failing stated during the January meeting some courses were approved that only
included the addition of SLOs on the forms. She stated since consolidation it has been required to
include all program and course SLOs in CIM to meet the requirements of accreditation. It was
brought to her attention that during the September 12, 2019 Graduate Committee meeting a
discussion ensued regarding whether or not items related to only the addition of SLOs needed to
be on the agenda for review and discussion. She said a motion was made during that meeting to
allow items that only included course SLOs additions to be administratively handled and did not
require approval from the Graduate Committee. Dr. Casler-Failing asked for feedback as to
whether this would hold moving forward or if the committee should discuss and vote on this item
again. Dr. Delena Gatch had concerns from an accreditation point of view. She referenced portions
of SACSCOC Principles of Accreditation, Standard 10.4, which deals with academic governance. Dr.
Gatch explained the importance of faculty having oversight of the curriculum rather than

administrators. She recommended that these items continue to be included on the agendas and
suggested the Graduate Committee form a subcommittee to look at the SLOs more closely. Dr.
Brian Koehler agreed with Dr. Gatch’s comments. He said program learning outcomes are assessed
every year by a faculty driven assessment committee, but courses do not get addressed by that
committee and would not have gone through any type of faculty governance without going
through the Graduate Committee. Dr. Gatch agreed with Dr. Koehler’s statements. Dr. CaslerFailing asked the committee if they wanted to discuss the formation of a subcommittee to review
these items. No further comments were made. The committee will continue being responsible for
reviewing the program and course SLOs
IV. DEAN’S UPDATE
Dr. Ashley Walker shared the following updates:
 The two policy revisions from the Graduate Executive Council (GEC) will be discussed during
the new business section of this meeting.
 Dr. Walker thanked everyone who submitted Averitt Award nominations. COGS has informed
the students of their nomination and have asked them to submit a two page narrative and CV
by March 26th. An ad hoc committee will review the completed packets to select two
recipients in each of the categories: Excellence in Graduate Research and Instruction.
 The February COGS Social Hour event went well. The second webinar will be held in April.
Emails with event details will be sent out later in the month. Please encourage your students
to sign up for that event.
 The COGS Newsletter will be sent out next week. This is sent to graduate students, Graduate
Program Directors, Department Chairs, and Administrators. The information is also shared on
our social media and sent to prospective students.
 The last submission deadline for spring GSO travel and research grants is April 1st, at 5 PM.
Please encourage your students to apply.
V.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Jack N. Averitt College of Graduate Studies
Dr. Ashley Walker presented the agenda items for the Jack N. Averitt College of Graduate
Studies. Miscellaneous Items:
47: How to Apply page in Graduate Catalog
JUSTIFICATION:
Changing the transcript requirements at the institutional level for application requirementsSee attached file.
The file includes the old language and the proposed new language.
Dr. Michele McGibony was in support of the revisions made to the transcript requirement
language.

MOTION: Dr. Caren Town made a motion to approve the miscellaneous item submitted by the Jack N.
Averitt College of Graduate Studies. A second was made by Dr. Ming Fang He, and the motion to
approve the transcript language in the graduate catalog was passed.
The committee approved the revised language below:
How to Apply
The application for admission may be accessed from the COGS web site. Departments and schools in
which graduate degree programs are offered set requirements to complete an application. All
application documents, including official test score reports, letters of recommendation and other

required supporting documents, should be received in the Office of Graduate Admissions by the stated
application dates for the application to receive admission review. A transcript is required from each
degree granting school. In addition, if the applicant has earned any graduate credit regardless of
receiving a graduate degree, all transcripts from each institution where graduate credit was earned
are required for admission review. Some graduate programs may require more comprehensive
transcript requirements. For program specific requirements, refer to the program admission page on
the COGS website or the program page in the Graduate Catalog. Transcripts of any coursework
completed in residence at Georgia Southern will be obtained by the Graduate College. Unofficial
copies are allowed for application review and if the applicant is admitted official copies of transcripts
must be submitted prior to the first day of class of the admission term. All application documents
must be received by the application deadline for the application to be considered. The applicant must
submit a transcript from each college or university previously attended. A transcript is required even if
the courses from one school appear on the transcript of another school. Official transcripts must be
submitted by all applicants offered admission and are required for each college or university attended.
All application documents become the property of Georgia Southern University and may not be
forwarded to a third party or returned to the applicant. The applicant must indicate if he/she is applying
for a graduate degree program, certificate program, non-degree or transient admission, and
must indicate a specific graduate major area of study that is offered at Georgia Southern University.
Application documents are electronically available to the academic departments for their review
and recommendation.
48: Thesis and Dissertation Supervisory Committees
JUSTIFICATION:
Additions made to the Thesis, Dissertation (Supervisory) Committee to include non-Georgia
Southern voting members
See attached file for old and new language
MOTION: Dr. He made a motion to approve the thesis and dissertation miscellaneous item submitted
by the Jack N. Averitt College of Graduate Studies. A second was made by Dr. McGibony.
Dr. Town questioned the wording of “their field of study” included in the revised language. There was a
brief discussion of how this should be edited. The committee agreed that the language should be
modified to read as “…who must hold a relevant terminal degree.” Dr. Walker agreed to make the
suggested revision.
AMENDED MOTION: Dr. Town made an amended motion to approve the miscellaneous item
submitted by the Jack N. Averitt College of Graduate Studies, with the understanding that the
suggested revision be made. A second was made by Dr. He, and the motion to approve the thesis and
dissertation language in the graduate catalog was passed.
The committee approved the revised language below:
Thesis, Dissertation (Supervisory) Committees
A supervisory or thesis/dissertation committee is composed of members of the graduate faculty who
are approved by the College of Graduate Studies to serve on the committee and charged with the
guidance of a student admitted to a specific graduate degree program. The committees must consist of
a Chair (or Co Chairs) and must have a total of at least three voting members, inclusive of the chair. The
committee Chair(s) must hold Graduate Faculty Member status and. The Committee Chair (or CoChairs) must be endorsed by the academic department in which the degree is housed. Additional

voting members may be appointed to the committee, including no more than one non-Georgia
Southern faculty, who must hold a relevant terminal degree.in their field of study. Non-Georgia
Southern faculty must be approved through the College of Graduate Studies before serving as a
member on a committee. If there are more than three voting members, there must be greater than
50% Georgia Southern graduate faculty representation. The majority of the committee membership
must hold appointments in the academic unit responsible for the program.
Appointment of a Thesis or Dissertation Committee is initiated by the academic unit by submitting the
Application for Approval of Thesis Topic and Committee Membership Form for thesis students or the
Dissertation Committee Membership Approval Form for doctoral students. The form must include a
recommended committee membership based on a reasonable match between student and faculty
academic interests. Once the College of Graduate Studies is satisfied with the recommended
committee, he or shethe Graduate College formally approves the committee and provides appropriate
notifications. A change in committee membership can be made after initial appointment but only
according to the policies and procedures developed by the academic unit and only with the approval of
the College of Graduate Studies. The committee membership recommendation form must be submitted
to the College of Graduate Studies within two (2) weeks of the academic unit committee
recommendation.
B.

Waters College of Health Professions
Dr. Stephen Rossi presented the agenda item for the Waters College of Health Professions.
Department of Health Sciences and Kinesiology
Revised Program:
MS-KIN/EXSC: Kinesiology M.S. (Concentration in Exercise Science) (Thesis and Non-Thesis)
JUSTIFICATION:
Removing internship as a requirement and replacing with electives. Students can still select
the internship to complete the elective requirement.
We are recommending the elimination of the Internship option for non-Thesis students.
Instead, students who choose the Comps route (non thesis) will take three additional Elective
classes during their 2nd year to account for the 9 credit hours that are currently satisfied via
the Internship. This change has been agreed to by the MSK Graduate faculty as it is our
opinion that our non-Thesis track students are better suited being taught additional classes by
our faculty to satisfy their Master’s degree than the traditional Internship has historically. It
has been further discussed by the MSK Graduate faculty that while the Internship option will
be removed for the non-Thesis track, students may still have the option to complete an
Internship on a case-by-case basis.

MOTION: Dr. He made a motion to approve the agenda item submitted by the Department of Health
Sciences and Kinesiology. A second was made by Dr. McGibony, and the motion to approve the
Revised Program was passed.
C.

Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health
Dr. Dziyana Nazaruk presented the agendas items for the Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public
Health.
Dean’s Office
Deleted Course:
GEPH 7675: Public Health Practicum

JUSTIFICATION:
We no longer need this course. All public health practicums are now offered through PUBH
7790.
Department of Health Policy and Community Health
Deleted Courses:
HSPM 7333: Healthcare Governance
JUSTIFICATION:
This course was taught in the MHA program which is no longer in our college. The Chair of the
department has requested course deletion.
HSPM 7337: Integrative Health Enterprise Analytics and Decision Making
JUSTIFICATION:
This course was taught in the MHA program which is no longer in our college. The Chair of the
department has requested course deletion.
MOTION: Dr. Hamza-Lup made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the Jiann-Ping
Hsu College of Public Health. A second was made by Dr. McGibony, and the motion to approve the
Deleted Courses was passed.
D.

College of Science and Mathematics
Dr. Brian Koehler presented the agenda items for the College of Science and Mathematics.
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
Revised Programs:
MSAPS-APS: Applied Physical Science M.S.A.P.S. (Thesis)
JUSTIFICATION:
This revision is for minor formatting changes, to add some additional course options for
students in the Materials and Coatings Science Concentration, and the mission statement was
clarified slightly.
Note: The campus check-boxes were marked here, but the MS-APS program was already
announced on the Statesboro and Armstrong campuses in a prior submission (before that was
a check-box on the CIM form). Also, the rest of the document looks edited, but there was
some confusion and edits made were undone and put back in (same as current catalog,
although looks like green text). The SLO's are the current one's used on record with the OIE.
MSAPS-PSM: Applied Physical Science M.S.A.P.S. (Professional Science Master)
JUSTIFICATION:
This revision is for minor formatting changes, to add some additional course options for
students in the Materials and Coatings Science Concentration, and mission statement was
clarified slightly.
Note: The campus check-boxes were marked here, but the MS-APS program was already
announced on the Statesboro and Armstrong campuses in a prior submission (before that was
a check-box on the CIM form). Also, the rest of the document looks edited, but there was
some confusion and edits made were undone and put back in (same as current catalog,
although looks like green text). The SLO's are the current one's used on record with the OIE.

MOTION: Dr. He made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the Department
of Chemistry and Biochemistry. A second was made by Ms. Ann Fuller, and the motion to approve
the Revised Programs was passed.

Dr. Casler-Failing made a comment regarding the revised programs. She hopes the conversation
is being held moving forward in regard to the GRE requirement as it pertains to diversity, equity,
and inclusion practices. Dr. McGibony said over the past year the program has waived several
GRE requirements.
Department of Geology and Geography
Deleted Course:
GEOL 6100: Historical Geology
JUSTIFICATION:
This course has not been taught for at least 10 years, and the Department of Geology &
Geography has no plans to offer in it the future.
Revised Programs:
MS-APPGEOG: Applied Geography M.S. (Thesis)
JUSTIFICATION:
GEOG 5532G (Tourism Geographies) is an important part of the MSAG curriculum, but was not
added to the list of major electives post-consolidation. This edit corrects the error. The mission
statement was also clarified slightly.
All other "changes" (green text) were simply filling in missing fields in CIM (ie, form completeness)
MS-APGEOG/NT: Applied Geography M.S. (Non-Thesis)
JUSTIFICATION:
GEOG 5532G (Tourism Geographies) is an important part of the MSAG curriculum, but was not
added to the list of major electives post-consolidation. This edit corrects the error.
All other "changes" (green text) were simply filling in missing fields in CIM (ie, form completeness),
and should match the MS Applied Geography (Thesis) revisions submitted along with it.
MOTION: Dr. Hamza-Lup made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the Department
of Geology and Geography. A second was made by Ms. Fuller, and the motion to approve the
Deleted Course and Revised Programs was passed.
Dr. Casler-Failing made a comment regarding the revised programs. She stated the program pages
list a GRE requirement, but a basis for evaluation is not included.
E.

College of Behavioral and Social Sciences
Dr. Jonathan Grubb and Dr. Trent Davis presented the agenda items for the College of
Behavioral and Social Sciences.
Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology
New Courses:
CRJU 7634: Victims & Victimology
JUSTIFICATION:
Victimology has become a central focus in the field of criminology and criminal justice, almost
akin to the importance of criminological theory. A strong need and demand exists for students
to acquire this knowledge regardless of the field they will pursue after graduation. The field of
victimology is a strength for our department and we are interested in using that strength in
our programs. This course will be added as a required course within the MS program to
strengthen Program Student Learning Outcome 2. The department plans to change its MS
student learning outcomes in the near future with a specific learning outcome on
victimization. In addition, as we move toward graduate certificates to be housed from a

proposed center on victimization studies, this course will serve as a foundational course for
our graduate programs.
CRJU 7635: Social Inequalities, Crime, and Justice
JUSTIFICATION:
In the criminal justice landscape, it is crucial to develop a comprehensive understanding of
how inequalities shape and are shaped by the criminal justice system. The department plans to
require this course as a required course within the MS program so all graduate students leave
the program prepared to confront the issues surrounding inequalities (e.g., race, sex, class),
crime, and justice. The requirement of the course will improve our student’s success at
Program Student Learning Outcomes 1 and 3. The department plans to revise the program’s
student learning outcomes to have a separate learning outcome dealing with the inequalities
of the criminal justice system. The addition of the course is also part of the department’s
inclusive excellence plan to examine and modify its course offerings.
Revised Course:
CRJU 6811: Criminal Justice Systems: Policy and Process
JUSTIFICATION:
The MS program needs a course that directly addresses issues with the criminal justice system
and policy to improve upon students’ knowledge and be able to achieve Program Student
Learning Outcomes 1 and 3. These modifications in title and course description more closely
match how the course is being taught and matches the SLOs 1 and 3. This course ensures that
all students graduate with the MS program with appropriate knowledge of the criminal justice
system even if their main interests lie in criminology, victimology, or cybercrime.
Revised Programs:
MS-CRJU: Criminal Justice and Criminology M.S. (Emphasis in Criminal Justice)
JUSTIFICATION:
This program will be offered on the following campuses: Statesboro and online
Victimology has become a central focus in the field of criminology and criminal justice, almost
akin to the importance of criminological theory. A strong need and demand exists for students
to acquire this knowledge regardless of the field they will pursue after graduation. A need also
exists to ensure students understand the multifaceted nature of inequalities in the criminal
justice system with emphases on race, sex, class, and other societal inequalities. The addition
of new courses to program requirements reflects these the growing attention to both areas as
well as the expertise of departmental faculty.
MS-CRJU/CRM: Criminal Justice and Criminology M.S. (Emphasis in Criminology)
JUSTIFICATION:
This program will be offered in person on the Statesboro campus as well as fully online.
Victimology has become a central focus in the field of criminology and criminal justice, almost
akin to the importance of criminological theory. A strong need and demand exists for students
to acquire this knowledge regardless of the field they will pursue after graduation. A need also
exists to ensure students understand the multifaceted nature of inequalities in the criminal
justice system with emphases on race, sex, class, and other societal inequalities. The addition
of new courses to program requirements reflects these the growing attention to both areas as
well as the expertise of departmental faculty.
MS-CRJU/CYB: Criminal Justice and Criminology M.S. (Emphasis in Cybercrime)
JUSTIFICATION:
Victimology has become a central focus in the field of criminology and criminal justice, almost
akin to the importance of criminological theory. A strong need and demand exists for students
to acquire this knowledge regardless of the field they will pursue after graduation. A need also

exists to ensure students understand the multifaceted nature of inequalities in the criminal
justice system with emphases on race, sex, class, and other societal inequalities. The addition
of new courses to program requirements reflects the growing attention to both areas as well
as the expertise of departmental faculty.
MOTION: Dr. McGibony made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the Department
of Criminal Justice and Criminology. A second was made by Dr. Town, and the motion to approve the
New Courses, Revised Course, and Revised Programs was passed.
Department of Public and Nonprofit Studies
Deleted Courses:
PBAD 8131: Survey of Public Administration for the In-Career Professional
JUSTIFICATION:
This was a required course in the Certificate of Public and Nonprofit Management program,
which has been formally inactivated (as of Fall 2021). There are no plans to offer this course
again in the future.
PBAD 8132: Theory and Practice of Public and Nonprofit Management
JUSTIFICATION:
This was a required course in the Certificate of Public and Nonprofit Management program,
which has been formally inactivated (as of Fall 2021). There are no plans to offer this course
again in the future.
PBAD 8133: Human Resource Management for the In-Career Professional
JUSTIFICATION:
This was a required course in the Certificate of Public and Nonprofit Management program,
which has been formally inactivated (as of Fall 2021). There are no plans to offer this course
again in the future.
PBAD 8134: Ethics of Administration for the In-Career Professional
JUSTIFICATION:
This was a required course in the Certificate of Public and Nonprofit Management program,
which has been formally inactivated (as of Fall 2021). There are no plans to offer this course
again in the future.
PBAD 8135: Theory and Practice of Public and Nonprofit Budgeting
JUSTIFICATION:
This was a required course in the Certificate of Public and Nonprofit Management program,
which has been formally inactivated (as of Fall 2021). There are no plans to offer this course
again in the future.
Revised Program:
MPA-PA: Public Administration M.P.A.
JUSTIFICATION:
Graduates of the MPA program need to understand how public policy is developed,
implemented, and evaluated. Public Policy (PBAD 7532) has been a regular course offering for
MPA students pursuing an emphasis in Public Management, but not for those in Nonprofit
Management. After reviewing program assessment data, student performance on the
comprehensive examination, and engaging in discussions with recent graduates and in field
professionals, it was determined that Public Policy (PBAD 7532) should be required for all
MPA students. While the number of core credit hours required is increasing from 21 to 24,
there is no increase to the overall number of hours required for the MPA degree (39 credits).
Rather, the Capstone Seminar (PBAD 7638) will no longer be required and will ultimately be

phased out from the curriculum. Students will still be required to pass a written
comprehensive examination and issues related to a student's professional development will
be incorporated into other areas (most notably the program's existing professional
development requirements: individual skill development and engagement in the sector) of the
program.
The minimum number of credits required to complete an internship (for-credit) is decreasing
from 15 credits to nine. An internship is required of all pre-service students in the program.
The MPA program has been approving students with less than 15 credits for internships on an
ad hoc basis. Reducing the minimum threshold to nine hours provides students (most notably
those who enter in the spring semester) with a longer time frame to complete an approved
internship.
The statement (under Regular Admission) pertaining to completion of the Certificate in Public
and Nonprofit Management as an alternative path to MPA program admission is being
omitted. The certificate program has been functionally inactive since Fall 2019. There are no
current students in the certificate program (applications have not been accepted since prior to
Fall 2018) or certificate courses being offered. The certificate program has now been formally
inactivated (effective Fall 2021).
MOTION: Dr. He made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the Department of Public
and Nonprofit Studies. A second was made by Ms. Fuller, and the motion to approve the Deleted
Courses and Revised Program was passed.
Department of Sociology and Anthropology
Information Only Item:
MA-SSC/NT: Social Science M.A. (Non-Thesis)
JUSTIFICATION:
Faculty do not find the GRE to be a sufficiently accurate predictor of student quality to justify
the inefficiency it causes as an admissions requirement.
We want to increase out of program credit hours to increase flexibility for students.
The information only item does not require a motion. Dr. Casler-Failing said this item was
addressed during the February 11, 2021 meeting when the thesis program revision was
submitted and approved.
F.

College of Education
Dr. Deborah Thomas presented the agenda items for the College of Education.
Department of Curriculum, Foundations, and Reading
Revised Programs:
EDS-READED: Reading Education (K-12) Ed.S. (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
The background check admission requirement has been removed for most COE graduate
programs given that background checks are already required for educator certification or the
program does not require field or clinical placements.
MED-READED: Reading Education M.Ed. (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
The background check admission requirement has been removed for most COE graduate
programs given that background checks are already required for educator certification or the
program does not require field or clinical placements. The PSC has changed their

requirements for entry into a M.Ed. in Reading program. They are no longer requiring the
three years of experience so this has been removed from the admission requirements. The
SLOs have been updated to reflect recent program changes.
ENDORS-URBGR: Urban Education Graduate Endorsement (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
The background check admission requirement has been removed for most COE graduate
programs given that background checks are already required for educator certification or the
program does not require field or clinical placements.
MOTION: Dr. McGibony made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the Department
of Curriculum, Foundations, and Reading. A second was made by Dr. Town, and the motion to
approve the Revised Programs was passed.
Department of Elementary and Special Education
Revised Programs:
MED-ELED: Elementary Education (Grades P-5) M.Ed. (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
The background check admission requirement has been removed for most COE graduate
programs given that background checks are already required for educator certification or the
program does not require field or clinical placements.
MAT-ELEMED: Teaching M.A.T. (Concentration in Elementary Education P-5) (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
Moved EDUF 7133 from step four to step one in the POS. Moved SPED 6130 from step one to
step four in the POS. Past graduates have expressed concerns that they learn about
assessments one year into the program and after they've already planned and taught lessons
that had assessment components. By originating students to assessments at the beginning of
their study, rather than a year later, we can mitigate the knowledge gap students demonstrate
in year one of planning.
Removed edTPA language since it is no longer required for teacher certification.
TOEFL score requirements were removed. Passing scores are set at the institutional level.
ENDORS-AUT: Autism Endorsement (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
The background check admission requirement has been removed for most COE graduate
programs given that background checks are already required for educator certification or the
program does not require field or clinical placements.
MOTION: Dr. He made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the Department
of Elementary and Special Education. A second was made by Dr. McGibony and the motion to approve
the Revised Programs was passed.
Department of Leadership, Technology, and Human Development
Revised Programs:
MED-EDLED: Educational Leadership M.Ed. (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
The background check admission requirement has been removed for most COE graduate
programs given that background checks are already required for educator certification or the
program does not require field or clinical placements.
MED-HEAD: Higher Education Administration M.Ed. (Hybrid)

JUSTIFICATION:
The background check admission requirement has been removed for most COE graduate
programs given that background checks are already required for educator certification or the
program does not require field or clinical placements.
ENDORS-TCLED: Teacher Leadership Endorsement (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
The background check admission requirement has been removed for most COE graduate
programs given that background checks are already required for educator certification or the
program does not require field or clinical placements.
CERG-LEAD/I: Educational Leadership Tier I Certificate Program (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
The background check admission requirement has been removed for most COE graduate
programs given that background checks are already required for educator certification or the
program does not require field or clinical placements.
MOTION: Dr. McGibony made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the Department
of Leadership, Technology, and Human Development. A second was made by Dr. He, and the motion
to approve the Revised Programs was passed.
Department of Middle Grades and Secondary Education
Revised Programs:
MAT-SPAN: Teaching M.A.T. (Concentration in Spanish Education P-12)
JUSTIFICATION:
Removal of edTPA language from program of study as it is no longer required for teacher
certification.
ENDORS-GIFT: Gifted In-field Graduate Endorsement (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
The background check admission requirement has been removed for most COE graduate
programs given that background checks are already required for educator certification or the
program does not require field or clinical placements.
ENDORS-TSCE: Teacher Support and Coaching Endorsement (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
The background check admission requirement has been removed for most COE graduate
programs given that background checks are already required for educator certification or the
program does not require field or clinical placements.
: Teaching and Learning (Grades P-12) Ed.S.
JUSTIFICATION:
The background check admission requirement has been removed for most COE graduate
programs given that background checks are already required for educator certification or the
program does not require field or clinical placements. Field Based Placement language is no
longer required by the GaPSC so this heading was revised to reflect content specific
requirements in concentration areas.
MOTION: Dr. McGibony made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the Department
of Middle Grades and Secondary Education. A second was made by Dr. He, and the motion to
approve the Revised Programs was passed.
G.

College of Engineering and Computing

Dr. David Williams presented the agenda items for the College of Engineering and Computing.
Department of Computer Science
New Courses:
CSCI 5325G: Senior Design I
JUSTIFICATION:
Data shows that since Fall 2014, over 73 Software Engineering certificates have been issued by
the CS Department, which shows a strong interest in the field of software engineering, The
addition of this course would provide opportunities for stronger and more rigorous
preparation. Computer Science students have expressed strong interest in more team-based
capstone project experience, having a two semester elective sequence of Senior Design
projects would allow graduating seniors to be more prepared for the future job expectations
in Industry.
CSCI 5326G: Senior Design II
JUSTIFICATION:
Data shows that since Fall 2014, over 73 Software Engineering certificates have been issued by
the CS Department, which shows a strong interest in the field of software engineering, The
addition of this course would provide opportunities for stronger and more rigorous
preparation. Computer Science students have expressed strong interest in more team-based
capstone project experience, having a two semester elective sequence of Senior Design
projects would allow graduating seniors to be more prepared for the future job expectations
in Industry.
CSCI 6101: Object-Oriented Programming Using Java
JUSTIFICATION:
This is one of the three courses in the proposed Professional Graduate Certificate in Computer
Programming in which programming is a foundational skill for computer professionals. This
course addresses the rigor and preparation for professional programmers, this course will
help students become proficient in a focused topic area, such as Object-Oriented
Programming using Java which is necessary for proficiency in computer programing.
CSCI 6102: Data Analytics Using Python
JUSTIFICATION:
This is one of the three courses in the proposed Professional Graduate Certificate in Computer
Programming to address the rigor and preparation for professional programmers. This course
will help students become proficient in a focused topic area, such as Data Analytics using
Python. Students will implement data computation concepts and learn to derive predictive
insights by applying advanced statistics, modeling, and programming skills which is necessary
for proficiency in computer programing.
CSCI 6103: Art of Program Design
JUSTIFICATION:
This is one of the three courses in the proposed Professional Graduate Certificate in Computer
Programming and provides in-depth knowledge of data structures for information processing,
including lists, stacks, queues, trees, and graphs which is required for proficiency in computer
programming.
Revised Courses:
CSCI 5322G: Advanced Software Engineering
JUSTIFICATION:
Data shows that since Fall 2014, over 73 Software Engineering certificates have been issued by
the CS Department, which shows a strong interest in the field of software engineering, The

addition of this course would provide opportunities for stronger and more rigorous
preparation in software engineering.
CIP code corrected.
Course title changed to avoid abbreviation.
Catalog description modified to remove prerequisite description.
Prerequisites added.
Graduate student expectations added.
General Course Description added.
SLOs added.
Asynchronous instruction and Synchronous instruction added to Schedule type.
CSCI 7501: Computational Intelligence
JUSTIFICATION:
On the recommendation of the curriculum committee, the department proposes this course to
support graduate students pursuing the machine learning concentration. The topics were
deemed essential preparation for graduate student success in this growing field. The course
number has been revised.
CSCI 7510: Decision Support Systems
JUSTIFICATION:
The department, on the recommendation of the curriculum committee, proposes this course
to support graduate students pursuing the machine learning concentration. The topics were
deemed important preparation for graduate student success in this growing field. The course
number has been revised.
CSCI 7610: Graduate Technical Seminar
JUSTIFICATION:
The faculty in their continuous improvement efforts for the MS program, revised and updated
the offerings to reflect the current needs of a graduate student in CS. This reactivated course
is included in those recommendations.
Updated CIP code, College and Department to correct values.
Revise catalog description and title
Add SLO's and General Course Description
CSCI 7630: Current Trends in Computing
JUSTIFICATION:
The faculty in their continuous improvement efforts for the MS program, revised and updated
the offerings to reflect the current needs of a graduate student in CS. This reactivated course
is included in those recommendations.
Change course number to include "6" for seminars
Updated CIP code, College and Department to correct values.
Revise catalog description and title
Add SLO's and the General Course Description
New Program:
: Professional Graduate Certificate in Computer Programming
JUSTIFICATION:
This certificate is designed for students with little or no prior knowledge of computer
programming languages and wish to gain industry-relevant programming experience.
With the pervasiveness of software in all domains, earning a graduate programming certificate
is a fast way to adapt to the change. With a graduate certificate, students will gain up-to-date
expertise in programming and get an edge on the competition.

A graduate certificate will give students the formal credentials and validated proficiency to
move forward with current or future employers.
This certificate is intended for all students in any state and and the E-tuition rate may be the
most appropriate; however, the form to request E-tuition did not function properly in CIM and
therefore a standard tuition rate is indicated herein.
Revised Programs:
MS-COMSCI: Computer Science M.S. (Hybrid) (Thesis)
JUSTIFICATION
Admission requirements were updated
Provisional admission requirements were changed and are consistent with the current needs
of the MS-CS program and would allow students from non-technical majors to be prepared for
the rigor of the MS-CS program.
The program of the study was updated:
1) We added a seminar course that is part of the core courses.
2) Added concentration electives that would allow students to pick the concentration and
improve their knowledge within that concentration and will guide them towards the
concentration-specific research
The admission requirements to the ABM program were updated to be consistent with the BSCS program
The mission statement, program objectives, and assessment are consistent with the SACS
assessment
MS-COMSCI-NT: Computer Science M.S. (Hybrid) (Non-Thesis)
JUSTIFICATION:
Admission requirements were updated
Provisional admission requirements were changed and are consistent with the current needs
of the MS-CS program and would allow students from non-technical majors to be prepared for
the rigor of the MS-CS program.
The program of the study was updated:
We added a seminar course (Current trends in computing) that is part of the core course
requirement. Added concentration electives that would allow students to pick the
concentration and improve their knowledge within that concentration and will guide them
towards the concentration-specific project option and course-only option.
Added a “course-only” track to meet the students’ demands. This was discussed and voted on
by the Departments’ curriculum committee and will allow students more flexibility in choosing
the project or the course-only options in the non-thesis track.
The admission requirements to the ABM program were updated to be consistent with the BSCS program
The mission statement, program objectives, and assessment were updated to be consistent
with the SACS assessment.
Dr. Cindy Groover asked if the certificate program was clear for the sub change with SACSCOC.
Dr. David Williams said his understanding was that the new certificate would only be a
notification to the Board of Regents. Dr. Groover confirmed that this item would require
SACSCOC approval.
MOTION: Dr. Hamza-Lup made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the Department
of Computer Science. A second was made by Dr. McGibony.








Dr. Walker said a separate request has to be submitted in order for the certificate program to be
eligible for financial aid, because certificates are considered non-degree programs. This will
require approval from the Department of Education and Dr. Williams will need to work with
Mrs. Tracy Mingo to find out what is needed.
Dr. Casler-Failing stated on the CIM form the certificate program is listed as standard tuition, but
the justification says E-tuition would be a better fit but there were issues with the E-tuition
function not working properly in CIM. Dr. Williams said he would look into that.
Dr. Casler-Failing questioned three courses included on the program revision pages. After a
brief discussion it was decided that Dr. Casler-Failing will roll the revised programs back. Dr.
Williams agreed to update CSCI 7830, CSCI 7010, and CSCI 7800 to reflect the new course
numbers as provided in the submitted course revisions.
Dr. Walker said prior to the meeting a question was raised as to why there is a difference in the
admission GPA requirement for domestic (2.5/4.0) and international (3.0/4.0) students on the
MSCS program pages. Dr. Williams stated the Department Chair said it is easier to review the
course syllabus and understand the GPA requirements with respect to their preparation for the
MS program. Regarding international applicants, due to the large variability in the course
delivery and content for courses with similar titles across different institutions (and in cases
when the syllabus is not available publicly), it was suggested by the department curriculum
committee to have a GPA requirement of 3.0 for international applicants

AMENDED MOTION: Dr. Hamza-Lup made an amended motion to approve the agenda items
submitted by the Department of Computer Science, with the understanding that the edits be made to
the revised program pages. A second was made by Ms. Fuller, and the motion to approve the New
Courses, Revised Courses, New Program, and Revised Programs was passed.
Department of Information Technology
New Course:
IT 7790: MSIT Internship
JUSTIFICATION:
Department has decided to offer MSIT internship option. Past students have completed
internships with great success and high paying job offers.
Revised Programs:
MSIT-IT: Information Technology M.S.I.T. (Thesis)
JUSTIFICATION:
Added capstone course.
Replaced erroneous reference to Manufacturing Engineering courses.
Added additional (existing) IT 5xxxG courses to list of electives.
Added Graduate Internship course as an option.
MSIT-IT/NT: Information Technology M.S.I.T. (Non-Thesis)
JUSTIFICATION:
Added capstone course.
Replaced erroneous reference to Manufacturing Engineering courses.
Added additional (existing) IT 5xxxG courses to list of electives.
Added Graduate Internship course as an option.
MOTION: Ms. Fuller made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the Department of
Information Technology. A second was made by Dr. He, and the motion to approve the New Course
and Revised Programs was passed.

Department of Manufacturing Engineering
Revised Courses:
MFGE 5333G: Additive Manufacturing Studio
JUSTIFICATION:
The pre-requisite was incorrect. This change corrects that mistake. Graduate Student
Expectations, General Course Description, and SLO's are also added. The grading mode
"Satisfactory" is removed because it is not applicable to this course. Errors in credit hours are
fixed.
MFGE 5334G: Additive Manufacturing of Lightweight Structures
JUSTIFICATION:
The schedule type and pre-requisite are updated to adapt to the teaching activities. Graduate
Student Expectations, General Course Description, and SLO are also added. The typo in the
Catalog Description is fixed. Errors about credit hours are fixed.
MFGE 5533G: Heat Treatment and Microstructure of Metal
JUSTIFICATION:
The course schedule type and variable credit hours were modified to allow flexibility in
offering this course.
MFGE 5536G: Characterization of Advanced Manufacturing Materials
JUSTIFICATION:
The prerequisite and schedule types are updated to adapt to the teaching activities. General
Course Description, SLO's, and Graduate Student Expectations are also added. Errors in credit
hours are fixed.
Revised Programs:
MSAE-MF/AME: Applied Engineering M.S.A.E. (Concentration in Advanced Manufacturing
Engineering) (Thesis)
JUSTIFICATION:
New elective courses are added to the MSAE program (AME concentration, Thesis). Program
Assessment Methods for SLO is added.
Updated Program SLO's and Program Mission
MSAE-MF/AMNT: Applied Engineering M.S.A.E (Concentration in Advanced Manufacturing
Engineering) (Non-Thesis)
JUSTIFICATION:
New elective courses are added to the MSAE program (AME concentration, Non-Thesis)
Program Assessment Methods for SLO is added.
Updated Program SLO's and Program Mission
Deleted Programs:
CERG-OSEC: Occupational Safety and Environmental Compliance Certificate
JUSTIFICATION:
This program has a very low registration rate and has not been active recently. We are
requesting to inactivate this certificate program and will reassess its viability in the future.
CERG-ENMM: Engineering and Manufacturing Management Certificate
JUSTIFICATION:
This program has a very low registration rate and has not been active recently. We are
requesting to inactivate this certificate program and will reassess its viability in the future.
MOTION: Dr. Hamza-Lup made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the Department
of Manufacturing Engineering. A second was made by Ms. Fuller and the motion to approve the
Revised Courses, Revised Programs, and Deleted Programs was passed.

Dr. Groover asked if any students are enrolled in the certificate programs. Dr. Williams said
there may be one student left in one of the programs but the student will be able to complete
the coursework.
VI. OLD BUSINESS
A. Registrar’s Update – Mr. Wayne Smith reminded everyone that SARC early registration for Fall
2021 began on March 8th, and there will not be any registration during spring break
(March15th -20th). On
March 22nd all other students will begin registering. The deadlines to submit for the April
curriculum meetings are March 18th for graduate and March 30th for undergraduate.
VII. ANNOUNCEMENTS – There were no announcements made.
VIII. ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned on March 11, 2021 at 10:14 AM.

Respectfully submitted,
Audie Graham, Recording Coordinator
Minutes were approved March 26, 2021 by electronic vote of Committee Members

FACULTY SENATE LIBRARIES COMMITTEE
Meeting Minutes
January 19, 2021
Via Zoom: 4:02pm- 5:20pm

Attending: Ruth Whitworth, chair (JPHCOPH), Christian Hanna (WCHP), Barbara Hendry (CBSS),
Shainaz Landge (COSM), John O’Malley (PCEC), Jessica Rigg (LIB), Hyunju Shin (PCOB), Maliece
Whatley (PCOB)
Non-Voting Members: Lisandra R. Carmichael, Dean of the GS University Libraries
Absent: Janet Choonga, Student Committee Member, Julia Griffin (CAH), Stephanie Jones (COE)
I.

CALL TO ORDER
Dean Carmichael called the meeting to order on Tuesday, January 21, 2021, at 4:02 PM. She asked
the committee members if they wanted to add any items to the meeting agenda. There were none.
Dean Carmichael had shared a spreadsheet with everyone prior to the meeting so that they could
discuss the Inclusive Excellence Action Plan.

II.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Faculty Senate Charge: Commitment to Diversity & Inclusion
Dr. Whitworth went over the strategies as listed on the spreadsheet, the target measures, and
goals. Everyone had an opportunity to discuss each one, add suggestions, ask questions and as
a group reach a consensus. Dean Carmichael and Committee Chair Whitworth will work on
adding the agreed upon suggestions and comments to the spreadsheet. Chair Whitworth will
then share the updated worksheet with everyone as soon as possible, so that committee
members can review the spreadsheet and add any suggestions or comments as necessary.
B. Meeting Dates & Times
It was agreed to move the meetings to the second Tuesday of the month at 4:00 PM to
accommodate everyone’s busy schedule. The meeting schedule for the spring semester is
February 9, March 9, April 13, and May 11. A list of the dates for the rest of spring semester
will go out along with a calendar invite for each committee member.

III. ANNOUCEMENTS
There were none.
IV. ADJOURNMENT
As there was no further business the meeting was adjourned at 5:20 PM.
Respectfully submitted, Lizette Cruz, Recording Coordinator

FACULTY SENATE LIBRARIES COMMITTEE
Meeting Minutes
February 9, 2021
Via Zoom: 4:03pm- 5:03pm

Attending: Ruth Whitworth, chair (JPHCOPH), Janet Choonga, Student Committee Member,
Christian Hanna (WCHP), Barbara Hendry (CBSS), Shainaz Landge (COSM), John O’Malley (PCEC),
Jessica Rigg (LIB), Hyunju Shin (PCOB), Maliece Whatley (PCOB)
Non-Voting Members: Lisandra R. Carmichael, Dean of the GS University Libraries
Guest: Maggie Kuhn, GSO President
Absent: Julia Griffin (CAH), Stephanie Jones (COE)

I.

CALL TO ORDER
Dean Carmichael called the meeting to order on Tuesday, February 9, 2021, at 4:03 PM. The only
item on the agenda was to finalize the Inclusive Excellence Action Plan.

II.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Faculty Senate Charge: Commitment to Diversity & Inclusion
Dr. Carmichael went over the strategies as listed on the spreadsheet with the suggestions and
additions from the prior meetings. Everyone was given time to comment, suggestions were
made and changes to the document implemented. Dr. Whitworth will then share the updated
worksheet with everyone as soon as possible, so that committee members can review the
spreadsheet and add any suggestions or comments as necessary. The revisions will then be
reviewed at the next meeting.
B. Guest: President of the GSO Maggie Kuhn
Maggie Kuhn introduced herself and thanked the members of the committee for welcoming
her. There will be several graduate students who will be sitting in on meetings this year to
represent the GSO.

III. ANNOUCEMENTS
There were none.
IV. ADJOURNMENT
As there was no further business the meeting was adjourned at 5:03 PM.

Respectfully submitted, Lizette Cruz, Recording Coordinator

FACULTY SENATE LIBRARIES COMMITTEE
Meeting Minutes
March 9, 2021
Via Zoom: 4:05pm- 5:02pm

Attending: Ruth Whitworth, chair (JPHCOPH), Janet Choonga, Student Committee Member,
Christian Hanna (WCHP), Barbara Hendry (CBSS), Shainaz Landge (COSM), John O’Malley (PCEC),
Jessica Rigg (LIB), Hyunju Shin (PCOB), Kib Sorgen (COE), Maliece Whatley (PCOB)
Non-Voting Members: Lisandra R. Carmichael, Dean of the GS University Libraries
Guest: Doug Frazier (LIB), Jeff Mortimore (LIB), Debra Skinner (LIB)
Absent: Julia Griffin (CAH)

I.

CALL TO ORDER
Dean Carmichael called the meeting to order on Tuesday, March 9, 2021, at 4:05 PM. She
introduced the two items on the agenda.

II.

NEW BUSINESS
A. The GS Libraries Educational Resources Budget Review
1. Dean Carmichael introduced Debra Skinner, Head of Collection Services of the GS
University Libraries and Jeff Mortimore, Discovery Services Librarian, who along with
Dean Carmichael gave a presentation on the GS University Libraries FY21/ FY22 budget
and provided a historical view of funds allocated in previous years. They discussed budget
shortfalls and how these may potentially impact the subscriptions for educational
resources at the university. They also introduced a project to assess the educational
resources.
2. This upcoming project should help the University Libraries to identify the most critically
used educational resources and those that are less critical or duplicated in other
databases. The usage assessment also allows the identification of resources that should
be reduced or replaced with more appropriate resources for the teaching and research
mission of Georgia Southern University.
3. Doug Frazier presented an overview of the GS University Libraries budget in comparison
to our peer institutions.
B. Updates on the Inclusive Excellence Action Plan
1. Ruth Whitworth gave some updates on the IEAP. The deadline has been moved to May.
The Faculty Senate members who are reviewing the plan have not reached out to her yet
to provide any input. As soon as she receives any other updates, she will email everyone
that information.
2. The GS University Libraries have also handed in their IEAP. Dean Carmichael is very proud
of all the work the GS University Libraries IEAP committee did on the plan. The reviewers
told Dean Carmichael that the plan was well written and needed no adjustments. The
final draft will soon be forwarded to AA and legal affairs for final approval.

III. ANNOUCEMENTS
There were none.
IV. ADJOURNMENT
As there was no further business the meeting was adjourned at 5:02 PM.

Respectfully submitted, Lizette Cruz, Recording Coordinator

SENATE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Meeting Minutes
January 15 2021,
Via Zoom: 1:00p.m. – 3:00p.m.

Voting Members Present: Lisa Abbott (CAH), Cheryl Aasheim (PCEC), Diana Botnaru (WCHP), Cary
Christian (CBSS), Jessica Garner (LIB), Dee Liston (COE), Bill Mase (JPHCOPH), Jeffery Secrest (COSM), Bill
Wells(PCOB)
Non-Voting Members: Trish Holt(COE), President, Amanda Konkle (CAH), Secretary, Barbara King (CBSS),
Librarian, Helen Bland (JPHCOPH), Parliamentarian
Guests present: Dustin Anderson (Provost), Leticia McGrath (CAH), Chair of Faculty Welfare Committee,
Megan Small, Graduate Assistant
Absent:

I.

CALL TO ORDER
Trish Holt called the meeting to order at 1:00 PM.

II.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Lisa Abbott asked if we needed to add approval of minutes to the meeting. It was determined to
approve the minutes via email.
The agenda was approved.

III. CHAIR’S UPDATE
A. Welcome
Trish Holt clarified that the timeline for submitted reports is adjusted because of spring break.
We can wait to include information during spring break in the Senate agenda if needed.
B. Librarian’s Report
Barb King reported that some minutes have not been received yet because of the earlier
deadline; they will have to be included in the next Senate agenda.
C. SGA Representative will be added to the Senate Agenda if a representative is named.
D. Resolution to Counter Discrimination on Campus
Trish Holt met with Chris Cartright and TaJuan Wilson last week to determine how to
operationalize the Resolution to Counter Discrimination passed by the Senate in November
2020. Chris Cartright will write an action plan for the Faculty Senate and the Provost’s Inclusive
Excellence plans. It will be submitted to SEC for review. Options of new officer positions or
committees were suggested. Barb King noted that one of the suggestions of the Elections

E.

Committee was to create a position on the SEC as a liaison between SEC and various diversity
committees.
SGA / FS Joint Resolution on Diversity Meeting
Trish Holt met with Kahria Hadley (chair of SGA) and TaJuan Wilson on operationalizing the
SGA / FS Joint Resolution. Provost Reiber advised that some work has been done on this so far,
such as training students who want to be involved on faculty searches. Trish is meeting with
Diana Cone to review other actions taken. The Provost also mentioned putting language on his
website to advocate for diversity in hiring.

IV. OLD BUSINESS
A. Inclusive Excellence Plan – Trish Holt
1. On February 23, Diana Botnaru, Bill Mase, Trish Holt, and Helen Bland discussed the
Inclusive Excellence plan with TaJuan Wilson. TaJuan Wilson provided suggestions. Trish
Holt volunteered to draft the report for reviewing in April. Dee Liston and Diana Botnaru
offered to help Trish Holt draft the Senate Inclusive Excellence plan.
2. Discussion: Cheryl Aasheim explained that she had just seen the Inclusive Excellence plan
for the Honors Council, which left items that did not apply to them blank. Faculty Senate
will also only fill in items that apply to Faculty Senate. Diana Botnaru clarified that his
suggestions involved addressing policies rather than addressing every item within the
plan. So Faculty Senate can address items in the plan that the Senate can contribute to.
Diana Botnaru added that the Staff Council worked together to draft the plan, and that
breaking the plan up likely contributed to Senate’s difficulty working on the plan.
B. SRI AdHoc Committee Update – Lisa Abbott
• The SRI committee wanted Lisa Abbott to bring questions about the charge to the SEC.
The committee has been charged with creating a permanent SRI instrument that can be
used for lectures, labs, and everything in between, send to SEC, and then to Senate. This is
a huge undertaking, and several individuals who had served on a previous SRI committee
refused to be involved again.
• The SRI committee has asked for SEC approval on also formulating how the SRI
instruments are used. Trish Holt noted that the Colleges have varying policies on how SRIs
are used. The committee also wants to issue a statement about how to use the SRI,
especially since there is to be only one instrument that is used for every class. Lisa Abbott
is reviewing the USG and SACSCOC policies on SRIs.
• The sense among the committee is that numbers regarding the class and the student’s
engagement in the class go into the average score, but only the instructor-oriented scores
have to do with the instructor. Diana Botnaru asked if the USG requires that SRIs are used
for promotion and tenure. What we choose to use and how we present those results are
important, especially for addressing the biases in SRIs (gender, race, native language,
whether it is a required general education course or an upper-level major course) and not
comparing scores among faculty.
• The committee hopes to have something to present at the first meeting of academic year
21-22.

•

C.

D.

Trish Holt confirmed that individuals who previously served on this committee refused to
do so a second time. She cautioned that the next Senate President will need to support
this committee. Lisa Abbott clarified that this conversation has not gone well in the past
because the past three times it has come up, the results have been similar. That is why
the current committee intends to not only suggest an instrument but also how that
instrument is used. Barb King suggested that this committee send out some surveys and
drafts for faculty input. Trish Holt added that the Provost’s office is available to provide
administrative support. Lisa Abbott clarified that the committee will need administration
to support the committee’s recommendations.
SGA Representatives – Trish Holt
Trish Holt reported that one volunteer responded to her call for a faculty representative to
SGA, Casey Keck. She will serve in that role for three months. Lisa Abbott clarified that,
according to the bylaws, the Senate has to confirm the nomination from the SEC, so this just
needs to go through a pro forma vote at the March Senate meeting. Casey is also willing to be
the nominee for the next year, which vote will take place in April.
Elections Committee Update – Barbara King
 All of the colleges have sent out their calls for nominations. Regarding certification of
election results, Barb King said that certification is needed, and that it should go through
the Elections Committee chair. She has also added a note to the Bylaws to add this to the
Librarian’s duties.
 The Bylaws don’t have specified electronic voting for the officers. We voted electronically
last year because of Covid, and there is reason to do that again. Barb King could send out a
ballot two weeks prior to the final Senate meeting.
 Lisa Abbott clarified whether nominations would be opened in the March meeting. Barb
King clarified that traditionally, the vote has taken place at the last Senate meeting, but for
the last three or four years that vote has occurred electronically. That change has not been
made to the bylaws. Lisa Abbott expressed concern that voting prior to the last Senate
meeting eliminates nominations from the floor. Diana Botnaru expressed concern about
not following the bylaws. Trish Holt expressed concern about voting by raised hands
because it is difficult to certify that only Senators voted. Lisa Abbott asked if we could vote
via Qualtrics. Diana Botnaru asked to clarify what we mean by certifying the vote. Cheryl
Aasheim stated that Helen Bland might have previously been referring to ensuring that
candidates are qualified. Helen Bland clarified that she was concerned about certification
of officers and that we previously have done an electronic vote. Bill Wells inquired why
Ginger Malphrus would have certified the officer nominations and votes after the election.
Helen Bland said that what is meant is a certification of the vote count. Trish Holt
expressed concern about Senators sharing the ballot with someone else and if Alternates
are voting for Senators as a proxy vote. If a link is shared in the chat, panelists who are not
Senators could end up voting. There are efforts to make sure that only an Alternate votes
as opposed to a Senator and an Alternate voting. Bill Wells stated that these are adults
who have professional responsibilities and should be trusted, and added that if there is a
problem with voting in this way, then that calls into question previous votes taken by
raised hands. Bill Wells argued that we should not hold the hands of Senators who can’t
fulfill their responsibilities; Trish Holt said sometimes someone’s child gets sick just before
the meeting. Diana Botnaru expressed concern about backpedaling on voting procedures




V.

by saying Raising Hands will not suffice. Cary Christian advocated for Qualtrics, with a 24hour grace period to double check the results. The results of the vote could be released
the next day. Another concern was expressed about the possibility of raising hands three
or four times, with support for a Qualtrics vote. Trish Holt said Megan Small, the GA, could
help with setting up the vote survey and sharing the official results. Barb King clarified that
the motion is for an electronic ballot to begin during the Senate meeting and be closed by
the time the Senate meeting concludes. Trish Holt added that candidate statements could
be sent out in advance. Barb King added that she will not include those biographies on the
ballot.
The timeline for officer elections includes a nomination form to go out at the end of
March, with candidate statements to go out a week before the election at the April
meeting.
Barb King moved that the SEC approves an electronic ballot for this year’s officer elections.
The motion was seconded and passed with one abstention.

NEW BUSINESS
A. RFI – One submitted and withdrawn
One RFI was submitted, but was withdrawn within an hour.
B. DISCUSSION ITEMS
1. FS Bylaws Review
 Trish Holt cited Georgia Southern Statutes Article V, which states that Faculty Senate
Bylaws must be approved by the corps of instruction, which goes beyond the Senate. The
Senate Bylaws were approved by the Senate in April 2019. And that revisions have to be
approved by 2/3 of the Senators and that the Senate can call the corps with a 10%
petition.
 Lisa Abbott confirmed that she is aware of the requirement for Bylaws changes to be
approved by the whole corps of instruction. This is a process, with the first step being
committee suggestions, then approval by the Senate. If changes are made to Faculty
Bylaws, those have to go out to the corps of instruction. The President is required to call
two meetings of the full corps of instruction per year. It is appropriate to have a vote at
those meetings on anything that is a change to the Faculty Bylaws, but those meetings
typically include staff as well, so those have been approved via electronic voting. There are
inconsistencies between the Faculty Bylaws in the Faculty Handbook, the Senate Bylaws,
and the University Statutes, and Senate Bylaws have got to align with the Statutes.
 A Discussion Item was submitted about the Review process. Lisa Abbott read the
membership as listed on the Senate website. This committee has started meeting and
meets every two weeks. All members of the SEC have access to view and comment on the
Bylaws working document. Any Senator can request to table recommendations or send
this back to the committee.
 There was discussion over whether this sub-committee should have minutes. Diana
Botnaru said that the committee will be reporting to the SEC, and their reports will be in
the SEC minutes. As a subcommittee of the SEC, the responsibility is to report to the SEC.
 Dee Liston asked to clarify that the SEC is determining what should go on the Senate
Agenda. She appreciates responses to the questions posed in the DI, but suggested that
these are an RFI, and that this information could go to the Senate as a response to the RFI,
while the discussion can focus on the Bylaw revisions.



Helen Bland said that the SEC is charged with determining the agenda and not necessarily
the content of the items. Rationale should be included for this being revised from a
Discussion Item to an RFI. The submitters’ hope was that through some discussion, they
would understand the process and be able to move forward with the discussion of the
items. This item is about the process and how did we get there. One is a discussion about
the process and one is a motion on the changes. Amanda Konkle asked what the
discussion aspect of the discussion, as opposed to a report of how the revisions are taking
place, would be. Helen Bland suggested that the goal of the Discussion Item is to have a
discussion on how faculty can have input. Bill Wells said that this committee is operating
as other committees do, by asking for volunteers and then getting to the work of the
committee. Trish Holt added that subcommittees go to constituents for feedback. Lisa
Abbott clarified that they are not avoiding going to constituents for feedback; none of this
will be put forward for a vote without the Senate having time for responding to the
recommendations.
 Dee Liston stated that she would like for people to have the most input as possible. She
stands behind what she stated earlier, that this DI should be an RFI, but maybe the
Motions should be moved forward as DIs to give the Senate a chance to provide feedback
on the suggested changes. From this process, the committee has input and can tweak and
move forward to a vote on the Bylaws with formal opportunities for faculty to provide the
input during Senate. Diana Botnaru asked Helen Bland how the previous 2019 revisions to
Bylaws were shared for faculty input and what mechanisms to share those changes were
in place then. Trish Holt shared that the consolidation committees shared a ton of
information and asked for votes. Helen Bland said the subcommittee presented them to
the Senate, but she doesn’t remember the specifics of how that was undertaken. Lisa
Abbott supported Dee Liston’s suggestion that we change the Motions to DIs. She
cautioned that would mean that Articles I and II would not be voted on until the April
meeting, and subsequent revisions would not be voted on until the summer Senate
meeting. Helen Bland stated that she appreciated Lisa Abbott’s previous statement that
SRIs would not be brought forward until August, and that there are a number of issues
associated with these Bylaws, and that Lisa and Diana have another year on SEC to head
work on these.
 Dee Liston moved that the Discussion Item be changed to an RFI. Diana Botnaru seconded.
The motion passed with nine in favor. The rationale is because the questions submitted in
the Discussion Item fit the format for an RFI rather than a Discussion Item. With an RFI,
Senators can ask for clarification during the meeting.
Motion: Dee Liston moved that the Motions be changed to Discussion Items. Bill Mase seconded.
 Dee Liston stated that she is now rethinking, stating that if these come forward as a
Motion, they will be discussed, and could potentially be voted on and moved forward. If
they come forward as a Discussion Item, they could not be voted on. Diana Botnaru would
like the option to vote if Senators are comfortable doing so. Articles I and II do not have a
lot of changes that would require faculty input. Helen Bland stated that the spirit of the DI
that became an RFI was the opportunity to get input, but when issues are put forward as
Motions, that suggests that input is limited. Cary Christian supported the idea of these
moving forward as Discussion Items. This addresses a lack of trust in Senators and
processes and increasing transparency. Bill Wells argued for putting these forward as
Motions, because Senators will have access to them beforehand. Bill Wells called to
question to determine if we are ready to vote on the motion, with nine in favor.

A vote was taken on whether to turn the motions into Discussion Items; six voted in favor, three
were opposed.
C.

MOTIONS
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QsCBNcAi1BAbtnPVAvMOl5
Yp8e3buiBmk8wGPZ759i0/edit?usp=sharing
The SEC then discussed the changes as they would be brought forward to the
Senate.
1. Faculty Senate Bylaws Article I Revisions


Changes to Article I were largely grammatical and word choice, defining shared
governance.
 Trish Holt raised a question about whether the number at the beginning of the document,
whether it should be 325 or 323. She also raised a question about what is meant by the
phrase “equity, accountability, and ownership” in Article I. Section I.
 Helen Bland stated that it’s not necessary for the SEC to discuss the changes at this point,
as the purpose of this meeting is to set the Senate Agenda. We can go through it piece by
piece, but we won’t vote on the content of the Bylaws.
 Lisa Abbott stated that the subcommittee makes a recommendation to the SEC. The SEC
has to vote on what will be sent to the Senate. The subcommittee does not have the
power or the charge to determine what to send forward to the Senate; they can only bring
recommendations forward to the SEC. The SEC’s task is to decide what will be sent to the
Senate.
 Bill Mase agreed with both. Bill Mase moved to approve these revisions as written because
he is comfortable that the subcommittee has done its job. Dee Liston seconded. Cary
Christian said that he would be uncomfortable moving forward without the SEC taking a
moment to read through the changes. Barb King agreed and said she had made a
suggestion in the chat: “One suggestion for Article II Section 1c: If this criterion is not met,
the campus without representation will be given priority when the next position becomes
available. Those units with less than 3 assigned senators and disproportional distribution
of campus faculty may elect to skip an election cycle preference in order to maintain
balanced representation.” Six voted in favor; three were opposed.
 Lisa Abbott will write these up so changes can be viewed side by side in the Senate
meeting.
2. Faculty Senate Bylaws Article II Revisions
VI. APROVAL OF FACULTY SENATE AGENDA FOR MARCH 2021
The Senate Agenda will include:
Monthly Reports / Usual Content
1. Graduate Curriculum Committee
2. Undergraduate Curriculum Committee
3. Core Curriculum Committee
 TaJuan Wilson will record a 15-minute presentation on the Campus Climate survey.
 Trish Holt will speak to the Senate Inclusive Excellence plan.
 Barbara King will speak on Senate Elections.








The DI will be an RFI.
The Motions will be changed to Discussion Items.
An SGA Representative will give a report if we have the name of someone.
The NTT Committee will meet with the Provost on March 11, and this Agenda comes out March
12. There was discussion of if this should go on the Agenda, if the committee can address the
Provost’s comments prior to 5:00 PM on March 11.
Amanda Konkle moved that these items, with two provisionary items, go on the Senate
Agenda. Dee Liston seconded.
Bill Mase asked if it would be possible to add the NTT item as a Motion, then it could be tabled
if necessary. Amanda Konkle asked if this could be tabled if it was not ready to be voted on. Bill
Wells expressed concern about this being a box-checking motion, as opposed to an actual
policy decision. Diana Botnaru clarified that the committee is unsure what the Provost’s
suggested revisions are, so they do not know if the policy will be ready for review at the March
meeting. Trish Holt stated that she could report that there was a meeting and that this would
come forward in the April Senate meeting. The NTT item will be mentioned in Trish’s report.
Seven were in favor; two members had to sign out before the meeting was over.

VIII. ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 3:13 PM.

UNDERGRADUATE COMMITTEE
Meeting Minutes
February 16, 2021
Via Zoom: 3:30pm- 5:30pm

Voting Members Present: Joanne Chopak-Foss, chair (COPH), Cheryl Aasheim (PCEC), Christopher
Barnhill (WCHP), Beth Burnett (LIB), David Calamas (PCEC), Nedra Cossa (COE), Caroline Henderson
(PCOB), Josh Kies (WCHP), Patsy Kraeger (CBSS), Yongki Lee (COSM), Beverly Miller (COE), Lowell
Sneathen (PCOB), Jason Tatlock (CAH), Lauri Valeri (CAH), Clare Walsh (CBSS),
Non-Voting Members Present: Donna Brooks (VPAA), Delena Gatch (IAA), Cynthia Groover (VPAA),
Tiffany Hedrick (Registrar), Doris Mack (Registrar), Wayne Smith (Registrar)
Guests: Laurie Adams (WCHP), Barry Balleck (CBSS), Stephen Carden (COSM), Alice Hall (CBSS), Jolyon
Hughes (CAH), Carol Jordan (WCHP), Barbara King (CBSS), Brian Koehler (COSM), Nandi Marshall
(COPH), Beth McGee (CBSS), Britton McKay (PCOB), Christy Moore (WCHP), Beth Myers (CBSS), Norton
Pease (CAH), William Powell (CAH), Jonathan Roberts (HON), Stephen Rossi (WCHP), Daniel SkidmoreHess (CBSS), Deborah Thomas (COE), Patrick Wheaton (CAH),David Williams (PCEC)
Absent: Asli Aslan (JPHCOPH), Autumn Johnson (LIB), Chunshan Zhao (COSM)

I.

CALL TO ORDER
Dr. Joanne Chopak-Foss called the meeting to order on Tuesday, February 16, 2021 at 3:32 p.m.

II.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the amended agenda. A second was made by Ms.
Lauri Valeri and the motion to approve the agenda was passed.

III. NEW BUSINESS
A. College of Science and Mathematics
Presented by Dr. Brian Koehler.
Dean’s Office
Revised Program(s):
190C: Environmental Sustainability Interdisciplinary Minor
JUSTIFICATION:
The Environmental Sustainability Interdisciplinary Concentration is being converted into a 15
credit hour interdisciplinary minor. This is being done to assist students with financially being
able to complete this study, since the 18 credit hour Concentration was not part of any other
program and would not be covered by any financial aid. Overall it is changing from a 3-12-3

(core-electives-practicum) to a 3-9-3 (core-electives-practicum). All other changes revolved
around updating it to be a Minor, 15 credit hours, and keeping it interdisciplinary (requiring
science majors to take courses outside science and non-science majors to take courses in
science). Lastly, OCEA 3100 (Introduction to Oceanography) was corrected to its postConsolidation "GEOL 1530" numbering, and BIOL 4470 (Sea Turtle Biology) was added as
another possible elective course.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by the
Dean’s Office, College of Science and Mathematics. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and
the motion to approve the revised program(s) was passed.
Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry
Revised Course(s):
BCHM 2910: Introduction to Biochemical Research
JUSTIFICATION:
Students need to have finished CHEM 1212K (not concurrent) and also truly need to earn a "C"
or better prior to taking BCHM 2910 in order to have a fundamental understanding of general
chemistry principles and how they apply to biochemistry. Additionally, these prerequisites
directly align with CHEM 2900 (the analogous CHEM version of this course for BA/BS
chemistry majors). The course is also being restructured to provide additional lab content. This
change will justify the course contributing towards the 400 lab hours that chemistry and
biochemistry majors in the B.S. Biochemistry program must obtain in order to receive an
American Chemical Society (ACS) certified degree.
CHEM 2900: Principles of Chemistry Research
JUSTIFICATION:
The course is being restructured to provide additional lab content. This change will justify the
course contributing towards the 400 lab hours that chemistry majors in the B.A. and B.S.
programs must obtain in order to receive an American Chemical Society (ACS) certified
degree.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by
the Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and
the motion to approve the revised course(s) was passed.
Department of Biology
Revised Course(s):
BIOL 2275: Microorganisms and Disease
JUSTIFICATION:
First, this course is for non-majors and intended for health professions students. This was
added to the description. This language was in the original Armstrong State University Catalog
but failed to make it into the newly consolidated Georgia Southern University Catalog. Second,
during post-consolidation, BIOL 2082 was cross-listed with KINS 2532 and BIOL 2082L was

cross-listed with KINS 2512. The prerequisites for BIOL 2275 were modified to allow KINS
students to register for this BIOL course.
BIOL 4150: Horticulture
JUSTIFICATION:
Corrected a small typo/grammatical error in the written description of the prerequisites, to
clarify the requirements. Note: this course is actually programmed correctly in BANNER, it was
just not clear from the catalog description that this course requires ["C's" in] all three of the
first three prerequisites (BIOL 3131/3133/3134) AND [passing] either one of the last two
prerequisites (BIOL 2120 or 3535). Also corrected the schedule types, which did not match the
contact hours (this course is clearly a lab course but was only listed as "lecture" under
schedule type). Lab hours were changed from 2 to 3 as is traditional in biology courses.
BIOL 4541: Invertebrate Zoology
JUSTIFICATION:
There was an error in the course description that made outdated (pre-Consolidation)
reference to courses not counting towards the biology major. This error has been deleted
from the description.
BIOL 5160: Plant Physiology
JUSTIFICATION:
Additional corrections as a result of consolidation program review. Corrected a small
typo/grammatical error in the written description of the prerequisites, to clarify the
requirements. Note: this course is actually programmed correctly in BANNER, it was just not
clear from the catalog description that this course requires all three of the first three
prerequisites (BIOL 3131/3133/3134) AND either one of the last two prerequisites (BIOL
2120 or 3535). Also corrected the schedule types, which did not match the contact hours
(this course is clearly a lab course but was only listed as "lecture" under schedule type).
BIOL 5546: Plant Ecology
JUSTIFICATION:
Corrected a small typo/grammatical error in the written description of the prerequisites, to
clarify the requirements. Note: this course is actually programmed correctly in BANNER, it was
just not clear from the catalog description that this course requires all three of the first three
prerequisites (BIOL 3131/3133/3134) AND either one of the last two prerequisites (BIOL 2120
or 3535).
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of Biology. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the motion to approve the
revised course(s) was passed.
Department of Geology & Geography
Revised Course(s):
GEOG 1101: Introduction to Human Geography
JUSTIFICATION:
The "synchronous" schedule type is added to offer flexibility in the format this course is

taught in the future.
GEOL 1122: General Historical Geology
JUSTIFICATION:
The caveat that students may take the course concurrently with GEOL 1121 was removed.
Taking the courses concurrently was supposed to be for unusual situations only, however it
only serves to encourage students to request the option frequently. Increased student success
occurs when students take the courses in sequence, as intended.
Additionally and to clarify, while this course is already an Area D.2 course at GSU, we are
requesting that it be moved within the area to Area D.1 to better align with its prerequisite
course GEOL 1121 (the GEOL 1121/1122 pair is a common Area D science sequence at most of
the other USG institutions).
GEOL 5230: Earth Science
JUSTIFICATION:
"Permission of Instructor" is an unnecessary prerequisite for this course, so it has been
removed.
GEOL 5231: General Oceanography
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is not part of the Geology Major program and is a service course for middle and
secondary education majors (it is "upper division" to the education programs in that it is
offered to upperclassmen education majors so that they may study the subject they may be
teaching, but it would not be "upper division' to a Geology major). As such it does not require
students to have mastered any prior geology content and the prerequisites are unnecessary.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of Geology & Geography. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the motion to
approve the revised course(s) was passed.
Department of Mathematical Sciences
Revised Course(s):
MATH 3360: Modern Geometry
JUSTIFICATION:
All math courses offered in the department set "a minimum of C" as their prerequisites, except
for the course Modern Geometry (which is believed to have been an oversight). Modern
Geometry (MATH 3360) is a foundational course for preservice high school math teachers. It
focuses heavily on deductive reasoning and proof writing, and therefore requires sufficient
prior knowledge in logic and proof methods to succeed. In recent years, we have noticed an
increasing number of students enrolled in this course displaying an inadequate knowledge in
proof writing and struggling to pass the course. It is believed that increasing the prerequisite
required in Mathematical Structures (MATH 2332) from a "D" to a "C" will result in more
students being adequately prepared for the course.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the

Department of Mathematical Sciences. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the motion to
approve the revised course(s) was passed.
Department of Physics & Astronomy
Revised Program(s):
BA-PHYS: Physics B.A.
JUSTIFICATION:
The revision to existing program is intended to specify the campuses on which the
emphases are offered and correct the number of hours in the Electronics Emphasis
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by
the Department of Physics & Astronomy. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the
motion to approve the revised program(s) was passed.
B.

Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health
Presented by Dr. Nandi Marshall.
Department of General Public Health
New Course(s):
PUBH 5000: Selected Topics in Public Health
JUSTIFICATION:
Allows the student the opportunity to receive specialized and/or focused instruction in a
public health topic not generally offered by the College. The PUBH 5000 special topics
courses will be for those that will be offered at the undergraduate and graduate levels.
They will be listed as PUBH 5000 and PUBH 5000G.
PUBH 5111: LGBTQ+ Issues in Public Health
JUSTIFICATION:
This course has been taught as an undergraduate selected topics in our college for a couple of
semesters. We have seen growing interest in the course at both the undergraduate and
graduate levels. This course is also offered as a minimester fully online and will increase
elective options for undergraduate and masters students on all campuses. PUBH 5111G has
also been submitted to complement this course.

Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new course(s) submitted by the
Department of General Public Health. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the motion to
approve the new course(s) was passed.
Revised Course(s):
PUBH 4090: Selected Topics in Public Health
JUSTIFICATION:
This course was already approved as our undergraduate only special topics course. However, it
is not showing up in our catalog. I am updating the course to show that it needs to be listed on

all of our BSPH catalog pages.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of General Public Health. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the motion to
approve the revised course(s) was passed.
Inactivated Course(s):
PUBH 4099: Selected Topics in Public Health
JUSTIFICATION:
PUBH 4090 is our undergraduate only special topics course. This course is still showing up in
our catalog and needs to be removed. We are also updating the catalog to ensure PUBH 4090
shows up as the special topics course.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the course inactivation(s) submitted by
the Department of General Public Health. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the
motion to approve the course inactivation(s) was passed.
C.

College of Behavioral and Social Sciences
Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology
Presented by Ms. Barbara King.
New Course(s):
CRJU 3792: Criminal Justice Internship (Non-Capstone)
JUSTIFICATION:
The current Internship course (CRJU 4792) is one of the program's capstone options.
Although the course description indicates the course can be taken pre-capstone with the
stipulation it counts as a CRJU upper division elective, there is no real way to enforce this
adequately. Degree Works does not make this distinction, leaving the responsibility up to the
advisor to enforce it. To make certain that happens, the internship coordinator would have
to individually track each student. Last year, we started addressing this problem by doing
pre-capstone internships as independent studies to bypass the aforementioned
complication, but having a distinct course is a more prudent option. There is student
demand for such a course. It also addresses comments from current agencies suggesting
students have more real-world experience.

Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new course(s) submitted by the
Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the
motion to approve the new course(s) was passed.
Revised Course(s):
CRJU 3264: Hackers, Malware, and Online Economic Crime
JUSTIFICATION:

Rationale: This course has previously been cross-listed with a graduate section. The course
now is being divided into two separate courses with the graduate course examining more indepth hacker subculture.
CRJU 3265: Online Violence
JUSTIFICATION:
Rationale: This course was originally cross listed with a graduate section. As the program has
expanded, especially the graduate program, cross listing no longer best fits the needs of our
students. Undergraduates need a more foundational course exploring a larger array of topics
(hence the number change to a 3000 level), while graduate students require a course that
explores topics in greater depth and complexity. So, despite some overlapping subject matter,
the method and degree of topic examination varies between the two student groups. In
addition, course demand at both levels can no longer be adequately met by offering a single,
cross listed course.
CRJU 3345: Comparative Justice Systems
JUSTIFICATION:
The depth of examination is more comparable to a 3000 level course. This course provides an
overview and introduction to criminal justice systems around the world, thus it sets the stage
for the more in-depth analysis that would be done at the 4000-level.
CRJU 3733: Inequalities, Crime, and Justice
JUSTIFICATION:
The course was incorrectly identified as a internship practicum course, rather than a lecture. As
the course is taught face to face, this change simply reflects the current delivery mode. The
asynchronous schedule type has not changed, as this course is regularly offered in both
formats.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the
motion to approve the revised course(s) was passed.
Revised Program(s):
093B: Criminal Justice and Criminology Minor
JUSTIFICATION:
This is updating the course selection to reflect curriculum changes.
803A: Cybercrime Minor
JUSTIFICATION:
This is to update the catalog to reflect changes in course offerings
BS-CRIM: Criminal Justice and Criminology B.S. (Emphasis in Criminal Justice and
Criminology)
JUSTIFICATION:
Informed by the University's strategic plan, especially Pillar 3: Inclusive Excellence, and Pillar
5: Community Engagement as well as larger societal and professional trends, the
Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology assert that it is essential all students who

graduate from our program have a firm grounding in issues relating to diversity and
inequality as well as victimology.
BS-CRIM/CYB: Criminal Justice and Criminology B.S. (Emphasis in Cybercrime)
JUSTIFICATION:
Informed by the University's strategic plan, especially Pillar 3: Inclusive Excellence, and Pillar
5: Community Engagement as well as larger societal and professional trends, the Department
of Criminal Justice and Criminology assert that it is essential all students who graduate from
our program have a firm grounding in issues relating to diversity and inequality as well as
victimology. The capstone course change better reflects the specific focus of the cybercrime
track.The addition of more elective options provides students with greater flexibility in
shaping a program that best fits their future goals.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by the
Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the
motion to approve the revised program(s) was passed.
Department of Psychology
Presented by Dr. Drew Bulla.
Revised Course(s):
PSYC 3425: Research Methods in Applied Behavior Analysis
JUSTIFICATION:
Modified Schedule Type to include Lecture, for the purpose of facilitating scheduling.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of Psychology. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the motion to approve
the revised course(s) was passed.
Department of Political Science and International Studies
Presented by Dr. Barry Balleck.
New Program(s):
Concentration in Global Security Studies
JUSTIFICATION:
The Political Science and International Studies Department (POINTS) at GSU is an
interdisciplinary, collaborative department with highly respected scholars of varied
backgrounds and experiences. The main authors of the concentration are experts in a variety
of fields complementing the goals of our students directly. All faculty members of the POINTS
Department provide expertise critical to the success of this concentration, and each member
has shown great enthusiasm for this endeavor. Our Department has consistently high numbers
of majors in the College of Behavioral and Social Sciences (CBSS), and this concentration will
specifically help us to recruit more students to both our POLS and our INTS majors.
 Dr. Chopak-Foss stated that CHP has similar courses to some of the INTS courses
listed in this concentration and they should have a more in depth conversation

about combining resources. Dr. Balleck agreed and said they would love to
collaborate.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new program(s) submitted by
the Department of Political Science and International Studies. A second was made by Ms.
Lauri Valeri and the motion to approve the new program(s) was passed.
School of Human Ecology
Presented by Dr. Alice Hall.
New Course(s):
CHFD 2138: Professional Seminar in Child & Family Development I
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is proposed as a two part split of the old (current) CHFD 4138 Professional
Development course. This course will be taken earlier in the program of study for 2 credits,
then students will take the 1 credit follow up course the semester prior to their
internship/final semester. Students have vocalized the need to learn more about career
readiness and concentrations in CHFD before they get to the final class. This split would meet
both needs. Students would be able to change their concentration prior to their final year
after learning about careers and career requirements. Students will also be able to begin the
self-assessment process and develop draft resumes. Students have specifically mentioned
that having exposure to professional resumes and other documents for applications would be
much more effective if started earlier and then just polished in the second class.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new course(s) submitted by the
School of Human Ecology. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the motion to approve
the new course(s) was passed.
Revised Course(s):
CHFD 4138: Professional Seminar in Child & Family Development II
JUSTIFICATION:
Faculty have reflected on concerns posed by students and graduates that this course should
come earlier in their program of study. Students and graduates have noted this on course
evaluations across semesters and communicated their wish to learn more specifics about the
concentratons much earlier so they are fully aware of the options. This split will help with
career readiness and reflection, help with rentention, progression, and graduation and allow
students to understand internship reqiurements of certain concentrations earlier in their
program of study.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised CHFD course(s) submitted
by the School of Human Ecology. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the motion to
approve the revised CHFD course(s) was passed.

Presented by Dr. Beth McGee.
Revised Course(s):
INDS 3327: Computer-Aided Design I
JUSTIFICATION:
This modification is to update the contact hours to be correct, remove the prerequisite for a
class that students may take concurrently according to their program map and general data
entry cleanup.
INDS 3434: Lighting
JUSTIFICATION:
The credit hours and contact hours were listed incorrectly. Also, we need to change the listed
prerequisites. Currently in The Catalog Prerequisites: INDS 3436 : Design Studio III; INDS 4435
: Design Studio IV; As A Banner Prerequisite: INDS 3436 : Design Studio III; INDS 4435 : Design
Studio IV; INDS 4436 : Design Studio V. This class is taken concurrently with Studio III and IV.
So, these need to be removed as prerequisites for taking the class. Proposed revised listing: In
The Catalog Prerequisites for:INDS 4436 : Design Studio V; As A Banner Prerequisite: INDS
4436 : Design Studio V; Only INDS 4436 should include INDS 3434 as a prerequisite for taking
it. General data entry clean up is also included.
INDS 3435: Design Studio II
JUSTIFICATION:
We need to have the listed Banner Corequisite of FACS 2437: Interior Design Cad I
removed. That class has been deleted and causing registration errors.
The Catalog and Banner Prerequisites for INDS 3438: Professional Practice should be
removed to follow the Program Map as it is sometimes taught at the same time. The listed
pre- and corequisites to enter the class are being removed for the same reason, that they are
at times taught at the same time.
Asynchronous scheduling is being requested due to our growing program needing multiple
sections with more scheduling choices.
General data entry clean up is also included.
INDS 3436: Design Studio III
JUSTIFICATION:
This is for general data entry cleanup and removing prerequisite INDS 3434: We moved this
course later in the program to align with the new technology sequence updated in 2018. We
are removing prior or concurrent enrollment to make it easier for students to register
depending on their admittance to the program and for more flexibility. Also, we are updating
student learning objectives: Updating SLOs to align with current CIDA and curriculum map.
Also, we are updating contact hours to represent correct ratio. Please remove FACS 3437 as a
Banner corequisite since it has been deleted. Remove INDS 4430 as a Catalog and Banner
prerequisite since it has been deleted. Remove INDS 4434 as a Catalog and Banner
prerequisite since it has been deleted. Remove INDS 4434H as a Catalog and Banner
prerequisite since it has been deleted. Remove INDS 4446H as a Catalog and Banner
prerequisite since it has been deleted.
INDS 3438: Professional Practice

JUSTIFICATION:
This change includes general data entry clean up and changing the prerequisite needed due to
changes in the program map course sequence. INDS 3435 is sometimes taught simultaneously
depending on entry into the program and so is being removed. In The Catalog Prerequisites:
INDS 4434 : Professional Practices II- this can be deleted due to it being deleted. INDS 4434H :
Professional Practices II Honors- this can be deleted due to it being deleted. INDS 4616 :
Interior Design Seminar- this can be deleted due to it being deleted. As A Banner Prerequisite:
INDS 4434 : Professional Practices II- this can be deleted due to it being deleted. INDS 4434H :
Professional Practices II Honors- this can be deleted due to it being deleted. INDS 4435 : Design
Studio IV- this should show up in the Catalog too. INDS 4790 : Interior Design Internship- this
should show up in the Catalog too.
INDS 4446: Design Studio V
JUSTIFICATION:
We are generally updating this course to reflect the most recent accreditation standards and
correct information including contact hours. This is a 6 contact hour course with a lecture/lab
type. We removed INDS 4427 as a prerequisite because some of our students take INDS 4427
when they are in Studio V depending on which semester they started our program. INDS 4435
Studio IV should be a prerequisite without concurrency for Studio V. The listed Banner
equivalents are: INDS 4436 : Design Studio V; INDS 4446H : Design Studio V Honors; As A
Banner Prerequisite: INDS 4437 : Interior Design Portfolio; These are all old deleted courses
that can be removed.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised INDS course(s) submitted
by the School of Human Ecology. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the motion to
approve the revised INDS course(s) was passed.
Presented by Dr. Joanne Chopak-Foss on for Dr. Alice Hall based on course revisions. Revised
Program(s):
BS-CFD/CD: Child and Family Development B.S. (Concentration in Child Development)
JUSTIFICATION:
1. Removing RECR courses that no longer exist from GMEs
2. Updating SLOs based
3. Adding and editing the new courses created out of the former Professional Developing class:
Adding new course CHFD 2138 Professional Seminar I (2 credits) and editing the former CHFD
4138: Professional Development (3 credits) to CHFD 4138 (1-3 credits): Professional Seminar II.
The variable credits will be removed once the old 3 credit course is phased out. Justification of
the need for this course split is described in the two course proposals.
BS-CFD/CL: Child and Family Development B.S. (Concentration in Child Life)
JUSTIFICATION:
1. Updating SLOs based
2. Adding and editing the new courses created out of the former Professional Developing class:
Adding new course CHFD 2138 Professional Seminar I (2 credits) and editing the former CHFD

4138: Professional Development (3 credits) to CHFD 4138 (1-3 credits): Professional Seminar II.
The variable credits will be removed once the old 3 credit course is phased out. Justification of
the need for this course split is described in the two course proposals.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by the
School of Human Ecology. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the motion to approve the
revised program(s) was passed.
D. Allen E. Paulsen College of Engineering and Computing DAVID WILLIAMS
Presented by Dr. David Williams .
Department of Computer Sciences
New Course(s):
CSCI 2503: Survey of Programming Languages
JUSTIFICATION:
Needed to satisfy ABET-CAC requirements as it will provide the needed additional
programming language coverage and provide the students with substantial rigor in theory
and practice. Current ABET accreditation requires: - Criterion 5. Curriculum: A. 1. Substantial
coverage of algorithms and complexity, computer science theory, concepts of programming
languages, and software development.
CSCI 3624: Undergraduate Seminar
JUSTIFICATION:
This course will provide exposure and discussion of selected topics in software which will
prepare the students for the next step in their careers either in the software industry or
graduate school. With the university’s encouragement of more undergraduate research
and over 35 CS honors students, this course will give students early access and exposure to
faculty current work as well as current research directions in this major.
CSCI 5325: Senior Design I
JUSTIFICATION:
Data shows that since Fall 2014, over 73 Software Engineering certificates have been issued by
the CS Department, which shows a strong interest in the field of software engineering, The
addition of this course would provide opportunities for stronger and more rigorous
preparation. Computer Science students have expressed strong interest in more team-based
capstone project experience, having a two semester elective sequence of Senior Design
projects would allow graduating seniors to be more prepared for the future job expectations in
Industry.
CSCI 5326: Senior Design II
JUSTIFICATION:
Data shows that since Fall 2014, over 73 Software Engineering certificates have been issued by
the CS Department, which shows a strong interest in the field of software engineering, The
addition of this course would provide opportunities for stronger and more rigorous
preparation. Computer Science students have expressed strong interest in more team-based

capstone project experience, having a two semester elective sequence of Senior Design
projects would allow graduating seniors to be more prepared for the future job expectations in
Industry.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new course(s) submitted by the Department of
Computer Sciences. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the motion to approve the new
course(s) was passed.
Revised Course(s):
CSCI 3236: Theoretical Foundations
JUSTIFICATION:
The department's curriculum committee, with input from this course's instructors, reviewed
the course and propose the change: include the department's Discrete Structures as an
alternate prereq. This will ensure students are better prepared for the course, and therefore
improve student success in this course and the program. Added SLOs. Added General Course
Description.
CSCI 3321: Introduction to Software Engineering
JUSTIFICATION:This course provides a general introduction to software engineering. It
introduces concepts such as software processes and agile methods, and essential software
development activities, from initial specification through to system maintenance. Formalisms
and tools to assist in software development are also presented, including common design
patterns and UML notation. Case studies provide practical examples for many of these
concepts. Students do individual projects covering all the major phases of prescriptive
software development.
CSCI 3331: Computer Architecture
JUSTIFICATION:
Previously Statesboro CS students take CSCI 3232, while Armstrong CS students take CSCI 2490
and CSCI 3341 sequence instead of CSCI 3232. This change helped in better alignment of the
Computer Architecture course in Statesboro and Armstrong campus with a common
requirement of CSCI 3341. Course number changed to better reflect the expected level, will
help students in planning program flow. SLOs are changed to reflect course level learning
outcomes. Synchronous instruction added to Schedule type. General Course Description
added.
CSCI 3341: Introduction to Operating Systems
JUSTIFICATION:
Course title changed to avoid abbreviation. CIP code corrected. General Course Description
added. SLOs modified to use proper verbs. The department's curriculum committee, with input
from this course's instructors, reviewed the course and propose the change: replace the
language prerequisite with a course that includes coverage of the previous prereq as well as
additional languages that will be useful for this course. This will ensure students are better
prepared for the course which will lead to better student outcomes. Synchronous Instruction is
added to Schedule type.

CSCI 3432: Database Systems
JUSTIFICATION:
The department's curriculum committee, with input from this course's instructors, reviewed
the course and propose the change: replace the prerequisite with a course that provides a
sound programming preparation with exposure to multiple languages. This will ensure students
are better prepared for the course, and therefore improve student success in this course and
the program. CIP code was updated. SLOs added. General course description was added.
Synchronous instruction added.
CSCI 4322: Modern Software Development
JUSTIFICATION:
Data shows that since Fall 2014, over 73 Software Engineering certificates have been issued by
the CS Department, which shows a strong interest in the field of software engineering, The
addition of this course would provide opportunities for stronger and more rigorous preparation
in software engineering. CIP code corrected. Course title changed to differentiate from another
course. Catalog description modified to indicate the proper level of this course in the software
engineering sequence. Prerequisites added. General Course Description added. SLOs added.
Synchronous instruction added to Schedule type.
CSCI 4330: Algorithm Design and Analysis
JUSTIFICATION:
The department's curriculum committee, with input from this course's instructors, reviewed
the course and propose the change: Linear Algebra is a significantly better preparatory course
for this course. Renumbered for better organization and easier understanding of course flow
for students. This will ensure students are better prepared for the course, and therefore
improve student success in this course and the program. CIP code corrected. General Course
Description added. SLOs added.
CSCI 5322: Advanced Software Engineering
JUSTIFICATION:
Data shows that since Fall 2014, over 73 Software Engineering certificates have been issued by
the CS Department, which shows a strong interest in the field of software engineering, The
addition of this course would provide opportunities for stronger and more rigorous preparation
in software engineering. CIP code corrected. Course title changed to differentiate from another
course. Catalog description modified to indicate the proper level of this course in the software
engineering sequence. Prerequisites added. General Course Description added. SLOs added.
Synchronous instruction added to Schedule type.
CSCI 5530: Computer Science Capstone
JUSTIFICATION:
Needed to satisfy ABET CSAB requirements. Name change to reflect that this is the exit
capstone experience for computer science majors. Currently the CSCI 5530 doubles as software
engineering course and capstone. The department will split these to satisfy ABET requirements
and provide the students with substantial rigor in theory and practice. Current ABET
accreditation requires: Substantial coverage of algorithms and complexity, computer science
theory, concepts of programming languages, and software development. And A major project

that requires integration and application of knowledge and skills acquired in earlier course
work. SLOs updated. Schedule type updated. CIP code corrected. General Course Description
added. Prerequisites changed in accordance with other course changes based on the
discussions in the department curriculum committee and in consultation with the course
instructors. As this is the required course for the BS-CS degree, the course will be listed on the
program page.
 Mr. Smith noted that it is better to send through the undergraduate and graduate 5000
level courses at the same meeting months when there are course changes. Dr. Williams
said the course could be rolled back until the next meeting if needed. Mr. Smith stated
that it did not need to be as long as the graduate level course is being submitted
through workflow.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of Computer Sciences. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the motion to
approve the revised course(s) was passed.
Revised Program(s):
BS-CSCI: Computer Science B.S.
JUSTIFICATION:
Program mission statement is updated in accordance with the published BS-CS mission
statement. CSCI 2625 Discrete Structures is added as an alternative to MATH 2130. The Big
Data and Analytics certificate is added to address the demands for this fast-growing area.
Currently, the CSCI 5530 (whose name is being changed to the Computer Science Capstone)
doubles as a software engineering course and capstone. The department will split these by
introducing CSCI 3321 (Introduction to Software Engineering) to satisfy ABET requirements and
provide the students with substantial rigor in theory and practice. To satisfy ABET CSAB
requirements, CSCI 2503- Survey of Programming Languages (will replace CSCI 2490 - C++
Programming) as CSCI 2503 will provide the needed additional programming language
coverage and provide the students with substantial rigor in theory and practice. Accelerated
Bachelors to Masters (ABM) program is changed to include additional CSCI G level courses.
The addition of "Advanced Software Engineering" in the Software Engineering certificate
would provide opportunities for stronger and more rigorous preparation in software
engineering. CSCI 3232 is being substituted by the introduction of an operating systems course
based on the feedback from the departments' curriculum committee and to align the program
requirements consistently at Statesboro and Armstrong campus. The CS curriculum committee
met over Fall'2020 semester, reviewed CS curriculum with the intent to ensure that it remains
relevant and is consistent with national accreditation bodies and employer expectations. The
suggested changes were approved by the CS faculty and are reflected in these change
requests.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by
the Department of Computer Sciences. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the motion
to approve the revised program(s) was passed.

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Revised Course(s):
ENGR 2131: Electronics and Circuit Analysis
JUSTIFICATION:
The prerequisite change is at the request of the Department of Manufacturing Engineering to
add MFGE 2132 course as an alternative to MENG 2139 for their students when taking ENGR
2131. In addition, General Course Description and Student Learning Outcomes are added as
requested in the CIM system.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri
and the motion to approve the revised course(s) was passed.
Department of Information Technology
Revised Course(s):
IT 1430: Web Page Development
JUSTIFICATION:
Removed vague, unenforceable prerequisite "Familiarity with productivity tools". Corrected
CIP code to "Information Technology" from "Data Processing". CIP code numbers were likely
transposed. Added SLOs. Corrected an error in wording in the course description.
IT 2333: IT Infrastructure
JUSTIFICATION:
Removed STAT 1401 as a prerequisite. It was determined by the faculty to not be required.
Added SLOs. Added General Course Description.
IT 3231: Data Communications
JUSTIFICATION:
Added IT 2333 as a prerequisite. Students need IT 2333 to have prior knowledge of the
computing systems they will study in this course regarding data communications. Added
SLOs. Corrected CIP code to "Information Technology" from "Information Science" (likely a
typo or mis-selection). Added General Course Description.
IT 3234: Systems Acquisition, Design, and Implementation
Added new prerequisites, COMM 1110 and IT 2531, to improve student preparation and
performance. Added SLOs. Added General Course Description. Corrected CIP code to
"Information Technology" from "Information Science" (likely a typo or mis-selection).
IT 3530: Fundamentals of Information Systems Security
Added IT 2531 as a prerequisite as students need to understand the principles of how
computers communicate before they can properly analyze the security of said systems.
Added SLOs. Added General Course Description. Correct CIP code from "Information
Science" to "Information Technology" (likely a typo or mis-selection).
IT 4137: Data Science and Big Data Analytics Capstone Project
JUSTIFICATION:
Added prerequisite, MATH 1441, to improve student preparation and performance. Some

students were waiting until their last semester to take the math course. Remove
prerequisite, BUSA 3132, as it has been removed from the program of study. Added General
Course Description. Added SLOs.
IT 4336: Network Security
JUSTIFICATION:
Fixed the wording of the prerequisites. It was missing "minimum grade of C" portion.
Added SLOs. Added General Course Description. Corrected CIP code from "Information
Science" to "Information Technology" (likely a typo or mis-selection).
IT 4337: Ethical Hacking
JUSTIFICATION:
Fixed the wording of the prerequisites. Missing the "minimum grade of C" portion. Corrected
CIP code from "Information Science" to "Information Technology" (likely a typo or misselection). Added SLOs. Added General Course Description.
IT 4530: Senior Capstone Project
JUSTIFICATION:
Added general course description. Prerequisite change: Added a minimum number of hours of
coursework "in the major." This prevents transfer students coming from other majors or other
universities from enrolling in capstone without having taken the fundamental courses in IT.
SLOs were modified. Added General Course Description.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted
by the Department of Information Technology. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and
the motion to approve the revised course(s) was passed.
Revised Program(s):
121D: Information Technology Minor
JUSTIFICATION:
Added a new elective -- IT 3231, Data Communications -- which was already a hidden
prerequisite to existing elective courses in the minor. Added program mission statement.
BSIT-IT: Information Technology B.S.I.T.
JUSTIFICATION:
Removed the Computer Science programming courses as an option over the IT
programming courses. The IT programming courses are a hard prerequisite for several
upper division courses and the CS programming courses are not sufficient preparation.
Added program mission statement.
BSIT-IT/DS: Information Technology B.S.I.T (Concentration in Data Science)
JUSTIFICATION:
Corrected CIP code from "Information Science" to "Information Technology" (likely a typo or
mis-selection). Added program mission statement.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted
by the Department of Information Technology. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and

the motion to approve the revised program(s) was passed.
Department of Manufacturing Engineering
New Course(s):
MFGE 2132: Computational Fundamentals for Manufacturing Engineering
JUSTIFICATION:
This newly proposed course is to fulfill the mathematics requirements of higher-level MFGE
courses. There is not an individual course available to cover the selected computational and
math topics relevant to manufacturing engineering. This new course will replace MENG 2139
Numerical Methods in Engineering in the MFGE curriculum. Because some contents of MENG
2139 are overlapped with other MFGE courses. The new course will cover partial MENG 2139
contents and the math topics requested by the higher-level MFGE courses.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new course(s) submitted by the
Department of Manufacturing Engineering. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the
motion to approve the new course(s) was passed.
Revised Course(s):
MFGE 5334: Additive Manufacturing of Lightweight Structures
JUSTIFICATION:
The schedule type and pre-requisite are updated to adapt to the teaching activities. General
Course Description and SLO are also added. The typo in the Catalog Description is fixed.
MFGE 5536: Characterization of Advanced Manufacturing Materials
JUSTIFICATION:
The prerequisite and schedule types are updated to adapt to the teaching activities.
General Course Description and SLO are also added.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by
the Department of Manufacturing Engineering. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and
the motion to approve the revised course(s) was passed.
Revised Program(s):
BSMFGE-MFGE: Manufacturing Engineering B.S.Mfg.E.
JUSTIFICATION:
Some new elective courses are added to the curriculum. A new course is proposed to replace
an existing course to meet the mathematics requirements of the higher-level MFGE courses.
Program mission statement and program student learning outcomes are added to the catalog
page.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by
the Department of Manufacturing Engineering. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and
the motion to approve the revised program(s) was passed.

E.

Parker College of Business
Presented by Dr. Britton McKay .
Department of Enterprise Systems & Analytics
Inactivated Program(s):
560A: Information Systems Minor
JUSTIFICATION:
program eliminated.

Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the program inactivation(s) submitted by
the Department of Enterprise Systems & Analytics. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and
the motion to approve the program inactivation(s) was passed.
F.

College of Education
Presented by Dr. Deborah Thomas .
Department of Middle and Secondary Education
Revised Course(s):
MGED 3232: Methods of Teaching Science in the Middle Grades
JUSTIFICATION:
The current catalog lists SPED 3332 as a prerequisite. It is not a prerequisite. Students may
take SPED 3332 at the same time as MGED 3232, but it is not required.
The current catalog lists MGED 3731 and MGED 3732 as corequisites. These are the practicum
courses. Students would take one or other, but not both, along with MGED 3232. In the BSED
Middle Grades undergraduate program of study (MGED), each student (or teacher candidate)
selects two content areas from Language Arts, Math, Science, and Social Studies to be their
content area concentrations. Each candidate further designates one content area as the
primary content area concentration and the other as the secondary content area
concentration. Each candidate takes two Methods courses corresponding to their selected
content area concentrations. In the second semester of the program, each candidate takes the
Methods course corresponding to their secondary content area concentration. They take this
Methods course along with the practicum course MGED 3731. In the third semester of the
program, each candidate takes the Methods course corresponding to their primary content
area concentration. They take this Methods course along with the practicum course MGED
3732. This sequence allows for a full-year teaching experience in the primary content area
concentration from the third semester into the fourth semester, which is student teaching (or
clinical practice). Currently the Methods courses (MGED 3232, MGED 3332, MGED 3432, and
MGED 3532) list both MGED 3731 and MGED 3732 as corequisites, but this listing does not
align with the program of study where they would take either MGED 3731 or MGED 3732 with
the Methods courses, depending on their specific content area concentrations and how they
designate those as primary or secondary. When candidates are not successful in the practicum
course, they may withdraw from that course and take the practicum course again. In that case,

they would not take the practicum course with a Methods course.
The changes to the catalog would align with the program of study. Currently, candidates
receive error messages based on the listing of prerequisites and corequisites in the catalog.
These changes are submitted to remove corequisites and to update prerequisite listings for
MGED 3732.
MGED 3332: Methods of Teaching Language Arts in the Middle Grades
JUSTIFICATION:
The current catalog lists SPED 3332 as a prerequisite. It is not a prerequisite. Students may
take SPED 3332 at the same time as MGED 3332, but it is not required. The current catalog
lists MGED 3731 and MGED 3732 as corequisites. These are the practicum courses. Students
would take one or other, but not both, along with MGED 3332. In the BSED Middle Grades
undergraduate program of study (MGED), each student (or teacher candidate) selects two
content areas from Language Arts, Math, Science, and Social Studies to be their content area
concentrations. Each candidate further designates one content area as the primary content
area concentration and the other as the secondary content area concentration. Each candidate
takes two Methods courses corresponding to their selected content area concentrations. In
the second semester of the program, each candidate takes the Methods course corresponding
to their secondary content area concentration. They take this Methods course along with the
practicum course MGED 3731. In the third semester of the program, each candidate takes the
Methods course corresponding to their primary content area concentration. They take this
Methods course along with the practicum course MGED 3732. This sequence allows for a fullyear teaching experience in the primary content area concentration from the third semester
into the fourth semester, which is student teaching (or clinical practice). Currently the
Methods courses (MGED 3232, MGED 3332, MGED 3432, and MGED 3532) list both MGED
3731 and MGED 3732 as corequisites, but this listing does not align with the program of study
where they would take either MGED 3731 or MGED 3732 with the Methods courses,
depending on their specific content area concentrations and how they designate those as
primary or secondary. When candidates are not successful in the practicum course, they may
withdraw from that course and take the practicum course again. In that case, they would not
take the practicum course with a Methods course. The changes to the catalog would align with
the program of study. Currently, candidates receive error messages based on the listing of
prerequisites and corequisites in the catalog. These changes are submitted to remove
corequisites and to update prerequisite listings for MGED 3732.
MGED 3432: Methods of Teaching Social Studies in the Middle Grades
JUSTIFICATION:
The current catalog lists SPED 3332 as a prerequisite. It is not a prerequisite. Students may
take SPED 3332 at the same time as MGED 3432, but it is not required. The current catalog
lists MGED 3731 and MGED 3732 as corequisites. These are the practicum courses. Students
would take one or other, but not both, along with MGED 3432. In the BSED Middle Grades
undergraduate program of study (MGED), each student (or teacher candidate) selects two
content areas from Language Arts, Math, Science, and Social Studies to be their content area
concentrations. Each candidate further designates one content area as the primary content

area concentration and the other as the secondary content area concentration. Each candidate
takes two Methods courses corresponding to their selected content area concentrations. In
the second semester of the program, each candidate takes the Methods course corresponding
to their secondary content area concentration. They take this Methods course along with the
practicum course MGED 3731. In the third semester of the program, each candidate takes the
Methods course corresponding to their primary content area concentration. They take this
Methods course along with the practicum course MGED 3732. This sequence allows for a fullyear teaching experience in the primary content area concentration from the third semester
into the fourth semester, which is student teaching (or clinical practice).
Currently the Methods courses (MGED 3232, MGED 3332, MGED 3432, and MGED 3532) list
both MGED 3731 and MGED 3732 as corequisites, but this listing does not align with the
program of study where they would take either MGED 3731 or MGED 3732 with the Methods
courses, depending on their specific content area concentrations and how they designate
those as primary or secondary. When candidates are not successful in the practicum course,
they may withdraw from that course and take the practicum course again. In that case, they
would not take the practicum course with a Methods course. The changes to the catalog would
align with the program of study. Currently, candidates receive error messages based on the
listing of prerequisites and corequisites in the catalog. These changes are submitted to remove
corequisites and to update prerequisite listings for MGED 3732.
MGED 3532: Methods of Teaching Mathematics in the Middle Grades
JUSTIFICATION:
The current catalog lists SPED 3332 as a prerequisite. It is not a prerequisite. Students may
take SPED 3332 at the same time as MGED 3532, but it is not required. The current catalog
lists MGED 3731 and MGED 3732 as corequisites. These are the practicum courses. Students
would take one or other, but not both, along with MGED 3532. In the BSED Middle Grades
undergraduate program of study (MGED), each student (or teacher candidate) selects two
content areas from Language Arts, Math, Science, and Social Studies to be their content area
concentrations. Each candidate further designates one content area as the primary content
area concentration and the other as the secondary content area concentration. Each candidate
takes two Methods courses corresponding to their selected content area concentrations. In
the second semester of the program, each candidate takes the Methods course corresponding
to their secondary content area concentration. They take this Methods course along with the
practicum course MGED 3731. In the third semester of the program, each candidate takes the
Methods course corresponding to their primary content area concentration. They take this
Methods course along with the practicum course MGED 3732. This sequence allows for a fullyear teaching experience in the primary content area concentration from the third semester
into the fourth semester, which is student teaching (or clinical practice).
Currently the Methods courses (MGED 3232, MGED 3332, MGED 3432, and MGED 3532) list
both MGED 3731 and MGED 3732 as corequisites, but this listing does not align with the
program of study where they would take either MGED 3731 or MGED 3732 with the Methods
courses, depending on their specific content area concentrations and how they designate
those as primary or secondary.

When candidates are not successful in the practicum course, they may withdraw from that
course and take the practicum course again. In that case, they would not take the practicum
course with a Methods course.
The changes to the catalog would align with the program of study. Currently, candidates
receive error messages based on the listing of prerequisites and corequisites in the catalog.
These changes are submitted to remove corequisites and to update prerequisite listings for
MGED 3732.
MGED 3731: Middle School Practicum I
JUSTIFICATION:
The current catalog lists SPED 3332 as a prerequisite. It is not a prerequisite. According to the
program of study, students take MGED 3731 and SPED 3332 at the same time. They can also
take SPED 3332 in the Summer before or after the MGED 3731 semester. In the BSED Middle
Grades undergraduate program of study (MGED), each student (or teacher candidate) selects
two content areas from Language Arts, Math, Science, and Social Studies to be their content
area concentrations. Each candidate further designates one content area as the primary
content area concentration and the other as the secondary content area concentration. Each
candidate takes two Methods courses corresponding to their selected content area
concentrations. In the second semester of the program, each candidate takes the Methods
course corresponding to their secondary content area concentration. They take this Methods
course along with the practicum course MGED 3731. In the third semester of the program,
each candidate takes the Methods course corresponding to their primary content area
concentration. They take this Methods course along with the practicum course MGED 3732.
This sequence allows for a full-year teaching experience in the primary content area
concentration from the third semester into the fourth semester, which is student teaching (or
clinical practice).
MGED 3732: Middle School Practicum II
JUSTIFICATION:
Remove corequisite listing for MGED 3232, MGED 3332, MGED 3432, and MGED 3532.
These are the four Methods courses in the program. Each candidate would take only one
Methods course with MGED 3732.
In the BSED Middle Grades undergraduate program of study (MGED), each student (or teacher
candidate) selects two content areas from Language Arts, Math, Science, and Social Studies to
be their content area concentrations. Each candidate further designates one content area as
the primary content area concentration and the other as the secondary content area
concentration. Each candidate takes two Methods courses corresponding to their selected
content area concentrations. In the second semester of the program, each candidate takes the
Methods course corresponding to their secondary content area concentration. They take this
Methods course along with the practicum course MGED 3731. In the third semester of the
program, each candidate takes the Methods course corresponding to their primary content
area concentration. They take this Methods course along with the practicum course MGED
3732. This sequence allows for a full-year teaching experience in the primary content area
concentration from the third semester into the fourth semester, which is student teaching (or

clinical practice).
Currently the Methods courses (MGED 3232, MGED 3332, MGED 3432, and MGED 3532) list
both MGED 3731 and MGED 3732 as corequisites, but this listing does not align with the
program of study where they would take either MGED 3731 or MGED 3732 with the Methods
courses, depending on their specific content area concentrations and how they designate
those as primary or secondary. When candidates are not successful in the practicum course,
they may withdraw from that course and take the practicum course again. In that case, they
would not take the practicum course with a Methods course. The changes to the catalog
would align with the program of study. Currently, candidates receive error messages based on
the listing of prerequisites and corequisites in the catalog. These changes are submitted to
remove corequisites and to update prerequisite listings for MGED 3732.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised courses(s) submitted by the
Department of Middle and Secondary Education. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and
the motion to approve the revised courses(s) was passed.
Revised Program(s):
BSED-HEPE: Health and Physical Education B.S.Ed. (Certification Track)
JUSTIFICATION:
The program faculty would like to add an accelerated bachelors to masters program. We want
to encourage more of our undergraduate students to earn their masters degree in the physical
education concentration program. We also hope to encourage more students to stay and be
graduate assistants if possible.
Other program requirements were updated to include the PSC requirement for a grade of
"B" or higher in KINS 4432 Adapted Physical Education.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by
the Department of Middle and Secondary Education. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri
and the motion to approve the revised program(s) was passed.
Department of Elementary & Special Education
Revised Program(s):
BSED-ELEM: Elementary Education B.S.Ed. (Certification Track)
JUSTIFICATION:
The program is being revised to clarify campus locations and emphasis area program
offerings. The full four year BSED Elementary Education certification track program will be
offered on all three campus locations, Armstrong, Statesboro, and Liberty. The elementary
education emphasis area will be offered on the Armstrong, Statesboro, and Liberty campuses.
The elementary education/special education P-5 dual certification emphasis area, will be
offered on the Statesboro campus.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by

the Department of Elementary & Special Education. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri
and the motion to approve the revised program(s) was passed.
G.

Waters College of Health Professions
Department of Diagnostic and Therapeutic Sciences
Presented by Dr. Carol Jordan.
New Course(s):
MEDT 4715: Clinical Practicum
JUSTIFICATION:
MEDT 4715 was created as the Clinical Practicum course for our online tracks. It is designed
the same as MEDT 4115 for our Traditional Track. This will help differentiate the different
cohorts.

Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new MEDT course(s) submitted by
the Department of Diagnostic and Therapeutic Sciences. A second was made by Ms. Lauri
Valeri and the motion to approve the new MEDT course(s) was passed.
Presented by Dr. Christy Moore.
New Course(s):
RESP 3140: Fundamentals of Respiratory Care I
JUSTIFICATION:
See the attached Additional Information document for a complete comparison of the
current and proposed curriculum changes with a detailed narrative.
The respiratory therapy program is making programmatic curriculum updates based on new
accreditation and national standards. See the attached Additional Information document for a
complete comparison of the current and proposed curriculum changes with a detailed
narrative. This new course and the associated lab combine components from RESP 3110
Patient Assessment, RESP 3120 Respiratory Care Equipment, and RESP 3120L Respiratory Care
Equipment Lab. The total credit hours for the program are unchanged.
RESP 3141: Fundamentals of Respiratory Care I Lab
JUSTIFICATION:
See the attached Additional Information document for a complete comparison of the
current and proposed curriculum changes with a detailed narrative.
Programmatic updates to curriculum based on new accreditation and national standards.
This new lab and associated course combine components from RESP 3110 Patient
Assessment, RESP 3120 Respiratory Care Equipment, and RESP 3120L Respiratory Care
Equipment Lab.
RESP 3240: Fundamentals of Respiratory Care II
JUSTIFICATION:
See the attached Additional Information document for a complete comparison of the
current and proposed curriculum changes with a detailed narrative.
Programmatic updates to curriculum based on new accreditation and national standards. RESP

3220, 3220L, 3230, 3230L content and hours are distributed into proposed RESP 3240, 3241,
3260.
RESP 3241: Fundamentals of Respiratory Care II Lab
JUSTIFICATION:
See the attached Additional Information document for a complete comparison of the
current and proposed curriculum changes with a detailed narrative.
The respiratory therapy program is making programmatic curriculum updates based on
new accreditation and national standards. RESP 3220, 3220L, 3230, 3230L content and
hours are distributed into proposed RESP 3240, 3241, 3260.
RESP 3250: Diagnostics in Respiratory Care
JUSTIFICATION:
The respiratory therapy program is making programmatic curriculum updates based on
new accreditation and national standards. RESP 3220, 3220L, 3230, 3230L content and
hours are distributed into proposed RESP 3240, 4241, 3250.
See the attached Additional Information document for a complete comparison of the
current and proposed curriculum changes with a detailed narrative.
RESP 3260: Cardiopulmonary Disease I
JUSTIFICATION:
See the attached Additional Information document for a complete comparison of the
current and proposed curriculum changes with a detailed narrative.
Programmatic updates to curriculum based on new accreditation and national standards.
Information from RESP 3400 has been divided into two disease courses that cover the
anatomy and physiology alterations that occur.
RESP 3330: Mechanical Ventilation I
JUSTIFICATION:
See the attached Additional Information document for a complete comparison of the
current and proposed curriculum changes with a detailed narrative. RESP 3315, 3315L,
3325 content and hours are distributed into proposed RESP RESP 3330, 3331, 3340. The
respiratory therapy program is making programmatic curriculum updates based on new
accreditation and national standards.
RESP 3331: Mechanical Ventilation I Lab
JUSTIFICATION:
See the attached Additional Information document for a complete comparison of the
current and proposed curriculum changes with a detailed narrative.
RESP 3315, 3315L, 3325 content and hours are distributed into proposed RESP 3330, 3331,
3340. The respiratory therapy program is making programmatic curriculum updates based on
new accreditation and national standards.
RESP 3340: Neonatal and Pediatric Respiratory Care I
JUSTIFICATION:
See the attached Additional Information document for a complete comparison of the current
and proposed curriculum changes with a detailed narrative. The respiratory therapy program
is making programmatic curriculum updates based on new accreditation and national

standards. RESP 4130, 4130L content has entry and advanced levels skills. This content is being
separated into three courses, RESP 3602, 3340, and 4340.
RESP 3350: Cardiopulmonary Advanced Care I
JUSTIFICATION:
See the attached Additional Information document for a complete comparison of the current
and proposed curriculum changes with a detailed narrative. The respiratory therapy program
is making programmatic curriculum updates based on new accreditation and national
standards. RESP 3315, 3315L, 3325 content and hours are distributed into proposed RESP
3330, 3331, 3350.
RESP 3601: Respiratory Care Seminar I
JUSTIFICATION:
See the attached Additional Information document for a complete comparison of the current
and proposed curriculum changes with a detailed narrative. Added course to fulfill
accreditation requirements. Time spent in labs for certifications will now be in the seminar
courses. Programmatic updates to curriculum based on new accreditation and national
standards. Time spent in labs for certifications will now be in the seminar courses.
RESP 3602: Respiratory Care Seminar II
JUSTIFICATION:
See the attached Additional Information document for a complete comparison of the current
and proposed curriculum changes with a detailed narrative. Added course to fulfill
accreditation requirements. Time spent in labs for certifications will now be in the seminar
courses. The respiratory therapy program is making programmatic curriculum updates based
on new accreditation and national standards.
RESP 3701: Clinical Practicum I
JUSTIFICATION:
The respiratory therapy program is making programmatic curriculum updates based on new
accreditation and national standards. Clinical practicum hours updated using GS Policy. One
credit hour added from Fall. See the attached Additional Information document for a complete
comparison of the current and proposed curriculum changes with a detailed narrative.
RESP 3702: Clinical Practicum II
JUSTIFICATION:
See the attached Additional Information document for a complete comparison of the current
and proposed curriculum changes with a detailed narrative. The respiratory therapy program
is making programmatic curriculum updates based on new accreditation and national
standards.
RESP 4150: Cardiopulmonary Disease II
JUSTIFICATION:
Programmatic updates to curriculum based on new accreditation and national standards.
RESP 4170: Mechanical Ventilation II
JUSTIFICATION:
See the attached Additional Information document for a complete comparison of the current
and proposed curriculum changes with a detailed narrative. The respiratory therapy program

is making programmatic curriculum updates based on new accreditation and national
standards. Credit hour distribution. RESP 4110, 4110L (2-3-3) to RESP 4170, 4171 (2-2-3)
RESP 4171: Mechanical Ventilation II Lab
JUSTIFICATION:
Credit hour distribution. RESP 4110, 4110L (2-3-3) to RESP 4170, 4171 (2-2-3). The respiratory
therapy program is making programmatic curriculum updates based on new accreditation and
national standards. See the attached Additional Information document for a complete
comparison of the current and proposed curriculum changes with a detailed narrative.
RESP 4340: Neonatal and Pediatric Respiratory Care II
JUSTIFICATION:
The respiratory therapy program is making programmatic curriculum updates based on new
accreditation and national standards. See the attached Additional Information document for a
complete comparison of the current and proposed curriculum changes with a detailed
narrative. This course will be replacing RESP 4130, 4130L (3-0-4) content has entry and
advanced levels skills. The course is being separated into two courses, RESP 3340 (1-0-1) and
4340 (1-3-1).
RESP 4350: Cardiopulmonary Advanced Care II
JUSTIFICATION:
RESP 4120 redistributed to RESP 3350, 4350. The respiratory therapy program is making
programmatic curriculum updates based on new accreditation and national standards. See
the attached Additional Information document for a complete comparison of the current
and proposed curriculum changes with a detailed narrative.
RESP 4601: Respiratory Care Seminar III
JUSTIFICATION:
The respiratory therapy program is making programmatic curriculum updates based on new
accreditation and national standards. Added course to fulfill accreditation requirements.
Time spent in labs for certifications will now be in the seminar courses. See the attached
Additional Information document for a complete comparison of the current and proposed
curriculum changes with a detailed narrative.
RESP 4603: Respiratory Care Professionalism
JUSTIFICATION:
The respiratory therapy program is making programmatic curriculum updates based on new
accreditation and national standards. See the attached Additional Information document for a
complete comparison of the current and proposed curriculum changes with a detailed
narrative.
RESP 4701: Clinical Practicum III
JUSTIFICATION:
The respiratory therapy program is making programmatic curriculum updates based on new
accreditation and national standards. See the attached Additional Information document for a
complete comparison of the current and proposed curriculum changes with a detailed
narrative.
RESP 4702: Clinical Internship

JUSTIFICATION:
The respiratory therapy program is making programmatic curriculum updates based on new
accreditation and national standards. See the attached Additional Information document for a
complete comparison of the current and proposed curriculum changes with a detailed
narrative.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new RESP course(s) submitted by
the Department of Diagnostic and Therapeutic Sciences. A second was made by Ms. Lauri
Valeri and the motion to approve the new RESP course(s) was passed.
Presented by Dr. Carol Jordan.
Revised Course(s):
MEDT 3100: Clinical Urinalysis, Body Fluids, and Hemostasis
JUSTIFICATION:
Based on feedback from our Advisory Board and clinical affiliates and our student's national
exam scores, we have recognized the need to add a teaching module on coagulation and
hemostasis to our curriculum. We want to add this module to the already existing course,
MEDT 3100 (3110). Due to the amount of work required for this module, we would like to
increase the credit hours from 2 to 3. The catalog title, banner title, and course descriptions
were changed to reflect the addition of hemostasis to this course and reflect that this course is
open only to MLS majors. The word Clinical was added to the title to match other MEDT
courses. The course description was edited to reflect the current terminology used in this field
of study. The General Course Description and SLOs were added. This course is offered face to
face, so the instruction schedule was changed to synchronous.
MEDT 3100L: Clinical Urinalysis/Body Fluids/Hemostasis Lab
JUSTIFICATION:
Based on feedback from our Advisory Board and clinical affiliates and our student's national
exam scores, we have recognized the need to add a teaching module on coagulation and
hemostasis to our curriculum. We want to add this module to the already existing course,
MEDT 3100L. Changed the catalog title, banner title, and course description to reflect the
addition of hemostasis to this course and open only to MLS Majors. Added Clinical to course
title to match other MEDT courses. Edited course description to reflect current terminology to
reflect this course offering. Added general course description, SLOs, and the instruction
schedule to synchronous. This course is offered face to face.
MEDT 3110: Clinical Urinalysis, Body Fluids, and Hemostasis
JUSTIFICATION:
Based on feedback from our Advisory Board and clinical affiliates and our student's national
exam scores, we have recognized the need to add a teaching module on coagulation and
hemostasis to our curriculum. We want to add this module to the already existing course,
MEDT 3110. Due to the amount of work required for this module, we would like to increase
the credit hours from 2 to 3.
The catalog title, banner title, and course descriptions were changed to reflect the addition of

hemostasis to this course and reflect that this course is open only to MLS majors. The word
Clinical was added to the title to match other MEDT courses. The course description was
edited to reflect the current terminology used in this field of study. The General Course
Description and SLOs were added.
MEDT 3200: Clinical Bacteriology
JUSTIFICATION:
Updated course description includes current terminology to describe clinical bacteriology
and reflects that the course is offered only to MLS majors. Added SLO and General Course
Description. Added synchronous.
MEDT 3200L: Clinical Bacteriology Lab
JUSTIFICATION:
Updated course description includes current terminology to describe clinical bacteriology
and reflects that the course is offered only to MLS majors. Added SLO and General Course
Description. Added synchronous because this is a face to face course.
MEDT 3210: Clinical Bacteriology
JUSTIFICATION:
Updated course description includes current terminology to describe clinical bacteriology
and reflects that the course is offered only to onlne MLS majors. Added SLO and General
Course Description.
MEDT 3300: Clinical Hematology
JUSTIFICATION:
Edited course title and banner title to indicate the removal of hemostasis from this course.
The new title is Clinical Hematology. Edited catalog course descriptions to reflect the course is
only for medical laboratory science majors. Updated course description to correspond to
current clinical practices and the removal of hemostasis. Added general course descriptions
and SLOs. Changed asynchronous instruction to synchronous; this course is offered face to
face.
MEDT 3300L: Clinical Hematology Lab
JUSTIFICATION:
Added catalog description, general course description, and SLOs. Changed asynchronous
instruction to synchronous, this is a supervised lab.
MEDT 3310: Clinical Hematology
JUSTIFICATION:
Edited course title to indicate the removal of hemostasis from this course. The new title is
Clinical Hematology. Edited catalog course descriptions to reflect the course is only for
online medical laboratory science majors. Updated course description to correspond to
current clinical practices. Added general course descriptions and SLOs.
MEDT 3400: Clinical Immunohematology
JUSTIFICATION:
MEDT 3400 is a face to face course, so the schedule type was changed to synchronous.
Catalog description was edited to include the statement “open only to MLS majors” and
current terminology to describe the field of immunohematology. General description and

SLOs were added.
MEDT 3400L: Clinical Immunohematology Lab
JUSTIFICATION:
MEDT 3400L is a face to face supervised laboratory course. Changed from asynchronous to
synchronous instruction. Contact hours were changed from 3 to 4. This course needs four
contact hours. We plan to do one four hour lab per week. Laboratory procedures for this
course are labor intense. Catalog description edited to reflect current terminology used in the
field of immunohematology. Added general course description and SLOs.
MEDT 3410: Clinical Immunohematology
JUSTIFICATION:
MEDT 3410 is an online course. The course description was edited to include: Open only to
online Medical Laboratory Science majors and reflect current terminology to describe the
field of immunohematology. General course descriptions and SLOs were added.
MEDT 3500: Clinical Chemistry
JUSTIFICATION:
Updated course descriptions to reflect this course are offered only to MLS majors, and
current terminology used to describe clinical chemistry. Edited the description to include
current content. Added SLO and General Course Description. Changed from asynchronous to
synchronous. This is a face to face course.
MEDT 3510: Clinical Chemistry
JUSTIFICATION:
Updated course descriptions to reflect this course are offered only to MLS majors, and
current terminology used to describe clinical chemistry. Edited the description to include
current content. Added SLO and General Course Description.
MEDT 3600: Clinical Methodology & Molecular Diagnosis
JUSTIFICATION:
Updated course descriptions to reflect this course is offered only to MLS majors and current
terminology, describing clinical methods and molecular diagnosis. Edited catalog title and
Banner Title to remove Lab. Added SLO and General Course Description. Changed from
asynchronous to synchronous, this is a face to face class.
MEDT 3600L: Clinical Methodology & Molecular Lab
JUSTIFICATION:
Updated course descriptions to reflect this course is offered only to MLS majors and current
terminology, describing clinical methods and molecular diagnosis. Edited catalog title and
Banner Title to reflect course offerings. Added SLO and General Course Description. Changed
from asynchronous to synchronous, this is a supervised lab. Edited contact hours from 2 to 3.
Molecular labs are time-consuming, and an extra hour is needed to accommodate this change.
MEDT 3610: Clinical Methodology & Molecular Diagnosis
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is entirely online. Updated course descriptions to reflect this course is offered
only to MLS majors and current terminology, describing clinical methods and molecular
diagnosis. Edited catalog title and Banner Title to remove Lab. Added SLO and General

Course Description.
MEDT 3700: Clinical Immunology
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is offered face to face. The schedule type was edited to reflect synchronous.
General course descriptions and SLOs were added. Edited course description to indicate
this course is offered only to MLS majors.
MEDT 3700L: Clinical Immunoserology Lab
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is a supervised laboratory course associated with MEDT 3700. The schedule type
was edited to reflect synchronous delivery and supervised lab. Edited catalog description to
incorporate current terminology. General course descriptions and SLOs were added.
MEDT 3710: Clinical Immunology
JUSTIFICATION:
20-21 Catalog corrections. Edited catalog description to incorporate current terminology
and to indicate that this course is for online Medical Laboratory Science Majors only.
General course descriptions and SLOs were added.
MEDT 3800: Clinical Microbiology
JUSTIFICATION:
Updated course description includes current terminology to describe clinical microbiology
and reflects that the course is offered only to MLS majors. Added SLO and General Course
Description. Changed from asynchronous to synchronous. This is a face to face course.
Removed number of lab contact hours. The lab course has been added to the catalog, and
these hours will appear under MEDT 3800L.
MEDT 3800L: Clinical Microbiology Lab
JUSTIFICATION:
Added this course to the catalog and updated all information to reflect current practices.
Updated course description includes current terminology to describe clinical microbiology
and reflects that the course is offered only to MLS majors. Added SLO and General Course
Description. Changed from asynchronous to a synchronous supervised lab.
MEDT 3810: Clinical Microbiology
JUSTIFICATION:
Updated course description includes current terminology to describe clinical microbiology
and reflects that the course is offered only to online MLS majors. Added SLO and General
Course Description. Removed number of lab contact hours. There is no lab component of this
course. Students will be trained during their clinical practicum.
MEDT 4115: Clinical Practicum
JUSTIFICATION:
MEDT 4115 Catalog and General Course description edited to reflect open only to medical
laboratory science majors and correspond to current terminology in the MLS field. SLOs
added. Prerequisites were removed. This course is part of a program, and we teach this
course as a cohort and do not need prerequisites. Course credit hours increased variable 112. Students spend at least 720 hours in their clinical practicum. When the course was

initially designed, 9 hours was considered full time. We now need 12 hours to meet full-time
status.
MEDT 4600: Clinical Decisions & Analysis
JUSTIFICATION:
The course name change to more accurately describe the course offerings. Catalog and Banner
titles edited to reflect this change. Catalog description edited to indicate open only to MLS
majors and terminology to reflect course offerings. Banner description and SLOs added.
Removed prerequisites. This course is only taught to MLS cohorts, and prerequisites are not
required.
MEDT 4900: Laboratory Management
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is taught only for Medical Laboratory Science students. Our program is taught in
a cohort format, and no prerequisites are required. The course and banner titles were
changed to Laboratory Management. This reflects the content of the course. General
description and SLOs were added.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised MEDT course(s) submitted
by the Department of Diagnostic and Therapeutic Sciences. A second was made by Ms. Lauri
Valeri and the motion to approve the revised MEDT course(s) was passed.
Presented by Dr. Christy Moore.
Revised Course(s):
RESP 3150: Respiratory Care Pharmacology
JUSTIFICATION:
See the attached Additional Information document for a complete comparison of the current
and proposed curriculum changes with a detailed narrative. The respiratory therapy program
is making programmatic curriculum updates based on new accreditation and national
standards. The change in credit hours for this course (3-0-3 to 2-0-2) will allow time to teach
advanced cardiopulmonary pharmacology in the student's senior year cardiopulmonary
disease and critical care courses. The total credit hours for the program are unchanged.
RESP 4590: Preceptorship Cardiopulmonary Care
JUSTIFICATION:
Change to the name in the catalog was for clarity. The course description was updated to
include diversity and inclusion, which is already being taught in the course. Added SLO's
because there were none listed
RESP 4690: Advanced Respiratory Care Capstone
JUSTIFICATION:
The BS-RESP-LAD program was designed for a capstone project. There is not a specific
course to allow adequate time for a capstone project. We have moved some specialty
courses to their own section to allow students to pick credits in a specialty and allow for
the course's credits changes.

Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised RESP course(s) submitted
by the Department of Diagnostic and Therapeutic Sciences. A second was made by Ms. Lauri
Valeri and the motion to approve the revised RESP course(s) was passed.
Presented by Dr. Laurie Adams.
Inactivated Course(s):
RADS 3600: Introduction to Sonography
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.
RADS 3600L: Intro to Sonography Lab
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.
RADS 3601: Sonographic Theory I
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.
RADS 3601L: Sonographic Theory Lab I
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.
RADS 3602: Sonographic Theory II
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.
RADS 3602L: Sonographic Theory Lab II
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.
RADS 3603: Sonographic Theory III
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.
RADS 3603L: Sonographic Theory III Lab
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.
RADS 3604: Sonographic Theory IV
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.
RADS 3604L: Sonographic Theory IV Lab
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.
RADS 3631: Sonography Clinical Ed I
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.
RADS 3632: Sonography Clinical Ed II
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.

RADS 3651: Sonographic Physics I
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.
RADS 3651L: Sonographic Physics I Lab
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.
RADS 3652: Sonographic Physics II
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.
RADS 3652L: Sonographic Physics II
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.
RADS 3750: Advanced Patient Care
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 3750L: Advanced Patient Care Lab
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 3761: Cardiovascular Clinical Edu
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 3762: Cardio Clinical Education II
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 3771: Intro Cardiovasc Interv Sci
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 3771L: Intro Cardiovasc Interv Lab
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 3772: Cardiovascular Imaging & Equip
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 3772L: Cardiovasc Imaging & Equip Lab
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 3775: Adv Patient Care & Monitoring
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.
RADS 3775L: Adv Patient Care & Mon Lab
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.

RADS 4114: Advanced Imaging in Cvit
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 4174: Cardio Intervention Clinic Ed
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 4201: Radiation Oncology I
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 4202: Radiation Oncology II
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 4240: Radiation Therapy Physics
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 4260: Treatment Planning
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.
RADS 4260L: Treatment Planning Lab
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.
RADS 4280: Quality Mgmt Radiation Therapy
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 4303: Radiation Therap Clinic Ed III
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 4304: Radiation Therapy Clinic Ed IV
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 4305: Radiation Therapy Clinical Ed
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 4307: Radiation Therapy Synthesis
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.
RADS 4308: Radiation Therapy Seminar
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.
RADS 4430: Professional Practice Seminar
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.

RADS 4440H: Thesis in Radiologic Sciences
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 4450: Radiologic Sciences Management
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.
RADS 4451: Management Practicum
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 4633: Sonography Clinical Ed III
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is not taught in this program anymore.
RADS 4634: Sonography Clinical Ed IV
JUSTIFICATION:
No longer taught in this program.
RADS 4635: Sonography Clinical Ed V
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.
RADS 4661: Sonography Synthesis
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.
RADS 4662: Sonography Seminar
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is no longer taught in Radiologic Sciences.
RADS 4671: Intro to Vascular Sonography
JUSTIFICATION:
No longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 4671L: Intro to Vas Sonography Lab
JUSTIFICATION:
No longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 4750: Pt. Assessment and Monitoring
JUSTIFICATION:
No longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 4750L: Pt. Assessment and Monitoring
JUSTIFICATION:
No longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 4751: Emergency Care
JUSTIFICATION:
No longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 4751L: Emergency Care Lab
JUSTIFICATION:
No longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.

RADS 4752: Physio. Monitoring and Record
JUSTIFICATION:
No longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 4763: Cardiovasc Clinical Ed. III
JUSTIFICATION:
No longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 4764: Cardiovasc. Clinical Ed. IV
JUSTIFICATION:
No longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 4771: Cardiovascular Synthesis
JUSTIFICATION:
No longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 4772: Cardiovascular Seminar
JUSTIFICATION:
No longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 4773: Flouro Proce in Pract of Cvis
JUSTIFICATION:
No longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
RADS 4773L: Flour Proc in Prac of Cvis Lab
JUSTIFICATION:
No longer taught in the Radiologic Science program.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the course inactivation(s) submitted by
the Department of Diagnostic and Therapeutic Sciences. A second was made by Ms. Lauri
Valeri and the motion to approve the course inactivation(s) was passed.
Presented by Dr. Carol Jordan.
Revised Program(s):
BSMLS-MLS: Medical Laboratory Sciences B.S.M.L.S.
JUSTIFICATION:
Added Honors requirements, PLOs, program statement, and added BIOL 2081L and 2082L to
area F. CAJ 11/19/2020: Moved Organic Chemistry to other requirements. Our accrediting
agency requires organic Chemistry. Most organic courses are at the 3000 or above level. Due
to the USG requirement that area F be only 1000 or 2000 level courses, we moved Organic
Chemistry to other program requirements. To make area F hours equal to 18, another USG
requirement, we moved HLPR (2hours) to area F, thus giving a total of 18 hours. We require a
microbiology course before starting our program. We currently require BIOL 2010. However,
that has a prerequisite of BIOL 1108, which we do not require, so we replaced this with BIOL
2240 or BIOL 2275. This allowed us to remove the extra elective requirement and use 3 of
those hours in our major courses. We will take either because BIOL 2275 is offered on the
Armstrong Campus, and BIOL 2240 is offered on the Statesboro campus. To accept students
from both campuses, we will take either BIOL 2240 or BIOL 2275. Added all lab courses to our

program requirements. Added current program mission statement and SLOs. Edited
progression requirements to reflect current practice.
BSMLS-MLSO: Medical Laboratory Sciences B.S.M.L.S. (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
Added Honors requirements, PLOs, and program statement.
Updated program to reflect entirely online. Added current Mission Statement and SLOS.
Updated progression requirements to reflect current practice.
CAJ 11/19/2020: Moved Organic Chemistry to other requirements. Our accrediting agency
requires organic Chemistry. Most organic courses are at the 3000 or above level. Due to the
USG requirement that area F be only 1000 or 2000 level courses, we moved Organic Chemistry
to other program requirements. To make area F hours equal to 18, another USG requirement,
we moved HLPR (2hours) to area F, thus giving a total of 18 hours. We require a microbiology
course before starting our program. We currently require BIOL 2010. However, that has a
prerequisite of BIOL 1108, which we do not require, so we replaced this with BIOL 2240 or
BIOL 2275. This allowed us to remove the extra elective requirement and use 3 of those hours
in our major courses. We will accept either of the microbiology courses because BIOL 2275 is
offered on the Armstrong Campus, and BIOL 2240 is offered on the Statesboro campus. To
accept students from both campuses, we will take either BIOL 2240 or BIOL 2275.
Our online MLS program consists of two tracks: Fast Track and Career Ladder. When the
consolidation occurred, the Fast Track was omitted from the catalog. The two tracks look
identical, but the clinical hours may vary. The Career Track students are Associate Degreed
Medical Laboratory Technicians working in a clinical facility seeking a BS degree. The Fast
Track students are post-baccalaureate students seeking another BS degree. This track has
been added back to the catalog.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by
the Department of Diagnostic and Therapeutic Sciences. A second was made by Ms. Lauri
Valeri and the motion to approve the revised program(s) was passed.
Presented by Dr. Christy Moore.
Revised Program(s):
BS-RESP: Respiratory Therapy B.S.
JUSTIFICATION:
Our annual Academic Program Assessment was granted a six-month extension in October. The
assessment report we are submitting on February 1 has updated PLO's and mission written in
collaboration with the Institutional Assessment and Accreditation office. In 2020 a new
content matrix and accreditation standard changes need to be in place 2021. The program's
curriculum has not been updated in over a decade. We are updating our curriculum to meet
our accreditation bodies' new standards, guidelines, changes in procedures, content covered
to ensure student success on the board exams.
BS-RESP/LAD: Respiratory Therapy B.S. (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:

Update program of study to reflect the overall changes made in BS-RESP. Removed the
corequisites for a course not offered
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by
the Department of Diagnostic and Therapeutic Sciences. A second was made by Ms. Lauri
Valeri and the motion to approve the revised program(s) was passed.
Department of Health Sciences and Kinesiology
Presented by Dr. Stephen Rossi.
Revised Course(s):
KINS 2533: Pathophysiology
JUSTIFICATION:
Add current BIOL pre-req and SLOs and general course description
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of Health Sciences and Kinesiology. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and
the motion to approve the revised course(s) was passed.
Presented by Dr. Chris Barnhill.
Revised Course(s):
SMGT 3236: Financial Management of Sport
JUSTIFICATION:
Added ACCT 2101 as a course that will satisfy the ACCT prerequisite. Students will now be
able to take ACCT 2030 or ACCT 2101 to meet this requirement.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of Health Sciences and Kinesiology. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and
the motion to approve the revised course(s) was passed.
Presented by Dr. Chris Barnhill.
New Program(s):
Sport Management Minor
JUSTIFICATION:
The sports industry offers students a wide range of career options following graduation. The
minor in sport management provides non-sport management majors insights into the
societal, legal, and financial issues that impact managerial practices within sport
organizations.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new program(s) submitted by the
Department of Health Sciences and Kinesiology. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and
the motion to approve the new program(s) was passed.

Presented by Dr. Stephen Rossi.
Revised Program(s):
BHS-HPFM: Health Science B.H.S. (Concentration in Human Performance/Fitness
Management)
JUSTIFICATION:
Revise admission requirements. This program will be offered on the following campus(es):
Armstrong Campus.
BHS-HSA: Health Science B.H.S. (Concentration in Health Services Administration)
JUSTIFICATION:
Add new med term course. This program will be offered on the following campus(es):
Armstrong Campus.
BHS-HSG: Health Science B.H.S. (Concentration in General Health Science)
JUSTIFICATION:
The General Health Sciences concentration is ideal for those who wish to sample the flavor of
health sciences, as part of university-wide degree transition, as a prerequisite for entry into a
more specialized field, or in preparation for graduate studies, all of which requires a global
perspective specific to classroom accessibility. The BHS program (and
concentrations) is housed on the Armstrong Campus. For these reasons, reach of the
concentration needs to be broad and requires an online approach in order to capture
students from all campuses (and beyond). Additionally, this move would respond to a
growing need for students to matriculate from a distance, due to changes in technological
advancement, not to mention COVID-19! Course requirements for G-HS are currently offered
primarily online; this proposal would give the concentration a formal online designation and
could be advertised as such.
 Dr. Gatch stated that the Mission Statements and PLOs should be at the program level not
the concentration level for these programs.
 Dr. Rossi stated they had an extended deadline to get those corrected and submitted based
on previous conversations.
 Dr. Gatch agreed and suggested these programs be approved pending these updates. Dr.
Chopak-foss said she would roll it back to
 Dr. Rossi for revisions.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) pending updates
submitted by the Department of Health Sciences and Kinesiology. A second was made by Ms.
Lauri Valeri and the motion to approve the revised program(s) pending updates was passed.
Department of Rehabilitation Sciences
Presented by Dr. Stephen Rossi.
Revised Course(s):
CSDS 1001: American Sign Language I
JUSTIFICATION:

Updating SLOs and General Course Description
CSDS 1002: American Sign Language II
JUSTIFICATION:
Updating General Course Description and SLOs
CSDS 1220: Intro To Comm Disorders
JUSTIFICATION:
Updating General Course Description and SLOs
CSDS 2001: American Sign Language III
JUSTIFICATION:
Updated General Course Description and SLOs
CSDS 2003: Introduction to Interpreting
JUSTIFICATION:
correct CIP code
CSDS 2220: Communication and Deafness
JUSTIFICATION:
Updated General Course Description and SLOs
CSDS 2230: Anat/Phys Speech/Hearing Mech
JUSTIFICATION:
Updated General Course Description and SLOs
CSDS 2240: Normal Speech/Lang Development
JUSTIFICATION:
Updates to general course description and SLOs
CSDS 2250: Phonetics
JUSTIFICATION:
Updates to general course description and SLOs
CSDS 3410: Intro to Audiology
JUSTIFICATION:
Updates to general course description and SLOs
CSDS 3420: Language Disorders
JUSTIFICATION:
Updated general course description
CSDS 3440: Aural Rehabilitation
JUSTIFICATION:
Updates to general course description and SLOs
CSDS 3470: Independent Study
JUSTIFICATION:
Updates to general course description and SLOs
CSDS 4151: Clinical Writing for the Health Professions
JUSTIFICATION:
Updates to general course description and SLOs
CSDS 4152: Independent Study - Research
JUSTIFICATION:

Updates to general course description and SLOs
CSDS 4190: Clin Methods Speech/Lang Path
JUSTIFICATION:
added general course description
CSDS 4210: Seminar in Comm Sci & Disorder
JUSTIFICATION:
Updates to general course description and SLOs
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised CSDS course(s) submitted by
the Department of Rehabilitation Sciences. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the
motion to approve the revised CSDS course(s) was passed.
Presented by Dr. Stephen Rossi.
Revised Course(s):
RHAB 3101: Basic Tactical Athlete
JUSTIFICATION:
This is the one of three courses in the Tactical Athlete Certificate to be offered to active
duty soldiers in the United States Army.
RHAB 3102: Trainer Tactical Athlete
JUSTIFICATION:
This is the one of three courses in the Tactical Athlete Certificate to be offered to active
duty soldiers in the United States Army. This is a three week course that is online for the
first two weeks and then face to face the last week.
RHAB 3103: Programming Tactical Athlete
JUSTIFICATION:
Added a third option for schedule type and a general course description
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised RHAB course(s) submitted by
the Department of Rehabilitation Sciences. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the
motion to approve the revised RHAB course(s) was passed.
Presented by Dr. Stephen Rossi.
Revised Program(s):
Tactical Athlete Certificate
JUSTIFICATION:
All three courses in the Tactical Athlete Certificate will be offered to active duty soldiers in the
United States Army. The certificate program is fully online. This certificate was developed for
current active duty soldiers to meet their current job requirements and work schedule and
present material related to rehabilitative sciences.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by the
Department of Rehabilitation Sciences. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the motion to

approve the revised program(s) was passed.
School of Nursing
Presented by Dr. Stephen Rossi.
Revised Course(s):
NURS 4114: Critical Analysis
JUSTIFICATION:
The schedule type is being corrected. This course is a supervised lab 3 hours per week, to
include both synchronous on-campus and asynchronous online activities.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
School of Nursing. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the motion to approve the revised
course(s) was passed.
H.

College of Arts and Humanities
Department of Communication Arts
Presented by Dr. Patrick Wheaton.
New Course(s):
COMM 5035: Selected Topics in Communication
JUSTIFICATION:
During consolidation COMM 5030G was carried over from Armstrong but no undergraduate
equivalent was created. This corrects that oversight. Additionally, there was an existing 5030
course with a different topic. So the Selected Topics courses are being created/ changed to
match as COMM 5035 and COMM 5035G. COMM 5030G is being changed to COMM 5035G.

Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new course(s) submitted by the
Department of Communication Arts. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the motion to
approve the new course(s) was passed.
Revised Course(s):
THEA 2300: Script Analysis for Theatre and Film
JUSTIFICATION:
We updated the course title and description to reflected that course in included in multiple
degree programs. The course is a foundational course for Theatre majors and is also beneficial
to Multimedia Film and Production students. This the title and course description have been
updated to reflect the cross-disciplinary application of the course. The schedule type also adds
asynchronous instruction for future needs and flexibility.
THEA 2332: Stage Construction Techniques for the Entertainment Industry
JUSTIFICATION:
With the growth of our film program as part of the Multimedia Film and Production
program, as well as the development of MMFP courses in Television such as the TV Pilot

course, the principles of this course are applicable to more than just traditional stage
productions. Thus we have modified to more broadly encompass stage, TV, and film with
the phrase "entertainment industry."
THEA 2333: Fundamentals of Acting
JUSTIFICATION:
The different acting courses are not sequential; they need not be taken in order. "Acting I" is
being removed from the course title to eliminate this confusion. The course description has
been revised to better reflect the course topic and content, as distinguished from the
other acting courses. We updated the SLO's and program page. We removed asynchronous
learning and added synchronous learning as the schedule type for potential future course
offerings.
THEA 2410: Oral Interpretation
JUSTIFICATION:
We are updated the course to better suit the needs of our student body and the Theatre
program course offerings. The updated course description better reflects the nature or Oral
Interpretation, as distinct from acting courses, and focuses on performance and the human
voice (both physically and interpretively). The SLOs are being added, and they better reflect
the course description and principles of oral interpretation.
THEA 3200: Design Concepts for the Entertainment Industry
JUSTIFICATION:
Renaming the course to encourage more MMFP students to take the course. We have
modified the course description to reflect the needs of our film program as part of the
Multimedia Film and Production program, as well as the development of MMFP courses in
Television such as course offerings within the TV Pilot course, The principles of this course are
applicable to more than just traditional stage productions. Thus we have modified to more
broadly encompass stage, TV, and film with the phrase "entertainment industry." SLOs have
also been updated to reflect assessment needs for the THEA program and the expansion of
the course from "stage" to "entertainment industry."
THEA 4332: Children's Theatre
JUSTIFICATION:
Prior to consolidation there were two courses with slightly different titles at the two
campuses. During consolidation, we combined the two course titles. Now, we are simply
deleting the redundancy "and Storytelling." The course description remains the same; this
just makes the course title simpler and "cleaner." We are also updating the SLOs to reflect
the combination of the separate SLOs from the two pre-consolidation courses.
THEA 4333: Performance Styles
JUSTIFICATION:
We have removed the sequential numbering from the Acting courses Acting II and Acting III
because the courses do not have to be taken sequentially. Additionally Acting IV has been
deleted and is replaced by this course, which will have varied topics. Because of the varied
topics, students should be permitted to repeat the course for credit. The existing course
description indicated that the course was repeatable, but the course was not in the system as

repeatable. This corrects that error. The varied course topics also take the course beyond
traditional conceptions of acting to more broadly include varied conceptions of
"performance." This accounts for the change in the course title. Course SLOs have been
revised to incorporate SLOs from the deleted Acting IV course and to reflect the topic
variability.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of Communication Arts. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the motion to
approve the revised course(s) was passed.
Department of Music
Presented by Mr. S. Norton Pease .
Inactivated Course(s):
MUSC 4630: edTPA Music Internship Support Seminar
JUSTIFICATION:
edTPA is no longer required by the state of Georgia for teaching certification.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the course inactivation(s) submitted by
the Department of Music. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the motion to approve
the course inactivation(s) was passed.
Department of Interdisciplinary Studies
Presented by Dr. William Powell.
Revised Program(s):
019B: Public Policy Concentration (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
Concentration based on minor has existed for some time. This program was recently dropped
and is being added back for the Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies or the Online Bachelor of
Interdisciplinary Studies, based on request from Provost's, Registrar's and Institutional
Assessment offices, an update is being made. Program is offered for Bachelor of
Interdisciplinary Studies or the Online Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies. Courses changed
in catalog section as a result of Public & Nonprofit changing some course prefixes and course
numbers.Mission and Learning outcomes should reflect those of the BIS degree as opposed to
Public & Nonprofit minor.
020B: Nonprofit Management Concentration (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
Campus changed - courses all taught fully online
Catalog page changed based on changes in course prefix or number as requested by Public &
Non-profit Studies.Existing, fully online concentration with currently enrolled students needs
updated catalog page. Update to program and catalog page based on change of name to some
offered courses. This program was recently dropped and is being added back for the Bachelor
of Interdisciplinary Studies or the Online Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies, based on

request from Provost's, Registrar's and Institutional Assessment offices, an update is being
made. Program is offered Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies or the Online Bachelor of
Interdisciplinary Studies. Assessment Methods section updated. Value added section updated
 Dr. Gatch stated that historically the term concentration was used in two different ways,
either within a program or a standalone concentration. We have since revised standalone
concentrations to be minors and there is no such thing as a stand alone concentration.
These are concentrations that are embedded within the degree program and only for the
students in the Online BIS program.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted
by the Department of Interdisciplinary Studies. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and
the motion to approve the revised program(s) was passed.
New Program(s):
Communication Arts Concentration
JUSTIFICATION:
Existing concentration with currently enrolled students needs updated catalog page.
Concentration previously existed however Provost's office requested catalog updates. This
program was recently dropped and is being added back for the BIS Track, based on request
from Provost's, Registrar's and Institutional Assessment offices, an update is being made.
Criminal Justice and Criminology Concentration (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
Existing, fully online concentration with currently enrolled students needs updated catalog
page. Concentration previously existed, has had students enrolled it it for many years. This
program was recently dropped and is being added back for the Bachelor of Interdisciplinary
Studies or the Online Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies, based on request from
Provost's, Registrar's and Institutional Assessment offices, an update is being made.
Program is offered for the Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies or the Online Bachelor of
Interdisciplinary Studies.
Business Concentration (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
Concentration based on minor has existed for some time, has had students enrolled it it for
many years. This program was recently dropped and is being added back for the Bachelor of
Interdisciplinary Studies or the Online Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies, based on request
from Provost's, Registrar's and Institutional Assessment offices have requested catalog and
CIM updates. Program is offered for the Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies or the Online
Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies. Catalog information is being updated for clarity for
degreeworks, auditing and advising purposes.
French Concentration
JUSTIFICATION:
Existing, fully online concentration with currently enrolled students needs updated catalog
page. Concentration previously existed however Provost's office requested catalog updates.

This program was recently dropped and is being added back for the BIS Online Track, based on
request from Provost's, Registrar's and Institutional Assessment offices, an update is being
made.
German Concentration
JUSTIFICATION:
Existing, fully online concentration with currently enrolled students needs updated catalog
page. Concentration previously existed however Provost's office requested catalog updates.
This program was recently dropped and is being added back for the BIS Online Track, based on
request from Provost's, Registrar's and Institutional Assessment offices, an update is being
made.
Public Administration Concentration (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
Existing, fully online concentration with currently enrolled students needs updated catalog
page. Concentration previously existed however Provost's office requested catalog updates.
Update to program and catalog page based on change of name to some offered courses.This
program was recently dropped and is being added back for the Bachelor of Interdisciplinary
Studies or the Online Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies, based on request from Provost's,
Registrar's and Institutional Assessment offices, an update is being made. Program is offered
for theBachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies or the Online Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies.
Sociology Concentration (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
Existing, fully online concentration with currently enrolled students needs updated catalog
page. Concentration previously existed, has had students enrolled it it for many years,
however Provost's office requested catalog updates.This program was recently dropped and is
being added back for the Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies or the Online Bachelor of
Interdisciplinary Studies, based on request from Provost's, Registrar's and Institutional
Assessment offices, an update is being made. Program is offered for the Bachelor of
Interdisciplinary Studies or the Online Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies.
Spanish Concentration
JUSTIFICATION:
Existing, fully online concentration with currently enrolled students needs updated catalog
page. Concentration previously existed however Provost's office requested catalog updates.
This program was recently dropped and is being added back for the BIS Online Track, based on
request from Provost's, Registrar's and Institutional Assessment offices, an update is being
made.
Writing Concentration
JUSTIFICATION:
Existing, fully online concentration with currently enrolled students needs updated catalog
page. Concentration previously existed however Provost's office requested catalog updates.
This program was recently dropped and is being added back for the BIS Online Track, based on
request from Provost's, Registrar's and Institutional Assessment offices, an update is being
made.

Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new program(s) submitted by
the Department of Interdisciplinary Studies. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and
the motion to approve the new program(s) was passed.
IV. OTHER BUSINESS
A. Office of the Registrar
Presented by Mr. Wayne Smith & Ms. Tiffany Hedrick.
 Mr. Wayne Smith reminded the committee that early registration dates are March 8th for
SARC, Spring Break is March 15th - 20th, and everyone else begins registration on Monday,
March 22nd. Submissions made in the March and April meetings would still make the
Catalog and be available for fall, but would be delayed based on the time it takes to get
the information into Banner.
 Ms. TIffany Hedrick reminded the committee that the deadline for the Catalog Owners and
Approvers to make edits to the 21-22 Catalog is February 26th by 5pm. Additionally, a
spreadsheet will be sent by the Office of the Registrar for colleges to review all of their
active courses to ensure the departments are listed correctly. Any changes needed after
the deadline (March 19th) for completion will have to be submitted through CIM for
approval.
V. ADJOURNMENT
Dr. Chopak-Foss called for a motion to adjourn. Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to
adjourn the meeting. A second was made by Ms. Lauri Valeri and the motion to adjourn the
meeting passed at 5:30 p.m.

UNDERGRADUATE COMMITTEE
Meeting Minutes
March 9, 2021
Via Zoom: 3:32pm- 4:27pm

Voting Members Present: Joanne Chopak-Foss, chair (COPH), Cheryl Aasheim (PCEC), Christopher
Barnhill (WCHP), Beth Burnett (LIB), David Calamas (PCEC), Nedra Cossa (COE), Caroline Henderson
(PCOB), Josh Kies (WCHP), Yongki Lee (COSM), Beverly Miller (COE), Lowell Sneathen (PCOB), Clare
Walsh (CBSS)
Non-Voting Members Present: Donna Brooks (VPAA), Delena Gatch (IAA), Cynthia Groover (VPAA),
Tiffany Hedrick (Registrar), Doris Mack (Registrar), Wayne Smith (Registrar)
Guests: Lauren Bayliss (CAH), Kelly Berry (CAH), Ty Boyer (CBSS), Alice Hall (CBSS), Steven Harper,
(CAH), Jeff Jones (COPH), Brian Koehler (COSM), Britton McKay (PCOB), Norton Pease (CAH), Stephen
Rossi (WCHP), Daniel Skidmore-Hess (CBSS), Deborah Thomas (COE), James Thomas (COPH),David
Williams (PCEC)
Absent: Asli Aslan (JPHCOPH), Autumn Johnson (LIB), Patsy Kraeger (CBSS), Jason Tatlock (CAH), Lauri
Valeri (CAH), Chunshan Zhao (COSM)

I.

CALL TO ORDER
Dr. Joanne Chopak-Foss called the meeting to order on Tuesday, March 9, 2021 at 3:32 p.m.

II. APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the agenda. A second was made by Dr. Beverly
Miller and the motion to approve the agenda was passed.
III. NEW BUSINESS
A. Allen E. Paulsen College of Engineering and Computing
Presented by Dr. David Williams.
Department of Civil Engineering & Construction
Revised Program(s):
BSCONE-CONS: Construction Engineering B.S.Con.E.
BSCONS-CONST: Construction B.S.Cons.
 Dr. Chopak-Foss recommended approval pending the changes to the program mission
statement and program learning outcomes.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by the
Department of Civil Engineering & Construction. A second was made by Dr. Beverly Miller and

the motion to approve the revised program(s) was passed.
Department of Manufacturing Engineering
Revised Course(s):
MFGE 3131: Design for Manufacturability, Assembly, Sustainability
MFGE 4135: Lean MFG Principals and Engineering Project Management
MFGE 4322: Manufacturing Engineering Capstone II
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of Manufacturing Engineering. A second was made by Dr. Beverly Miller and the
motion to approve the revised course(s) was passed.
B.

College of Behavioral and Social Sciences
Department of Psychology
Presented by Dr. Ty Boyer.
Revised Course(s):
PSYC 2231: Research and Analysis I

Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted
by the Department of Psychology. A second was made by Dr. Beverly Miller and the
motion to approve the revised course(s) was passed.
Department of Sociology & Anthropology
Presented by Dr. Daniel Skidmore-Hess.
Revised Course(s):
SOCI 3600: Sociology of the Media
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of Sociology & Anthropology. A second was made by Dr. Beverly Miller and the
motion to approve the revised course(s) was passed.
Revised Program(s):
BS-SOCIO: Sociology B.S.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by
the Department of Sociology & Anthropology. A second was made by Dr. Beverly Miller and
the motion to approve the revised program(s) was passed.
School of Human Ecology
Presented by Dr. Alice Hall.
Revised Program(s):
BS-CFD/FS: Child and Family Development B.S. (Concentration in Family Services)
 Dr. Groover stated that the 150 unique hours between the two programs is a
SACSCOC accreditation requirement not from USG for informational purposes.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by the

School of Human Ecology. A second was made by Dr. Beverly Miller and the motion to approve
the revised program(s) was passed.
C.

College of Arts and Humanities
Department of Communication Arts
Presented by Dr. Lauren Bayliss.
Revised Course(s):
PRCA 3030: Selected Topics in Public Relations
PRCA 3100: Introduction to Public Relations
PRCA 3330: Public Relations Writing
PRCA 3331: Corporate Public Relations
PRCA 3332: Public Relations Event Management
PRCA 3333: International Public Relations
PRCA 3335: Nonprofit Public Relations
PRCA 4330: Public Relations Research
PRCA 4331: Public Relations Firms
PRCA 4332: Public Relations Crisis Communication
PRCA 4335: Senior Seminar in Public Relations
PRCA 4339: Public Relations Campaign Strategies
PRCA 4791: Public Relations Internship

Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised PRCA course(s) submitted by
the Department of Communication Arts. A second was made by Dr. Beverly Miller and the
motion to approve the revised PRCA course(s) was passed.
Presented by Mr. Kelly Berry.
Revised Course(s):
THEA 3030: Selected Topics in Theatre
THEA 3131: Stage Makeup
THEA 3230: Voice for the Stage
THEA 3231: Movement for the Actor
THEA 3233: Audition and the Business of Acting
THEA 3330: Acting Scene Study
THEA 3332: African American Theatre
THEA 3333: Irish Theatre
THEA 3336: Theatre Management
THEA 3337: Play Directing
THEA 3504: Musical Theatre Dance and Choreography
THEA 4330: Theatre History I: Origins to 1700
THEA 4331: Theatre History II: 1700 to Contemporary
THEA 4335: Scenic and Production Design
THEA 4336: Lighting Design
THEA 4337: Costume Design
THEA 4338: Seminar: World Theatre
THEA 5550: Playwriting
 Dr. Groover stated she wanted to make them aware that since THEA 5550: Playwriting is
not in a student’s program of study there could be financial aid implications.

Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised THEA course(s) submitted
by the Department of Communication Arts. A second was made by Dr. Beverly Miller and the
motion to approve the revised THEA course(s) was passed.
Presented by Mr. Kelly Berry.
Revised Program(s):
BA-THEA: Theatre B.A.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by the
Department of Communication Arts. A second was made by Dr. Beverly Miller and the motion
to approve the revised program(s) was passed.
Department of Music
Presented by Dr. Steven Harper.
Inactivated Course(s):
MUSC 2320: Woodwind Methods
MUSC 2560: Wind Ensemble
MUSC 3300: Music Teaching Lower Schools I
MUSC 3310: Music Teach Middle/High School
MUSC 3320: Music Teaching Lower School II
MUSC 3330: Band Methods
MUSC 3340: Secondary Choral Methods
MUSC 3510: Savannah Winds
MUSC 3530: Vocal Chamber Ensemble
MUSC 3540: University Chorale
MUSC 3560: Wind Ensemble
MUSC 4230: Choral Repertoire
MUSC 4240: Band Repertoire
MUSC 4750: Internship II-Student Teaching
MUSC 4800: Advanced Choral Conducting
MUSC 4810: Adv Instrumental Conducting
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the course inactivation(s) submitted by
the Department of Music. A second was made by Dr. Beverly Miller and the motion to approve
the course inactivation(s) was passed.
D.

Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health
Department of General Public Health
Presented by Dr. Jeff Jones.
New Course(s):
PUBH 2135: Introduction to Statistical Packages
PUBH 3110: Public Health Writing
PUBH 3215: Statistical Concepts in Epidemiology
PUBH 3216: Data Collection and Analysis for Public Health
PUBH 3314: Introduction to Public Health
PUBH 4114: Data Management and Visualization for Public Health
PUBH 4115: Epidemiologic Study Design and Analysis

Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new course(s) submitted by the
Department of General Public Health. A second was made by Dr. Beverly Miller and the motion
to approve the new course(s) was passed.
Revised Course(s):
PUBH 4090: Selected Topics in Public Health
PUBH 4798: Internship in Public Health
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of General Public Health. A second was made by Dr. Beverly Miller and the motion to
approve the revised course(s) was passed.
E.

Waters College of Health Professions
Presented by Dr. Stephen Rossi.
Department of Health Sciences and Kinesiology
Revised Course(s):
HSCP 4050: Ethics in Health Professions
KINS 2531: Human Anatomy and Physiology I
KINS 2532: Human Anatomy and Physiology II

Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of Health Sciences and Kinesiology. A second was made by Dr. Beverly Miller and
the motion to approve the revised course(s) was passed.
Revised Program(s):
BHS-HSG: Health Science B.H.S. (Concentration in General Health Science)
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by the
Department of Health Sciences and Kinesiology. A second was made by Dr. Beverly Miller and
the motion to approve the revised program(s) was passed.
Inactivated Program(s):
CER0-GERO: Gerontology Certificate
BHS-HS/GERO: Health Sciences B.H.S. (Concentration in Gerontology)
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the program inactivation(s) submitted
by the Department of Health Sciences and Kinesiology. A second was made by Dr. Beverly Miller
and the motion to approve the program inactivation(s) was passed.
Department of Rehabilitation Sciences
Revised Course(s):
CSDS 4050: Sociocultural Bases of Communication
 Dr. Rossi stated some additional language needed to be added to the SLOs to make them
more specific.
 Dr. Chopak-Foss recommended the course revision be approved with the knowledge that
the SLOs will be revised.

Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by
the Department of Rehabilitation Sciences. A second was made by Dr. Beverly Miller and
the motion to approve the revised course(s) was passed.
Revised Program(s):
BS-CSDS: Communication Sciences and Disorders B.S.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted
by the Department of Rehabilitation Sciences. A second was made by Dr. Beverly Miller
and the motion to approve the revised program(s) was passed.
School of Nursing
Revised Course(s):
NURS 4113: Research
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
School of Nursing. A second was made by Dr. Beverly Miller and the motion to approve the
revised course(s) was passed.
Revised Program(s):
BSN-NURS: Nursing B.S.N.
 Dr. Gatch stated the program mission statement needs to be edited.
 Dr. Chopak-Foss recommended the program revision be approved with the knowledge
that the program mission statement will be revised.
Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by the
School of Nursing. A second was made by Dr. Beverly Miller and the motion to approve the
revised program(s) was passed.
F.

College of Science and Mathematics
Presented by Dr. Brian Koehler.
Department of Geology & Geography
Revised Course(s):
GEOL 3520: Field Methods
GEOL 3541: Mineralogy
GEOL 5440: Structural Geology

Motion: Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by
the Department of Geology & Geography. A second was made by Dr. Beverly Miller and
the motion to approve the revised course(s) was passed.
IV. OTHER BUSINESS
A. Office of the Registrar
Presented by Mr. Wayne Smith.
 Mr. Smith reminded everyone that SARC registration began on March 8th and all other
students will begin registration on Monday, March 22nd. The final deadlines for the April

Graduate and Undergraduate meetings are March 18th and March 30th respectively. Also,
in the next meeting we will have the calendar dates for the 21-22 academic year.
V.

ADJOURNMENT
Dr. Chopak-Foss called for a motion to adjourn. Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to adjourn
the meeting. A second was made by Dr. Beverly Miller and the motion to adjourn the meeting
passed at 4:27 p.m.
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BoR POLICY 8.3.5.4, Post-Tenure Review
The primary purpose of the post-tenure review process is to assist faculty members with
identifying opportunities that will enable them to reach their full potential for contribution
to system institutions. Post-tenure review is one of several types of faculty performance
reviews (e.g., annual, promotion, and tenure reviews) and is intended to provide a
longer term perspective than is usually provided by an annual review. The review
should be both retrospective and prospective, encouraging a careful look at possibilities
for different emphases at different points of a faculty member’s career.
With the exception of tenured administrators whose majority of duties are
administrative, all tenured faculty will be reviewed. Each faculty member must be
assessed five years after the most recent promotion or personnel action, and reviews
will continue at five-year intervals unless interrupted by a further review for promotion.
Specific written post-tenure criteria and procedures must be stated in writing and
available in a faculty handbook on an institution’s website.
The review should focus on the faculty member’s accomplishments, research agenda
(where applicable), teaching program, and service contributions, relating these to the
stated expectations for performance developed by the institution. The results of posttenure reviews must be linked to rewards and professional development. Faculty
members who are performing at a high level should receive recognition for their
achievements. Each institution will prescribe how the results of the review will be related
to merit pay increases, and study and research leave opportunities.
When deficiencies are identified, the faculty member’s supervisor(s) and faculty
member will work together to develop a formal plan for faculty development that
includes clearly defined and specific goals or outcomes, an outline of activities to be
undertaken, a timetable, and an agreed-upon monitoring strategy. If, after three years,
the faculty member has not been successful with remedying the identified deficiencies,
he or she may be subject to dismissal for cause (regular, independent dismissal
processes will apply).

BOR POLICY

8.3.5.4 Post-Tenure Review
Each institution shall conduct post-tenure reviews of all tenured faculty members five
years after the most recent promotion or personnel action for the faculty member.
Reviews shall continue at five year intervals unless interrupted by a further review for
promotion or personnel action. An administrator who has tenure will not be subject to
post-tenure review, as long as a majority of the individual’s duties are administrative in
nature. If and when an administrator returns to the faculty full-time, the individual will be
placed into the post-tenure review cycle described above. Institution presidents shall
review and approve their institution’s post-tenure review policies, as well as any
subsequent revisions, both of which must conform to University System of Georgia
procedures for post-tenure review and should address cases in which a tenured faculty
member’s performance is deemed unsatisfactory.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY FACULTY HANDBOOK
312 Policy on Post-Tenure Review
Schedule
Board of Regents policy stipulates that each tenured faculty member is to be reviewed five years
after the most recent promotion or personnel action, as defined below, and at five-year intervals
unless interrupted by a promotion, a written declaration to retire within five years (submitted
through the appropriate dean’s office to the Provost’s Office), or a leave of absence. In the latter
case, the faculty member will be reviewed upon returning to active employment. Tenured faculty
whose primary responsibilities are in administration, including interim appointments, will be
reviewed five years after returning to a full-time faculty position. Faculty members undergoing
post-tenure review will submit their materials for evaluation to the department chair or unit
head by mid-January.
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Faculty Senate
Draft
Inclusive Excellence Plan

Last updated: April 11, 2021
1

Overriding Action that Effects Others:
Faculty Senate will discuss merits of creating a new SEC Leadership position or committee to coordinate, oversee, document, and share all Inclusive Excellence policies,
revisions, activities, etc., for Faculty Senate and all Faculty Senate committees, as well as act as liaison between all relevant committees and units.
Until the position/committee is created and ope3rating, the Faculty Senate President and/or SEC will determine responsibility.
Timeline:
Fall 2021 – Discuss merits of Leadership position or committee to handle all IE related issues.
Spring 2022 – Vote on creation of position or committee
Fall 2022 – Determine policies, processes, and major charge
Spring 2023 – Elections
Fall 2023 – Elected person or committee to begin work

2

GOAL 1
College or Central Unit Strategy 1-A – Identify and address historical and current institutional barriers, including potentials for marginalization.
Strategy

Action

Target measures of
success

The SEC will review
Bylaws & Faculty Senate
Handbook to ensure that
Inclusive Excellence is
fully considered and
incorporated as
appropriate.

Appropriate updates and
revisions monitored and
revised as necessary.

Lead personnel and
titles

Financial and other
resources that will
be deployed for
this task

Timeline

1-A.1
Conduct a comprehensive
institutional policy review process
by which we will evaluate, revise,
and communicate changes in
policies and protocols to ensure
that Inclusive Excellence is fully
considered and incorporated. This
process should commit to:
addressing discriminatory phobias
(i.e. homophobia, xenophobia,
transphobia, etc); removing
systemic isms (i.e. racism, sexism,
ableism, etc.); improving clarity;
providing enhanced transparency;
promoting fairness; developing
family friendly policies; and
enhancing accountability.

Each Faculty Senate
subcommittee will review
and revise their policies
and processes to ensure
that Inclusive Excellence
is fully considered and
incorporated.

Appropriate updates and
revisions monitored and
revised as necessary.
Reports will be forwarded
to the SEC
through minutes and
approved by Faculty
Senate during the April
meeting.

The Faculty Senate
President will lead
SEC through this
activity and all revisions
will be
approved by
Faculty Senate

A compilation of results
will be provided to Faculty Chair of each
Senators during the first
subcommittee
meeting each fall semester.

Senators will complete a
short Climate Survey

N/A

N/A

Spring semester on
an annual basis with report
sent to SEC in minutes for
review and approval by the
Faculty Senate during the
April meeting each spring.

Spring semester on an
annual basis.

Beginning Spring 2022,
the survey will be
3

which focuses on Inclusive
Excellence within the
Faculty Senate.

1-A.2
Chronicle institutional histories
of Inclusive Excellence on our
Armstrong, Liberty, and
Statesboro campuses.

1-A.3
Designate the Office of Inclusive
Excellence as the central repository
for current and
former diversity, equity- and
inclusion (DEI)- related reports. Use
the repository to generate
documentation of the efforts to date,

New IE position /
committee

Faculty Senate and all
subcommittee agendas and All Faculty Senate and
subcommittee documents will
minutes will be retained
be included.
electronically with access
available to all administrators
and faculty

New IE position /
committee

Faculty Senate president is Nothing new
responsible for ensuring
all are uploaded
appropriately.

This is currently happening
and will continue monthly
during academic year

Faculty Senate Library
Committee members will
serve as liaison to the
university community to
gather those stories and to
point persons to the
Libraries’ point of contact
(TBD) at the Institutional
Repository

1. Create a uniform statement
that all committee members
can use to call for the
collection of institutional
histories. 2.Collected
responses from faculty and
staff in AA that are included
in the Digital Commons for
universal access. 3. The
institutional histories are
categorized in a way that
make it easier for users to
access.

All Library Committee
members will serve as
liaisons to their colleges.
Members vary from year
to year

New IE position /
subcommittee will be
created to monitor all
Faculty Senate and
subcommittee documents
and provide such to the
Office of Inclusive

All written documents,
including agendas, minutes,
and emails to the Faculty
Senate as a whole will be
included.

The chair of each
New IE position /
Monthly during academic
committee will send all
committee will be formed year.
reports to the new
to deal with all things
subcommittee. Following related to OIE.
the Faculty Senate meeting
each month of the
Academic year, the chair

4

1. Faculty and staff at the
Libraries and the Library
Committee. 2. Time is
another resource that
needs to be considered. 3.
The committee members
would greatly appreciate
examples of institutional
histories and what are
considered "points of
pride"

disseminated during the
last meeting of the
Academic Year, with
reports provided beginning
Fall 2022 during the first
meeting of the Academic
Year

Make announcements in the
fall of 2021 after the OIE has
completed the review of all
plans submitted. request
submission in the spring
semester and add to the
Institutional repository by the
spring semester

to learn from past efforts, and
introduce the campus to inclusive
efforts and traditions.

1-A.4
Establish a regular schedule for
conducting full institutional
climate surveys to assess needs
and concerns related to Inclusive
Excellence.

Excellence.

Faculty Senate will add to
agenda at first meeting
following the release of the
full institutional climate
surveys.

of the new committee will
submit all received
documents to the OIE in
one bundle.

Report is provided during a
Faculty Senate meeting
annually.

Faculty Senate president

Nothing

Annually as requested by the
OIE

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time, reallocating funds, fundraising).
In fall 2021, the SEC will discuss the merits of creating either a new leadership position or committee with the responsibility of monitoring, gathering, and sharing everything related to this
Inclusive Excellence Action Plan. The creation of the new leadership position or committee will take place during the fall 2021 semester. A vote to create the updated structure will take place in
spring 2022. Charges and policies will be developed in fall 2022, with elections held in spring 2023, and the leadership person or committee beginning work in fall 2024. For any activities listed
within this report that list the new leadership position / committee to be responsible, the Faculty Senate President and/or SEC will determine the responsible individual/committee until the creation
of said position..

Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.
Digital Commons review by SEC
Monthly reports during Faculty Senate meetings

Library Committee-Usage data can be collected by the Libraries via the institutional repository and shared with the Committee.
College or Central Unit Strategy 1-B – Create a transparent and sustainable organizational structure that fosters a diverse, equitable, and inclusive environment for all.

Strategy

Action

Target measures
of success

Lead personnel
and titles

Financial and
other
resources
that will be
deployed for
this task

Timeline

1-B.2
Item on Agenda
5

Faculty Senate President

FS President time

To begin fall 2021

Incorporate Inclusive Excellence practices
into training for new supervisors and
annually for all supervisors.
1-B.3
Establish an institutional Campus Climate
Support Team within PDAC and PSAC
(students, faculty, and staff) that provides
guidance and support for swift,
compassionate, and effective responses to
diversity-, equity- and inclusion related
concerns.

Add to New Senator
Orientation in August of each
year
New FS IE position or
committee chair of new will
serve on PDAC

Faculty Senate I.E.
committee leader listed on
membership list

1-B.4
Share our climate survey results in order to Faculty Senate President will Will appear on Faculty
Senate Agenda
add to meeting agenda for
promote transparency while identifying
discussion
areas for growth and improvement.

1-B.5
Create clear lines for accountability for
improvements in Inclusive Excellence practices.

New IE position /
subcommittee will report
on all improvements at
Faculty Senate meetings.

1-B.6
Establish a faculty and staff ombudsperson, New IE position /
and equip them with the appropriate
subcommittee will act
resources and reporting structure.
as Faculty Senate
ombudsperson.
1-B.7
Conduct divisional and functional unit
organizational chart audits to ensure a
structure that adequately supports
students, faculty, and staff.

New IE position /
subcommittee will
complete chart for the
Faculty Senate.

New IE position /
subcommittee Minutes will
appear monthly in Faculty
Senate Librarian’s Report.

Faculty Senate I.E. leader N/A

To begin fall 2022
and Membership
will be revised
annually

Faculty Senate President

Annually

New subcommittee
chair will elicit reports
from all Faculty Senate
subcommittees

New IE position /
subcommittee will be created Faculty Senate President
and chair announced

Chart will be approved by the
Faculty Senate
Subcommittee chair
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N/A

New
subcommittee

Spring 2023

Fall 2022
New IE position /
subcommittee

New IE position /
subcommittee

Fall 2022

1-B.8
Conduct an audit of the representation of
traditionally underrepresented people in
middle and senior level leadership, and
benchmark the findings against peer and
aspirational
peer institutions.

New IE position /
New IE position /
New IE position /
subcommittee will be created Subcommittee chair
subcommittee chair will and chair announced
complete an audit for
the Faculty Senate.

New IE position /
subcommittee

Fall 2022

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time, reallocating funds, fundraising).
A new subcommittee will be created to monitor all Inclusive Excellence activities for the Faculty Senate
1B4 Add to Faculty Senate
Agenda to be Discussed
Faculty Senate President will add to agenda and invite AVP to present at meeting
Associate Vice President of Inclusion to present at FS meeting and FS will respond as appropriate
Annually following presentation of survey reports

Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.
Faculty Senate minutes

College or Central Unit Strategy 1-D – Incorporate research-based practices that identify and reduce implicit bias and combat discrimination with respect to any element of diversity.
Strategy

Action

Target measures
of success

7

Lead personnel
and titles

Financial and
other
resources
that will be
deployed for
this task

Timeline

1-D.3
Develop a “Best Practices for Campus
Create a new FS IE
Committees and Volunteer Work” on campus position / committee to
to ensure equitable representation in
report on Inclusive
decision making.
Excellence initiatives at

\
\
Creation of new leadership FS President
position in FS or
development of new
committee.

None

Georgia Southern who will
facilitate communication
and shared governance as
the University takes steps
to counter discrimination
and promote inclusion of
campus.
This officer or committee
will collect information on
IE initiatives in the
Academic Units.
The committee or full
Senate will regularly
review IE efforts and
provide feedback to
stakeholders.

SEC will bring motion for either new
FS leadership position or committee
to FS for a vote in fall 2021.
SEC will determine scope and
responsibilities of new entity in
spring 2022, and place on spring
2022 election ballot.
New committee will officially begin
service in beginning of fall 2022
semester.

1-D.4
Develop a process to ensure that preferred Faculty Welfare will take Motion brought to FS and
this task on to create a
vote.
names and pronouns are integrated in all
process.
systems where legal names are not required.
(i.e. email, Folio, Eagle ID, Banner,
Zoom, etc.).

Faculty Welfare chair None

Charge sent to Faculty Welfare
committee fall 2021 and plan
submitted to Faculty Senate spring
2022

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time, reallocating funds, fundraising).
Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.

College or Central Unit Strategy 1-E – Incorporate practices to increase equity, inclusion, and intercultural understanding in employee recruiting, onboarding,
8

performance evaluations, and other unit processes and policies in ways that allow all members of the unit to thrive and succeed.
Strategy

Action

Target
measures of
success

Lead personnel
and titles

1-E.1
Also add to the call for nominations Appropriate IE language Chair of FS Elections
Establish centralized Inclusive
by the Elections Committee for FS included in call for
Committee
Excellence recruitment language members / office holders.
nominations and election
to be included on all job
materials
postings.

Financial and other
resources that will
be deployed for this
task

Timeline

Elections Committee to write Every spring semester
and approve
beginning 2022

1-E.3
Establish a formal orientation program Faculty Senate Orientation for new Importance of IE will be
added
for all new employees that includes clear Senators
and consistent messages about the
importance of Inclusive Excellence.

FS President

Personnel Time and effort

1-E.4
Embed Inclusive Excellence into This has been completed through Continuing follow through Faculty Senate & SGA
the Student Government
by Provost’s Office, HR,
all talent/HR practices,
Association & Faculty Senate Joint and colleges.
orientation, and training
Resolution on Diverse Faculty
materials
Hiring.

Fall 2021

None
Fall 2020

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time, reallocating funds, fundraising).
Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.

College or Central Unit Strategy 1-F – Incorporate practices to increase equity, inclusion and intercultural understanding for all students.
Strategy

Action

Target

Lead personnel and
9

Financial and other

Timeline

measures of
success

titles

resources that will be
deployed for this task

1-F.4
Becomes item of
Chairs of curriculum
Work with College and Central Both Undergraduate
and Graduate
discussion with course committees
Unit Inclusive Excellence and
Curriculum Committees approvals.
Curriculum Committees to
will request evidence
strategically embed IE
when reviewing new
competencies into major
courses and course
courses to ensure that Inclusive revisions.
Excellence is layered
throughout students’ curriculum
- from orientation through
graduation.
1-F.6
Establish and adequately
support student, faculty, and
staff groups that directly focus
on Inclusive Excellence
initiatives (Ex. DIFF, PDAC,
PSAC, DPE).
1-F.7
Regularly plan and coordinate
opportunities for the campus
community to participate in
respectful conversations for
participants to meaningfully
engage in a wide variety of
perspectives.

Committees asked to work with
colleges to determine strategic
embedded IE competencies

Beginning fall 2022 after
programs have addressed

Partial time of Administrative
Agent

Following creation on new
position/committee during first
semester activated and
continuing from that point on

Administrative support Continuous support
from Faculty Senate
Office will be provided
to support IE leader /
chair of committee

FS Administrative Agent

Provide during every
meeting to discuss IE
reports

FS President and IE Leader / None
chair of IE committee

FS discussions from
minutes

To begin during first FS meeting
fall 2022

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time, reallocating funds, fundraising).
Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.
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College or Central Unit Strategy 1-G – Engage in inclusive and culturally sensitive communications and marketing practices that consistently, clearly, and boldly communicate the
message that Inclusive Excellence is central to our success. .

Strategy

Action

1-G.1
Review /
Review marketing
revision
of FS
practices to ensure
Website
accessibility,
accommodation of
different communication
styles, counterstereotyping, ensuring
representation, and the
thoughtful use of images
in marketing and
communications materials
that avoid appropriation.
1-G.2
Communicate institutional Include in FS New
Senator Orientation
definitions of diversity,
Incorporate in
equity, and inclusion.
Broadly define diversity to handbook/bylaws
communicate the
importance of all
identities and
perspectives.

Target measures of
success

Lead personnel and titles

Financial and other
resources that will
be deployed for this
task

Timeline

Include alternate text/screen
reader capability

FS Administrative support staff

Time and effort of FS
administrative support
staff

Fall 2021 and reviewed
quarterly

FS President / SEC

Existing definitions from
D&I (University level &
OIE)

To begin fall 2021 and
continued every fall at New
Senator Orientation

Bylaws

To begin spring 2022

Incorporate best practice
guidelines from John
Lester’s office
Considerations: images,
phrasing, marketing has
resources
Clarify listserv policies
Incorporate in
handbook/bylaws
Address in new senator
orientation

Orientation materials

Assign communication
review to a leadership
position (new or existing)
11

Action by Faculty
1-G.3
Senate Leadership /
Create a collaborative
Senate Executive
response protocol for
Committee or
responding to bias or
inclusion-related incidents Formation of
appointed ad hoc
on our campuses.
committee of Faculty
Senate members to
draft a protocol
Review, vote, approve
& implement

Recommended Protocol Draft
– FS Leadership / SEC or an
appointed ad hoc committee
of FS members

Update FS website
1-G.4
Accessibility of
Review and provide
guidance for departmental publications, including
publications to ensure that agendas, minutes
Add to bylaws
diversity is represented

Accessible publications (text
reader, availability to all
faculty)

FS President and SEC

Suggested membership of
possible committee to
handle/arbitrate such
incidents – 3 past FS
Presidents

Time & attention of FS
Leadership / SEC or an
appointed ad hoc
committee of Faculty
Senate members & three
past FS Presidents

Recommended Protocol
Draft – by end of fall 2021
semester

Vote & Approval – by end
of Spring 2021 semester
KPIs –
Creation of a
Recommended Protocol
Draft
Faculty Senate reviews,
votes, and approves &
implements
recommended protocol
draft

FS President and SEC until New
position/committee

Administrative assistant
New position / committee

FS administrative support
Established best practice
guidelines met
Ensure adequate information
is available for faculty to be
aware and consider
involvement in committees
(list of committees, purpose,
duties, etc)
Each committee review
description on the website for
accuracy
Consider adding additional
information for interested
faculty
12

Beginning fall 2021, with
regular review of website
updates each semester

FAQ page – how to get
involved with FS, committees,
etc
Make involvement
transparent and
accessible/welcoming
Need diverse opinions to be
expressed

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time, reallocating funds, fundraising).

Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.

GOAL 2
College or Central Unit Strategy 2-A – Incorporate research informed employment recruitment strategies and processes to eliminate conscious and implicit bias, and other promising
practices to recruit diverse staff, faculty, and administrators from historically underrepresented communities. (Note: If your College or Unit works with multiple populations, please address
each separately).
Strategy

Action

Target measures of success
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Lead personnel and
titles

Financial and
other
resources that
will be

Timeline

deployed for
this task
2-A.1
Develop and follow a “Best
Practices for Faculty Searches”
and “Best Practices for Staff
Searches” procedure document
to increase the pool of
applicants from
underrepresented populations
and commit to further
diversifying our faculty and
staff populations.

This is addressed by the
SGA/FS Joint Resolution
on faculty hires

Currently operationalized by
Provost’s Office, HR and Colleges

2-A.4
Develop a new training program This has been created by OIE for
on implicit bias for faculty and both faculty and students based
on the SGA/FS Joint Resolution
staff, and require hiring
managers and search
committees to participate in
the program.
2-A.5
This is addressed by the SGA/FS
Ensure all job postings are
Joint Resolution on faculty hires
advertised in venues that
promote Inclusive Excellence.
2-A.6
Incorporate questions during all
interviews that elicit conversation
about Inclusive Excellence.
2-A.9
Strongly encourage recruiting

This is addressed by the
SGA/FS Joint Resolution on
faculty hires

This is addressed by the SGA/FS
14

Completed

Joint Resolution on faculty hires
from national registries and
databases of doctoral and
postdoctoral scholars from
underrepresented groups and
the use of diversity recruitment
resources to diversify applicant
pools.

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time, reallocating funds, fundraising).
Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.

College or Central Unit Strategy 2-B – Use effective strategies and practices to retain diverse staff, faculty, and administrators from historically underrepresented communities.
Strategy

Action

Target
measures of
success

2-B.8
Item of discussion during FS Discussion at FS
Examine the salaries of all
meeting
meeting
faculty, staff, and administrators
to ensure equitable pay based on
market value.

Lead personnel
and titles

FS President to add to
agenda and invite
appropriate
administrators for
discussion

Financial and other
resources that will be
deployed for this task
FS Meeting

Timeline

As completed

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time, reallocating funds, fundraising).
Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.

College or Central Unit Strategy 2-C – Incorporate research informed student recruitment strategies and processes to eliminate conscious and implicit bias, and other promising
15

practices to recruit diverse undergraduate and graduate students from historically underrepresented communities.

Strategy

Action

Target measures of
success

Lead
personnel
and titles

2-C.10
Academic Standards &
Final discussion at appropriate Chairs of listed
Explore test-optional admissions
Student Success committee, committee meetings with
committees
for graduate programs and
UG Committee and Graduate reports at FS meetings.
advocate as appropriate for
committee to explore in
undergraduate admissions policies collaboration with colleges
via the University System of
and programs.
Georgia.

Financial and other
resources that will be
deployed for this task

Timeline

Communication and
collaboration of
committees

To be based on College
reviews and discussions.

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time, reallocating funds, fundraising).
Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.

College or Central Unit Strategy 2-D – Use effective strategies and practices to enhance retention, progression, and graduation of diverse undergraduate and graduate students
from historically underrepresented communities. (Note: If your College or Unit works with multiple populations, please address each separately).

Strategy

2-D.1
Define “Student Success” and
build a shared institutional vision
around how it is achieved.

Action

Student Success and
Academic Success
committees in cooperation
with PDAC to define and

Target measures
of success

Lead personnel and
titles

Approved definition

Financial and other
resources that will
be deployed for this
task

Timeline

FS lead will be chair of Student Student success committee in To be set by PDAC and
Success committee
cooperation with PSAC
approved by FS
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share with entire community

2-D.6
Enhance First/Second Year
Experience curriculum and
structure to better support
underrepresented students and
provide Inclusive Excellence
education to all students.
2-D.7
Ensure students graduate with
Inclusive Excellence knowledge
by implementing “Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion Essential
Competency” in our Core
Curriculum as a required course.
2-D.8
Redesign the core curricula to
include Global Competencies
(system level).

Undergraduate committee and Revised curriculum
GECC committee to develop
plan of action

Committee chairs and
committees

Committee work

To be completed on
timeline established by
GABOR for revising core
curriculum

GECC and Academic
Standards committees to
develop plan of action

Revised curriculum

Committee chair and
committees

Committee work

To be completed on
timeline established by
GABOR for revising core
curriculum

GECC committee to develop Revised curriculum
plan of action

Committee chair and
committees

Committee work

To be completed on
timeline established by
GABOR for revising core
curriculum

2-D.9
Student Success Committee
Enhance the retention and
to work with colleges to
engagement of transfer students develop plan of action
by integrating them into existing
engagement and retention
activities.

Completed and
operationalized plans

2-D.10
Create a comprehensive graduate Graduate Committee to work Completed and
with colleges to create
operationalized plans
student orientation process
during which students are
trained on the importance of
Inclusive Excellence.

Committee chair and committee Committee work
along with college deans

To be completed on
timeline established by
college deans.

Committee chair and committee Committee work
along with college deans

To be completed on
timeline established by
college deans.

Committee chair and committee Committee work

To be completed on

2-D.11
Student Success committee to Completed and
17

Incorporate additional structures collaborate with VP of
of success for underrepresented Student Success to create
students, inclusive of counseling
and health and wellness
initiatives.

operationalized plans

along with college deans

timeline established by
college deans.

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time, reallocating funds, fundraising).
Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.

GOAL 3
College or Central Unit Strategy 3-A – Using mentoring and student success initiative data, identify and mitigate any existing gaps in achievement between majority and underrepresented
students in retention, graduation rates, leadership opportunities, recognition, and disaggregated student learning outcome assessment data.

Strategy

3-A.1
Collaborate with the
Faculty Senate to
examine and make
recommendations

Action

Target measures
of success

Lead personnel and
titles

New committee, UG, Grad, Recommendations
Committee chairs and SEC
Student Success, Faculty
submitted to FS in form of
Development, and Research a report
committees will work with
18

Financial and other
resources that will be
deployed for this task
Appropriate committees

Timeline

Committee chairs will be
provided the charge in fall
2020, and will provide IE
leader or committee chair

regarding classroom
climate and design
improvement efforts for
inclusive pedagogical
practices.
3-A.2
Collaborate with the
Faculty Senate to assess
the implementation and
success of the
aforementioned
recommendations for
classroom climate and
design improvement
efforts for inclusive
pedagogical practices.

colleges to develop a plan

New IE leader or
committee will meet with
work collaboratively with
those mentioned above to
create and implement
assessment.

plan on how proceed in spring
2022.

Assessment results and
Committee chairs and SEC
data based revisions will be
reported at FS meetings as
needed.

Appropriate committees

Committee chairs will be
provided the charge in fall
2020, and will provide IE
leader or committee chair
plan on how proceed in spring
2022.

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time, reallocating funds, fundraising).
Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.

College or Central Unit Strategy 3-B – Identify and mitigate any existing gaps in achievement and recognition between majority and underrepresented faculty and staff in retention,
tenure and promotion, post-tenure reviews, professional opportunities, leadership opportunities, and recognition.
Strategy

Action

Target measures
of success

Lead personnel
and titles

Financial and
other resources
that will be
deployed for
this task

Timeline

3-B.4
Review current University
awards/recognition programs and
initiatives for students, faculty and

Faculty Development
committee will review
current
awards/programs, etc.,

Report to FS with
motion

Committee chair will
work with OIE to
identify appropriate
training

Training for
committee

All committee members
will complete IE training in
fall 2021 prior to review.
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staff, and ensure inclusive
excellence training or material for
committee members to ensure
unbiased review.

3-B.5
Evaluate the current professional
development opportunities for staff.

and revise as needed.
All committee members
will complete IE training
or material for
committee members to
ensure unbiased review.

Committee will be charged
with action plan in fall
2021 and will then set a
viable timeline for
successful review

Faculty Dev Committee to review Report to FS

Faculty Development
chair

Committee

Beginning Spring 2023 and
annually thereafter

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time, reallocating funds, fundraising).
Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.

College or Central Unit Strategy 3-C – Use effective strategies and practices to advance diverse staff, faculty, and administrators from historically underrepresented communities that
prepare them for leadership opportunities. (Note: If your College or Unit works with multiple populations, please address
each separately).
Action
Strategy
3-C.1
Increase the number of
underrepresented faculty in highlevel positions (chair level and
above) with statistically
measurable year-over-year
improvement until percentages
match availability in the
applicable labor force.

Target measures of
success

Increase the number of
1. Create an audit of
underrepresented faculty in
Representation on FS
positions of leadership in the
and its committees
FS
that includes
information regarding
faculty track, rank,
departments, campus,
ethnic/racial
backgrounds, gender,

Lead personnel and
titles

Financial and other
resources that will be
deployed for this task

Timeline

FS Elections Committee
1. Senate Librarian
2. Senate Committee Chairs
3. Department Chairs
4. SEC and Senate
New IE position / committee

None

Provide charge to FS
Elections committee in fall
2021 and have deadline of
end of semester to provide
plan of action and timeline
to SEC
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historically
underrepresented
identities, etc. and
compare this to the
larger faculty in order
to identify areas of
underrepresentation.
2. Create an info graph
that details
committee
responsibilities and
impact to use for the
active recruitment of
underrepresented
faculty members. The
info graph also would
contain information
on current committee
membership that
could be used as a
guide for mentorship
pairing of new
committee members.
3. Understanding that
historically
underrepresented
groups are often
overburdened with
service obligations,
when inclusive
excellence initiatives
require an additional
service obligation
from
underrepresented
group members,
there needs to be a
21

statement of service
allowing faculty
members to weigh
service more heavily
towards their tenure
and promotion. To
this end, there also
needs to be a service
audit that tracks
service obligations of
faculty by department
and college. This
audit needs to track
not only the
characteristics of
faculty engaged in
service, but also who
is not engaged in
service. Results from
this audit can be used
to distribute service
obligations more
equitably.
4. Create an SEC position
to be filled by a
representative for the
College Diversity and
Inclusion committees
or create an at large
senate representative
position elected by
members of these
committees.
Strategy 3-C.2
See Target Measure for
Strategy 3-C.1
Increase the number of
underrepresented administrators,

Elections committee
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Same as above

with statistically measurable
year-over-year improvement and
the long-term goal of achieving
representation that proportionally
reflects availability in the
applicable labor force.
Strategy 3-C.3
Create a formal mentoring
program for newly-hired faculty
and academic administrators.

Strategy 3-C.4
Provide new employees from
traditionally underrepresented
groups with mentors from their
own identity group as well as
mentors from the majority group.

Match newly elected
Senators with a returning
Senator from their college

Complete an inventory of
mentoring programs and
initiatives at peer and aspiration
institutions. Identify common
program types and common
resources utilized by programs,
e.g. training programs, seminars,
brown bag discussions, etc… Use
available information to identify
requisite resources as well as
programs that most closely align
with currently available
resources at Georgia Southern.

Faculty Development
Committee in conjunction with
Senate Welfare Committee
and Elections Committee

Incentives such as service
recognition that could be
used to bolster annual
reviews and potentially
adjust research and
teaching commitments, e.g.
occasional course releases.

Provide charge in fall 2021
and request plan of action
and timeline by end of fall
semester.

Match newly elected
Senators with a returning
Senator with mentors from
their own identity group as
well as mentor from
majority group (from same
college if possible)

Identify senior level faculty at
multiple career levels (early,
mid, late) willing to act as
mentors to junior faculty.

Same as above

Incentives such as service
recognition that could be
used to bolster annual
reviews and potentially
adjust research and
teaching commitments, e.g.
occasional course releases.

Same as above

Use information from Senate
audit to actively recruit junior
faculty and diversify
representation on Senate
committees and pair incoming
committee and senate members
with more senior senate and
committee members.
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Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time, reallocating funds, fundraising).
Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.

College or Central Unit Strategy 3-D – Address affirming ways to acknowledge cultural and gender taxation in faculty, staff, and student populations.
Strategy

3-D.1
Incorporate Inclusive
Excellence as a performance
dimension within the annual
employee performance
appraisal process for
administrative and
professional staff.
3-D.2
Incorporate Inclusive
Excellence as a performance
dimension within the annual
employee performance
appraisal process for faculty.
Integrate the Inclusive
Excellence performance goals
into tenure and promotion
review.
3-D.3
Take steps to ensure that
students, faculty, and staff
from diverse backgrounds are

Action

Target measures of
success

Lead personnel and
titles

Financial and
other
resources
that will be
deployed for
this task

Timeline

FWC consider as revise Dept.
Head review process

Incorporate Inclusive Excellence
as a performance dimension
within the annual employee
performance appraisal process
for department heads

Faculty Welfare Committee

FWC under
review of
Provost’s Office

Provide charge fall 2021

FWC to consider plan of action

Integrate the Inclusive
Excellence performance goals
into tenure and promotion
review

Faculty Welfare Committee
make recommendation to
Senate for revised
performance appraisal
language

Committee time
and effort

Provide charge fall 2021

Nomination and voting
process will remain as is
currently; nominated faculty

Add to nomination and election
communications as appropriate

FS Elections Committee

None

Beginning spring 2022
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not expected to handle all
Inclusive Excellence-related
issues. Invitations to
participate in these issues
may be offered, but
acceptance of the invitation
should not be expected.
3-D.6
Establish and appropriately
support point leaders on
campus diversity, equity, and
inclusion by school, college,
and division on each campus.
3-D.7
Develop and facilitate
programming to discuss and
mitigate Racial Battle Fatigue
of underrepresented faculty,
staff, and students.

are asked if interested in
running for a seat before
added to ballot

Plan to meet to be created by
SEC

Support plan added to Bylaws

SEC

SEC

Begin work on plan fall
2021, with Bylaw
revisions voted on
spring 2022

Faculty Development
Committee to work with
college deans to co-create
opportunities as needed.

Develop and facilitate
programming to discuss and
mitigate racial battle fatigue of
under-represented faculty, staff
and students

Faculty Development
committee

FDC

Charge provided to
committee fall 2021
with developed plan
provided to FS spring
2020

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time, reallocating funds, fundraising).
Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.

College or Central Unit Strategy 3-E – Effectively engage with alumni and communicate Inclusive Excellence Updates and advancements.
Strategy

Action

Target measures
of success

Lead personnel and
titles

Financial and
other resources
that will be
deployed for this
task

Timeline

3-E.6
Faculty Development Committee Annual speakers

FDC
25

Support and possible travel Provided charge fall 2021

Develop an alumni speaker series.

to develop plan to sponsor on
speaker each academic year

funding for speakers

with first speaker AY2023

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time, reallocating funds, fundraising).
Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.

GOAL 4
College or Central Unit Strategy 4-A – Allocate funding, time, and commitment to implement required annual Inclusive Excellence training for all students, faculty, and staff.

Strategy

4-A.1
Develop Inclusive Excellence
training for all students, faculty
and staff to be completed on
an annual basis.
4-A.2
Develop a university-wide
system to track and assess
Inclusive Excellence related

Action

Target measures of
success

Lead personnel and
titles

Financial and other
resources that will be
deployed for this task

Timeline

Faculty Senate Orientation

Add training module to FS New
Senator Orientation

FS President

Assistance in development
or locating offering from
OIE

Plan fall 2022 and
incorporate fall
2023

FS will report to the Office
of IE on monthly basis via
meeting minutes

Office continually receives
meeting minutes

FS President

None

Monthly basis
beginning fall 2021
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training.
4-A.4
Investigate and explore the
capacity needed to ensure that
all faculty members have
training on inclusive classroom
skills.
4-A.5
Develop and require annual
Inclusive Excellence training
for all supervisors.
4-A.6
Train faculty and staff on how
to lead students in productive
discussions around anti
discriminatory behavior,
allyship and bystander
intervention.
4-A.7
Require that each College and
Central Unit spearhead training
and initiatives geared toward
inclusive education.

Faculty Development
committee to work with
OIE to review

Reports to efforts to FS

FDC

Collaboration with OIE

To begin
collaboration fall
2020 with
development of
plan and timeline

SEC will attend training as
recommended by OIE

Training request for SEC will be
part of minutes

Recommendation from
OIE

Collaboration with OIE
Possible funding for
training

Begin planning
event spring 2023
with first training
summer 2024

Faculty Development
Committee to work with
Collaboration with AVP of
IE/CDO to ensure becomes
a reality

Report on training
opportunities shared with FS
through committee meetings

Recommendation from
OIE

Collaboration with OIE
Possible funding for
training

Planning to begin
spring 2023 with
first training fall
2024

Faculty Development
Committee to report on
opportunities

Report on training
opportunities share with FS
through committee meetings

Recommendation from
OIE

Collaboration with OIE

Planning to begin
spring 2023 with
first training fall
2024

Possible funding for
training

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time, reallocating funds, fundraising).
Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.

College or Central Unit Strategy 4-B – Foster communications and data-driven decisions by maintaining a centralized, institutional-wide repository of data and metrics related to Inclusive
Excellence goals
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and objectives.
Strategy

4-B.1
Annually, provide a
comprehensive update on
progress made on the
institutional Inclusive
Excellence Action Plan.

4-B.2
Utilize Leadership Scorecards
to provide quarterly updates
on outcomes associated with
Inclusive Excellence.

Action

Target measures of
success

Add New leadership position or
Creation of new
committee to monthly agenda for position/committee
report, with overall report at last FS
meeting of Academic Year

Lead personnel
and titles

SEC

Financial and
other resources
that will be
deployed for this
task
Committee chair and
Dean of Libraries in
conjunction with new
position/committee

The Faculty Senate Library
Annual report
Libraries Committee
Committee will provide a
comprehensive written annual
update report on all the efforts that
have been made by the committee
towards the goal of inclusive
excellence that year.
Faculty Senate SEC will provide
Scorecard data created and updated SEC until creation of new
scorecard criteria beginning fall
regularly
position / committee
2022 to include all plans created to
this point

4-B.3
Student Success committee can
Appropriate guidelines created
Provide clear guidelines for
work with VP of Student Affairs on and published
students to report
developing these guidelines
discriminatory incidents on
campus, inclusive of a policy
that outlines consequences for
discriminatory threats,
harassment, and violence
based on social identity,
including in
residence halls.
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Student Success
committee

Timeline

Beginning in spring 2022

Beginning fall 2023

Student Success
committee and VP of
Student Affairs

To be based on timeline
created by VP of Student
Affairs

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time, reallocating funds, fundraising).
Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.

College or Central Unit Strategy 4-C – Incentivize and require new programming and initiatives for students, faculty, and staff that enhance diversity, equity, and inclusion.
Strategy

4-C.4
Facilitate an annual Inclusive
Excellence Research Symposium
for undergraduate and graduate
students to present research
related to diversity, equity, and
inclusion.

Action

Target measures of
success

Financial and other
resources that will be
deployed for this task

Timeline

FS Committees and
chairs

Committee collaboration
and possible funding for
marketing and meeting
supplies

To be discussed and plans
created spring 2023 with
first symposium
scheduled for AY2024

All Library Committee
members will help to inform
their colleges of these
resources. The Libraries will
make available space for
groups to discuss the books on
the suggested reading list.

Funds are needed to cover the
costs of purchasing the print
and/or e-books for all
campuses.

Library committee will begin
planning in spring 2022 to
create timeline and choose
develop resource list, along
with opportunities to read
book in book club format.

Lead personnel and
titles

Faculty Research, UG, Initial plans/timeline
and Grad committees in submitted to FS and first
cooperation with Office symposium
of IE will plan and host

4-C.6
Maybe Faculty
Explore private funding
Development &/or
opportunities to support keynote Faculty Research?
speakers and other initiatives
that educate students on the
importance of Inclusive
Excellence.
4-C.9
Develop a leadership book club. Libraries committee to

Reading list made available

coordinate
opportunities for
Senators
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Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time, reallocating funds, fundraising).
Library Committee – Office of Inclusive Excellence to identify the funding to purchase the books/e-books
Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.
Library Committee – Use data on books checked out
College or Central Unit Strategy 4-D – Create peer networks and other ongoing mechanisms that allow faculty, staff, and students to intentionally be in regular dialogue that considers
the ways in which diversity, equity, and inclusion influence their daily job tasks (including, but not limited to, inclusive teaching practices and curricula).

Strategy

Action

Target measures of success

4-D.1
Clarify goals and expectations for all
existing College and Central Unit
Inclusive Excellence Committees
and deploy additional ones so that
every College and Central Unit has
their own established body to
facilitate the creation of their own
places under the guidance of the
AVP/CDO.
4-D.2
Require that all Colleges and Central

Through creation of
the new IE plan, along
with creation of a new
IE leadership position
or committee

1. Faculty Senate will review,
edit, clarify, vote, and
electronically disseminate the
FS Handbook to all Faculty
Senators and update as
needed.
2. FS and standing committee
by-laws will review, edit,
clarify, vote, and disseminate
the updated By-laws to all
Faculty Senators for the next
academic year.

Development and
approval of this plan.

Plan is approved at all levels and
becomes operationalized.
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Lead personnel
and titles

Financial and
other resources
that will be
deployed for this
task

Timeline

SEC to take discussion
to FS meeting

SEC and all Senators

To be completed annually
beginning spring 2023

New plan of action

Faculty Senate, OIE,
University Legal
Affairs

To be completed by FS by
end of spring 2021 and
ready to send University
Office of Legal Affairs

units develop and implement a
Divisional/College Inclusive
Excellence Plan that is guided by
the best practices.

4-D.3
Colleges and Central Units must
provide quarterly reports on the
progress and implementation of
their Divisional/College Inclusive
Excellence Plan. The Office of
Inclusive Excellence will provide
critical feedback to all College and
Central Unit Inclusive Excellence
committees and assess for progress
and accountability.

Monthly reports during
AVP to IE and CDO

Monthly reports received

FS President until new
position/committee

None

Beginning fall 2021

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time, reallocating funds, fundraising).

Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.

College or Central Unit Strategy 4-E – Ensure that Georgia Southern University’s fiscal agency is consistent with Inclusive Excellence and best practices.
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Strategy

4-E.1
Examine the salaries of all
faculty, staff, and
administrators to ensure
equitable pay based on
market value.
4-E.2
Commit sufficient resources
(faculty and staff lines,
administrative support,
office spacing, operating
budgets) for departments
and programs that
contribute and support the
mission of Inclusive
Excellence. While relying on
faculty with relevant
expertise and compensating
them equitably.
4-E.3
Establish a Comprehensive
Supplier Diversity Plan and
provide an annual report to
the campus community.

Action

Target measures of
success

Lead personnel and
titles

Financial and other
resources that will be
deployed for this task

Appropriate administrators Administrator’s meeting with
will be invited to FS
FS
meeting to share with
Senators

FS President to add to
agenda when notified of
reports completion

None

FWC committee to review Report to FS of findings
feasibility of adding IE
component to annual
evaluation process

FWC

FWC

Appropriate administrators Administrator’s meeting with
will be invited to FS
FS
meeting to share with
Senators

FS President to add to
agenda when notified of
reports completion

None

Timeline

Upon completion by
university administrators

Charge to be provided to
committee fall 2022 with
plan of action and timeline
provided to FS by end of
spring 2023

Upon completion by
university administrators

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time, reallocating funds, fundraising).
Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.
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Proposed Amendments to Faculty Senate Bylaws Articles III
Once these changes are passed by the faculty senate and approved by the University President they must be presented to the corps of instruction
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324 Faculty Senate Bylaws page 79 - 81 pdf version of the 2020-2021 Georgia Southern Faculty Handbook.

Article III – Side by Side Comparison
Original Document
Article III -Officers

Proposed changes

SECTION 1. The officers of the Faculty Senate shall
consist of the Senate president who is the chair of the
Senate Executive Committee, the voting members of the
Senate Executive Committee, the president-elect, the
Senate secretary, and the Senate librarian. All officers
shall be senators.

SECTION 1. The officers of the Faculty Senate shall
consist of the Senate president who is the chair of the
Senate Executive Committee, the 1elected voting
members of the Senate Executive Committee, the
president-elect, the Senate secretary, and the Senate
librarian. 2Only elected senators are eligible to serve as
officers. All officers shall be senators.
SECTION 2 The Senate Executive Committee shall serve
as the chief governing body for all matters before the
Senate 1, including procedure and protocol. It shall be
the purpose of the Senate Executive Committee to
guide the actions of the Senate so as to enhance all
Faculty Senate activities. 2The Senate Executive
Committee shall request representation from the SEC in
meetings with the President, Provost, other
administrators or other committees concerning the
charge of the senate (eg. academic affairs) as needed.
SECTION 3. The Senate Executive Committee shall
consist of:1
A. 2Voting members, one senator from each
college and the libraries, elected by the faculty
in their respective units for two-year staggered
terms,

SECTION 2. The Senate Executive Committee shall serve
as the chief governing body for all matters before the
Senate, including procedure and protocol. It shall be the
purpose of the Senate Executive Committee to guide the
actions of the Senate so as to enhance all Faculty Senate
activities.

SECTION 3. The Senate Executive Committee shall consist
of one senator from each college and the libraries,
elected by the faculty in their respective units for
two-year staggered terms, and the Senate president who
serves as the chair of the Senate Executive Committee.
Additionally, the president-elect, the Senate librarian and
the Senate secretary shall serve in an advisory role as
non-voting members, unless they represent their

Comments
1.

clarity

2

clarity/word choice

1

deleted because redundant

2

clarification of the role of the SEC

1

Formatting

2

clarification

3

clarification

colleges on the Senate Executive Committee. In the
event all Senate Executive Committee members have a
single ‘home’ campus, the Senate president, in
consultation with appropriate senators, may appoint an
additional non-voting elected senator from a counterpart
campus to address apportionment. A non-voting staff
member designated by the president of the University
shall serve as a liaison with the Senate Executive
Committee. Staff assistance and administrative support
shall be provided through the Office of the Faculty
Senate.

SECTION 4. The Senate president shall preside as
chair at Senate meetings, if so requested by the
president of the University, and facilitate the
operations of the Faculty Senate. The chair shall
vote only in the case of a tie in the Senate Executive
Committee or in the Senate. The Senate president is
expected to maintain regular office hours on both
campuses. The position of Senate president is
recognized with a re-assignment of 6 (of 15) hours
per term for duties relating to Senate activities or
representation and is issued a stipend ($3,000) for
availability during the noncontract periods in the
summer.

B.

the Senate president who serves as the chair of
the Senate Executive Committee 3who serves
as a non-voting member except in case of a tie.
C. Additionally, the president-elect, the Senate
librarian and the Senate secretary shall serve in
an advisory role as non-voting members,
unless they represent their colleges on the
Senate Executive Committee.
D. In the event all Senate Executive Committee
members have a single ‘home’ campus, the
Senate president, in consultation with
appropriate senators, may appoint an
additional non-voting elected senator from a
counterpart campus to address
apportionment. 3Additional faculty members
may be invited to the SEC to consult on specific
issues.
E. A non-voting staff member designated by the
president of the University shall serve as a
liaison with the Senate Executive Committee.
Staff assistance and administrative support
shall be provided through the Office of the
Faculty Senate.
SECTION 4. 1 The Duties of the Senate President shall be
as follows:
A. 2Shall be the representative of the faculty and
the faculty senate and advocate for faculty
interests
B. 3at the request of the University President the
Senate president shall will preside as
moderator chair at Senate meetings, if so
requested by the president of the University,
and facilitate the operations of the Faculty
Senate.
C. 4Represent the faculty at meetings of the
University President’s Council.
D. 5In case of a tie in the SEC or in the Senate, the
Senate President shall cast the tie-breaking
vote. The chair shall vote only in the case of a
tie in the Senate Executive Committee and or
in the Senate.

3

This provides opportunities for additional input into
SEC discussions specifically in matters concerning
Inclusive Excellence.

*the duties of the senate president were not spelled
out in the bylaws as they exist with the same detail as
the other officers of the Senate.
1
Consistency with the rest of the document
2
there was nowhere this was specifically stated.
3
clarification

4

The Senate president already does this. Place this
here to clarify.
5
Clarification

6

clarification.

E.

6

Shall forward the finalized agenda to the
University President within two business days
of the of the Senate Meeting.
F. 7The Senate President is responsible for the
administrative work of the faculty senate; 1.
Updates to the senate faculty website, 2.
Emails to the corps of instruction on senate
business, 3. Publishing the senate agenda, 4.
Publishing the links to senate meetings.
G. 8 The Senate president is expected to maintain
regular office hours accessible to all faculty, on
both campuses. with physical office hours on
the Statesboro and Armstrong campuses.
H. The position of Senate president is recognized
with a re-assignment of 9the equivalent of one
course release each semester per elected term
for duties relating to Senate activities or
representation and is issued a stipend ($3,000)
for availability during the non-contract periods
in the summer.

SECTION 5. The duties of the Senate Executive
Committee shall be as follows:
a. coordinate an orientation workshop for incoming
senators and alternates prior to the first Faculty
Senate meeting of the academic year on a date
determined by the Senate Executive Committee;
b. review the report of the Senate librarian as a
means of expediting all Senate activities;
c. review all proposed agenda items prior to the
construction of the Senate meeting agenda. The
chair of the Senate Executive Committee shall
advise the president regarding the inclusion of
these items on the agenda;

d. appoint one member of the Senate Executive
Committee to serve as the University System of

SECTION 5. The duties of the Senate Executive
Committee shall be as follows:
A. coordinate an orientation workshop for
incoming senators and alternates 1at least a
week prior to the first Faculty Senate meeting
of the academic year on a date determined by
the Senate Executive Committee;
B. 2review the report of the Senate librarian as a
means of expediting all Senate activities;
C. 3Shall set the Senate agenda and the Senate
President shall forward the finalized agenda to
the University President within two business
days of the Senate meeting; prior to the senate
meeting. review all proposed agenda items
and approve prior to the construction of the
Senate meeting agenda. The chair of the
Senate Executive Committee shall forward to
advise the president regarding the inclusion of
these items on the agenda;
D. 4appoint a representative of the University to
serve on the as one member of the Senate

7 Clarification – this is something they already do,

8

This amendment addresses the need for accessibility
for all three campuses.

9

This option allows for greater negotiation with the
Senate President’s home department in how to best
use the needed time for service.

1

Setting a clear time for an orientation prior to the first
meeting ensures that the orientation happened. While
not included in the bylaws a suggestion that the
senator from each unit be responsible for holding the
orientation session for their unit to make for more
manageable scheduling options.
2
deleted because the report does not come in early
enough for this to happen. The Senate Librarian and
Senate President do review the report as they put it
together prior to the SEC meeting and can bring
specific issues to the attention of the committee.
3
Clarifying the tasks. We may need to add “with
approval and additions from the University
President”

4

By appointing a member for a one year term it
eliminates the possibility for a representative from
Georgia Southern to serve as an officer in this

Georgia Faculty Council representative for the
University;

e. nominate one faculty member to serve as the
institutional representative to the National
Collegiate Athletic Association. This appointment
must be confirmed by a majority vote of the Faculty
Senate. There shall be a one-year apprenticeship
prior to becoming the institutional representative.
The institutional representative shall serve a
six-year term of office (a total of seven years) and
may succeed himself/herself. In cases where the
institutional representative has been elected to
office in the Sun Belt Conference and the term of
that office exceeds the six-year term, the president
of the University, in consultation with the Senate
Executive Committee, may extend the term of the
institutional representative to coincide with the
term of the elected office in the Sun Belt
Conference. Such an extension shall normally be
limited to no more than two years;
f. nominate one faculty member to serve a one-year
term as Student Government Association
representative. This vote must be confirmed by a
majority vote of the Faculty Senate. This position
will be elected by the Senate in the final meeting of
the academic year;
g. appoint members to both standing committees
and ad hoc committees. In general, members shall
be chosen to ensure representation from across the
university community. The Senate Executive
Committee shall solicit interest for nomination or
appointment to standing and ad hoc committees.
However, in some cases, qualifications for
committee membership shall accrue directly from

Executive Committee to serve as the University
System of Georgia Faculty Council. This
individual will serve a two year term on the
USGFC; The representative’s initial
appointment needs to occur while they are a
member of the SEC. This individual will report
to the SEC following the USGFC meeting and
then to the Senate. representative for the
University;
E. nominate one faculty member to serve as the
institutional representative to the National
Collegiate Athletic Association. This
appointment must be confirmed by a majority
vote of the Faculty Senate. There shall be a
one-year apprenticeship prior to becoming the
institutional representative. The institutional
representative shall serve a six-year term of
office (a total of seven years) and may succeed
5
themselves himself/herself. In cases where
the institutional representative has been
elected to office in the Sun Belt Conference
and the term of that office exceeds the six-year
term, the president of the University, in
consultation with the Senate Executive
Committee, may extend the term of the
institutional representative to coincide with
the term of the elected office in the Sun Belt
Conference. Such an extension shall normally
be limited to no more than two years;
F. nominate 6at least one faculty member to
serve a one-year term as Student Government
Association representative. This vote must be
confirmed by a majority vote of the Faculty
Senate. This position will be elected by the
Senate in the final meeting of the academic
year;
G. appoint members to both standing committees
and ad hoc committees. In general, members
shall be chosen to ensure representation from
across the university community. The Senate
Executive Committee shall solicit interest for
nomination or appointment to standing and ad
hoc committees. However, in some cases,
qualifications for committee membership shall

organization. Changing it to a two year term, and not
requiring that they be an SEC member for both years
allows for greater representation and engagement in
this group. Opening the possibility for improved
communication with the governing board.

5

6

Use of non-gendered language

Creating the possibility of a shared year of service in
this role.

the nature of the committee activity and the
interest and talents of certain individuals;
h. appoint and/or nominate, as appropriate, faculty
to other university committees as requested by the
president;
i. ensure that each ad hoc committee has a specific
charge that outlines measurable objectives and
appropriate time constraints and require that each
ad hoc committee submit to the Senate Executive
Committee a written report summarizing its
activity. The Senate Executive Committee shall
provide reports to the Senate for review and action,
as needed;
j. meet at least once per semester with the chair of
each ad hoc committee and may meet with the
chair of any standing committee at the request of
the Senate president. The purpose of these
meetings is to review the committees’ progress
toward the accomplishment of their objectives and
to provide advice and assistance as appropriate;

k. review all the foundational documents of the
University as they relate to the faculty, including,
but not necessarily limited to, the Statutes, Bylaws,
and various handbooks; examine extant committee
structure of the Senate, including charges and
composition; and recommend to the Senate such
revisions or amendments as appropriate and
necessary;
l. provide agendas of all Senate Executive
Committee meetings;

accrue directly from the nature of the
committee activity and the interest and talents
of certain individuals;
H. appoint and/or nominate, as appropriate,
faculty to other university committees as
requested by the University president;
I. ensure that each ad hoc committee has a
specific charge that outlines measurable
objectives and appropriate time constraints
and require that each ad hoc committee
submit to the Senate Executive Committee a
written report summarizing its activity. The
Senate Executive Committee shall provide
reports to the Senate for review and action, as
needed;
J. 7Review a mandated report from each standing
and ad hoc committee following their first
meeting that clarifies their agenda for the
semester, their charge, and their proposed
goals and actions. Follow up with the ad hoc
and standing committees as needed. meet at
least once per semester with the chair of each
ad hoc committee and may meet with the
chair of any standing committee at the request
of the Senate president. The purpose of these
meetings is to review the committees’ progress
toward the accomplishment of their objectives,
clarify their charge for that academic year, and
to provide advice and assistance as
appropriate;
K. review all the foundational documents of the
University as they relate to the faculty,
including, but not necessarily limited to, the
Statutes, Bylaws, and various handbooks;
examine extant committee structure of the
Senate, including charges and composition;
and recommend to the Senate such revisions
or amendments as appropriate and necessary;
L. 8provide agendas and minutes of all Senate
Executive Committee meetings to the
Librarian's Report and a summary report
included in the agenda for the Senate meeting
immediately following the SEC meeting;
(passed by Faculty Senate, fall 2020)

7

Part of the thought process here was to formalize the
contact with the standing and ad hoc committees
through a mandated report from their first meeting to
clarify any questions with the charge and their goals
for the year. This allows for greater flexibility in
meeting the specific needs of each committee.

8

changed based on a vote taken by the faculty senate
requiring minutes from the SEC meetings.
We were not able to find the specific motion in digital
commons to reflect when this vote was taken.

m. review and revise as appropriate the
apportionment of senators from the colleges and
the libraries according to the Statutes (see Article II,
§ I, and Article IV, § 17);
n. adjust term limits of committee members and
senators as necessary to ensure appropriate
continuity and apportionment (see Article II, § I,
and Article IV, § 17); and
o. communicate to the faculty at-large reminders of
Senate Agenda deadlines, Senate meetings,
locations of minutes, and the Librarian’s Report

SECTION 6. The duties of the PRESIDENT-ELECT shall
be as follows: a. assist the president as a member of
the Senate Executive Committee; b. preside over
the Senate in the absence of the president; c.
attend all meetings with the Senate president; d.
attend meetings with the Senate president as
requested.

SECTION 7. The duties of the PAST PRESIDENT shall
be as follows: a. assist the president as an ex-officio
member of the Senate Executive Committee; b. act
as parliamentarian for the Senate; c. attend Staff
Council meetings as the Senate Executive
Committee representative; d. attend meetings with
the Senate president as requested; e. preside over

M. review and revise as appropriate the
apportionment of senators from the 9colleges
and the libraries units according to the Statutes
(see Article II, § I, and Article IV, § 17);
N. adjust term limits of committee members
10
and senators as necessary to ensure
appropriate continuity and apportionment (see
Article II, § I, and Article IV, § 17); and
O. communicate to the faculty at-large reminders
of Senate Agenda deadlines, Senate meetings,
locations of minutes, and the Librarian’s
Report;
P. 11 send regular updates on SEC meetings and
Senate meetings to their academic units;
Q. 12 appoint a senate parliamentarian.

SECTION 6. The duties of the PRESIDENT-ELECT shall be
as follows:
a. 1Serve on assist the president as a member of the
Senate Executive Committee as an ex-officio officer,
unless elected to represent their college; 2They can also
serve as the representative to their college if elected by
their college.
b. preside over the Senate and the SEC in the absence
of the president;
c. 3Attend meetings with the Senate President starting
spring semester to learn the duties and responsibilities
of the office. attend all meetings with the Senate
president;
4
d. attend meetings with the Senate president as
requested.
Recommendation – delete this position on the SEC

9

consistency with language as established in Article II

10

redundant

11

Added for clarification of expectation of
communication to allow for greater transparency.
12
Later in the document we are recommending the
addition of a Senate Parliamentarian.

1

clarity

2

clarity

3

clarity

4

unnecessary

Discussion points
Pro Keeping the Past President role
1. mentor for President
Pro Eliminating the Past President role
1. nothing prevents this person from mentoring
the new Senate President

2.

will this impact faculty willingness to take on
the role when it makes a commitment that
starts with a minimum of 1 year on the faculty
senate, 1 year as president elect, 1 year as
president, and 1 year as past president, so 4
years. If the faculty serves 2 years on the
senate before being elected president this
leads to a 5 year commitment. (this is
dependent on a Statutes change.)
3. There is carryover in the SEC as the terms are
staggered so there is built in history
4. Eliminating this position increases the role
members of the SEC need to play, thereby
creating more equitable representation
5. The president elect serves a year training
In terms of the duties as outlined in the current
bylaws:
B. reintroduce the parliamentarian position – a non
senator can serve as parliamentarian.
C. The Senate President is already on the staff council
and if need be a member of the SEC can be appointed
as the SEC rep for the staff council.
D. the President elect, or any other member of the SEC
can attend meetings with the Senate President as
requested.
E. the President elect, Secretary, or Librarian are
officers of the senate and can fill this role.

the Senate in the absence of the president or
president-elect.

SECTION 8. The duties of the SENATE SECRETARY
shall be as follows: a. collect, write, and distribute
minutes of the proceedings of Senate meetings to
the faculty (as defined in the Statutes of Georgia
Southern University) with staff assistance from the
Office of the Faculty Senate. The minutes shall be
distributed at least 10 working days prior to the
next scheduled Senate meeting

1

SECTION 87. The duties of the SENATE SECRETARY shall
be as follows:
a. collect, write, 2review with the senate president, and
distribute minutes of the proceedings of Senate and SEC
meetings to the faculty (as defined in the Statutes of
Georgia Southern University) with staff assistance from
the Office of the Faculty Senate. The Senate minutes
shall be distributed 3at least within 10 working days
after the Senate meeting; prior to the next scheduled
Senate meeting.
4
B. write and submit the SEC summary report for the
next Senate meeting;
C. write and submit the SEC minutes to the Librarian for
the Librarian's report.

1
2

correct if Section 7 is deleted
clarification

3

specific time frame

4

add to correct based on the motion that requires this.

SECTION 9. The duties of the SENATE LIBRARIAN
shall be as follows: a. provide to the members of
the Faculty Senate an informative summary report
of all minutes provided to the librarian by the chairs
of the standing committees and ad hoc committees
of the Faculty Senate. The librarian shall prepare
the “Librarian’s Report” with staff assistance from
the Office of the Faculty Senate and shall distribute
the report to the Senate at least five working days
prior to the next scheduled Senate meeting.
Committees presenting reports as separate agenda
items should post minutes on the Senate’s website
at least five working days prior to the Senate
meeting for consideration by the Senate; b. serve as
a faculty representative on the advisory council to
the provost and vice president for academic affairs
and shall prepare and distribute to the Senate a
summary of the issues addressed at those
meetings; and c. serve as chair of the Senate
Elections Committee.

SECTION 189. The duties of the SENATE LIBRARIAN shall
be as follows:
a. provide to the members of the Faculty Senate an
informative summary report of all minutes provided to
the librarian by the chairs of the standing committees
and ad hoc committees of the Faculty Senate. The
librarian shall prepare the “Librarian’s Report” with staff
assistance from the Office of the Faculty Senate and
shall distribute the report to the 2SEC Senate at least
five working days prior to the next scheduled Senate
SEC meeting. 3The Librarian’s report shall be included in
the Senate Agenda. Committees presenting reports as
separate agenda items should post minutes on the
Senate’s website at least five working days prior to the
Senate meeting for consideration by the Senate;

1

correct if needed

2

so the SEC can review

3

clarification

b. 4serve as a faculty representative on the advisory
council to the provost and vice president for academic
affairs and shall prepare and distribute to the SEC and
Senate a summary of the issues addressed at those
meetings; and
c. serve as chair of the Senate Elections Committee. 5 As
chair, the Senate Librarian calculates the number of
senators representing each unit based on the criteria
stated in the University Statutes, works with the
election committee to verify eligibility of candidates
prior to elections, works with the election committee to
conduct elections at the unit level, and certifies the
election of Senate officers,
1
SECTION 9 Senate Parliamentarian
The Senate Parliamentarian shall be appointed by the
SEC, This individual does not need to be an elected
senator. Their duties are:
A. Attend all senate meetings
B. Resolve questions regarding Robert’s Rules of
Order
C. This individual is not required to be a senator
or a member of the faculty.
D. Parliamentarians do not have a voice or vote
unless they are a senator. It is encouraged that
they have previous senate experience.

4

the advisory council is no longer happening – is this
something that will be restarted?

5

this serves to clarify the responsibilities as chair of
the election committee and addresses the numbers set
by the statutes.

1

added to meet need for parliamentarian.

Traditionally the parliamentarian serves as a neutral
observer and only answers questions regarding
parliamentary procedure or senate policy.
It has been a challenge to find someone to fill this role,
which was the rational behind assigning to the
Immediate past chair. However, by eliminating the
need for the person to be a senator or even faculty, it
may be easier to fill the role. The other option is to
have the president elect serve as parliamentarian.

SECTION 10. The Senate secretary and the Senate
librarian shall be sitting senators or senators-elect
elected by the Senate at its final meeting of the
spring semester. The Senate president and
president-elect shall be sitting senators and the
president-elect shall be elected by the Senate at the
final meeting of the spring semester preceding the
beginning of his or her term. The president-elect
shall serve the first year as president-elect and the
second year as Senate president; therefore the
president-elect must have two remaining years in
his or her term. These four Senate officers shall
serve one-year terms beginning with the first day of
the following academic year. The Senate secretary
and Senate librarian may succeed themselves for no
more than one additional term (a total of two
consecutive years). Persons elected to these
positions must have had at least one prior year of
service on the Faculty Senate prior to the start of
the term to which they have been elected.
SECTION 11. Any action taken by the Senate
Executive Committee may be overturned by a
two-thirds vote of the Faculty Senate.
SECTION 12. Should any of the Senate officers other
than the Senate president resign during their terms,
an election to fill the remainder of the term shall
take place at the next regular Senate meeting. If the
Senate president resigns, the president-elect shall
fill the remainder of the term, and an election to fill
the remainder of the president-elect’s term shall
take place at the next regular Senate meeting.
Should the librarian or secretary resign, the
president elect shall fill that position until the
election can be held.

SECTION 2. The Senate secretary,2 and the Senate
librarian, and the president-elect shall be sitting
senators or senators-elect elected by the Senate at its
final meeting of the spring semester. 3The Senate
president and president-elect shall be sitting senators
and the president-elect shall be elected by the Senate
at the final meeting of the spring semester preceding
the beginning of their his or her term. The
president-elect shall serve the first year as
president-elect and the second year as Senate
president; therefore the president-elect must have one
two remaining year in their his or her term. These three
four Senate officers, in addition to the rising president,
shall serve one-year terms beginning with the first day
of the following academic year. The Senate secretary
and Senate librarian may succeed themselves for no
more than one additional term (a total of two
consecutive years). Persons elected to these positions
must have had at least one prior year of service on the
Faculty Senate prior to the start of the term to which
they have been elected.

1

`

No changes

SECTION 12. 1Replacing a vacancy in the SEC.

1

Should any of the Senate officers other than the
Senate president resign during their terms, an
election to fill the remainder of the term shall take
place at the next regular Senate meeting. If the
Senate president resigns, the president-elect shall
fill the remainder of the term, and an election to
fill the remainder of the president-elect’s term
shall take place at the next regular Senate
meeting. Should the librarian or secretary resign,
the president elect shall fill that position until the
election can be held.
A. If the Senate president resigns, the
president-elect shall fill the remainder of thate
term, and continue as senate president for
their elected term. an election to fill the
remainder of the president-elect’s term shall

all three are elected at the final meeting, cleaning up
the language.
3
removing the requirement that the senate President
be a senator the year they are President to allow for
senators in their 2nd year of their term to run.
Otherwise, only first year senators can run for the
office of President as they have to serve one year as
President Elect.
As it currently reads, only a first year senator may run
for President Elect/Senate President. By eliminating
the requirement that the Senate President be a sitting
senator, we allow for faculty to have more time to
learn the operations of the senate before deciding to
run. As the Senate President serves as the moderator
of the Faculty Senate and only votes to break a tie,
their status as a sitting senator during their year as
Senate President is unnecessary.

Reworked to clarify between Librarian, Secretary,
President Elect, and President and the Elected
members of the SEC.

B.

C.

take place at the next regular Senate meeting.
If the Senate President resigns, the
president-elect shall fill the remainder of the
term, and an election to fill the remainder of
the president-elect’s term shall take place at
the next regular Senate meeting.
Should the Senate Librarian, Secretary and
President-Elect resign during their terms, an
election to fill the remainder of the term shall
take place during the next regular Senate
meeting. The president-elect shall fill the
librarian or secretary position until the election
can be held.
Should any of the SEC members resign, the SEC
shall require the individual unit they represent
to fill the open seat according to their
individual unit policy.
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Senate Executive Committee Request Form
SEC via campus mail: PO Box 8033-1

E-Mail: fsoffice@georgiasouthern.edu

Standard View

Close

Request for Information
4/20/2021

SHORT TITLE:
(Please provide a short descriptive title.)
AdHoc committee for faculty well-being: charge, timeline and composition

QUESTION(s):
(Please state your request or requests in question form as concisely as possible.)
Question:
An AdHoc committee (phase 1 and phase 2) for faculty well-being was formed by the Provost,
and created at the direct request from the Associate Deans during this spring's Deans,
Directors, and Chairs meeting (per Dr. Dustin Anderson’s communication). The committee is cochaired by Dr. Telfair and Dr. Anderson. Since faculty welfare is the purview of the Faculty
Senate, following are the questions of interest about the committee. 1. List of committee
members (for phase 1 and phase 2) and who they represent? 2. How the membership for this
committee was chosen? 3. Is the membership representative? 4. The SEC voted during the
2/12/2021 meeting to recommend a voting member of the SEC as a member of the committee.
As of 4/20/2021, no SEC representative was invited to participate in the work of the committee,
even though three SEC members expressed an interest to serve. Why not? 5. What is the
scope, charge and timeline of the committee? 6. When did the committee meet for the first time
and how often does the committee meet? 7. How many meetings have been conducted thus
far? 8. Are there minutes to share from said meetings? Where can we access them? 9. What is
the mechanism for all faculty to review committee recommendations and provide feedback/
recommendations? 10. Are there drafts posted of the recommendations that all faculty within
the institution can have access to review? Where would we find these drafts? 11. Is the
committee planning to engage the Faculty Senate in the process? If so, how?
RATIONALE(s):
(Please explain why this issue is one of general concern for the Faculty Senate or for
the University and not a matter concerning only an individual college or administrative
area. Please note what other, if any, attempts you have made to garner this
information before submitting this request to the Faculty Senate.)
This is a university-wide committee addressing faculty welfare and it is within the purview of the
Faculty Senate. Since the creation of the committee, no information was shared with the Faculty
Senate regarding the charge, composition and goal of the committee. The RFI seems like an
opportunity to inform the senate about the activity of the committee. A pdf file of the RFI is
attached. Thank you.
If you have an attachment, press the button below to attach to form and send.
RFI for well-being committee.pdf
25.86 KB
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file

https://gseagles.sharepoint.com/sites/Office of the President/facultysenate/_layouts/15/FormServer.aspx?XmlLocation=%2fsites%2fOffice+of+the+Pre…
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SUBMITTED BY:
pholt

PHONE NO:
9124785456

E-MAIL ADDRESS:
dbotnaru@georgiasouthern.edu

RE-ENTER EMAIL
dbotnaru@georgiasouthern.edu

ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY
This site is for use exclusively by Georgia Southern University faculty,
staff, and administrators. Submissions are reviewed by the SEC for
relevance to the mission and business of the Faculty Senate. This site
is a tool not for debate but solely for information exchange. Redundant
and contentious submissions will not be accepted.
Note to faculty users: Double-check your data before submitting, because the data
cannot by edited afterward

SENATE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE ACTION
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Executive Committee Response:
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Title:
AdHoc committee for faculty well-being: charge, timeline and composition
Question
An AdHoc committee (phase 1 and phase 2) for faculty well-being was formed by the
Provost, and created at the direct request from the Associate Deans during this spring's
Deans, Directors, and Chairs meeting (per Dr. Dustin Anderson’s communication). The
committee is co-chaired by Dr. Telfair and Dr. Anderson. Since faculty welfare is the
purview of the Faculty Senate, following are the questions of interest about the
committee.
1. List of committee members (for phase 1 and phase 2) and who they represent?
2. How the membership for this committee was chosen?
3. Is the membership representative?
4. The SEC voted during the 2/12/2021 meeting to recommend a voting member of the
SEC as a member of the committee. As of 4/20/2021, no SEC representative was invited
to participate in the work of the committee, even though three SEC members expressed
an interest to serve. Why not?
5. What is the scope, charge and timeline of the committee?
6. When did the committee meet for the first time and how often does the committee
meet?
7. How many meetings have been conducted thus far?
8. Are there minutes to share from said meetings? Where can we access them?
9. What is the mechanism for all faculty to review committee recommendations and
provide feedback/ recommendations?
10. Are there drafts posted of the recommendations that all faculty within the institution
can have access to review? Where would we find these drafts?
11. Is the committee planning to engage the Faculty Senate in the process? If so, how?

Rationale:
This is a university-wide committee addressing faculty welfare and it is within the
purview of the Faculty Senate. Since the creation of the committee, no information was
shared with the Faculty Senate regarding the charge, composition and goal of the
committee. The RFI seems like an opportunity to inform the senate about the activity of
the committee. Thank you.

The RFI indicated a previous communication from me, so I am happy to provide the context of that
communication as it might help inform on these questions and responses. Upon receiving Diana Botnaru's
email on March 23rd 2021, in addition to providing the composition of the Phase 2 AdHoc Committee, and the
Charge of the Phase 2 committee and update plans (the latter had been previously shared), Joseph Telfair
offered to meet to discuss any questions or concerns from Professor Botnaru or the Senate Executive
Committee. Neither Professor Botnaru nor any other member of the Senate Executive Committee has
responded to the offer to meet to discuss their concerns or questions (see attached correspondence). The only
follow-up to Professor Telfair’s request to meet was this RFI submitted on March 24th.
RFI QUESTIONS
1. List of committee members (for phase 1 and phase 2) and who they represent?
• The Phase I group was shared previously at the February 5th, 2021 “SEC: Updates with the President”
meeting. This was also answered by members of the Phase I group directly with Diana Botnaru via
email on March 1st, 2021. The Phase II group list was provided previously to Professor Botnaru (on the
same day it was requested, March 23rd, 2021).
Phase I Group
Dustin Anderson & Joseph Telfair, co-chairs
Norton Pease
Brenda Sims Blackwell
Tracy Linderholm
David Williams
Brian Koehler
Nandi Marshall
Britton McKay (and Rand Ressler, sequentially)
Sara Plasphol
Douglas Frazier
Phase II Group
Dustin Anderson & Joseph Telfair, co-chairs
Beth Durodoye
Jacque Kelly
Pamela Wells
Trina Embrey
Raymona Lawrence
Faith Parks
Thersa Yancey
Lauren Patterson
2. How the membership for this committee was chosen?
• This was shared previously at the February 5th, 2021 “SEC: Updates with the President” meeting in
response Diana Botnaru's question. This was again answered by members of the Phase I group directly
with Professor Botnaru via email on March 1st, 2021. As outlined at that meeting, the Phase I groups
were Associate Deans with some faculty affairs responsibility. The Phase II group were nominated and
reviewed by the Phase I group.
3. Is the membership representative?
• See above. The membership represents a variety of faculty ranks (including department chairs), and
faculty from both Armstrong and Statesboro campuses.

1

4. The SEC voted during the 2/12 meeting to recommend a voting member of the SEC as a member of the
committee. Who is representing the SEC on the committee? If there is no SEC member on the committee,
why not, given that one SEC member is a highly qualified licensed mental health professional and two
other members volunteered to serve? How is the committee planning to engage the Faculty Senate in the
process?
• This is not a Faculty Senate committee. I was unaware that the Senate Executive Committee acted
with absolute authority for the Faculty Senate (it was my understanding that all Standing Committee
motions go to the Senate for approval). I was also unaware of the Senate Executive Committee’s
responsibility of seating themselves on committees or working groups outside of the Senate itself.
Based on what Professor Botnaru communicated, the Senate Executive Committee has not made the
same request of any other committees at the college or university level dealing with wellbeing.
• I can’t answer this question without knowing the Senate Executive Committee's specific reservations
about the faculty and department chairs on the Phase II team.
• The plan for engagement continues to be the same that was outlined during the February 5th, 2021
“SEC: Updates with the President” meeting. As outlined at that meeting, as the AdHoc committee can
update the combined SEC and Administrative leadership bodies (at the scheduled bi-weekly meetings
mentioned above); all faculty will be updated as those recommendations are approved or
operationalized. Recommendations coming from this group that best fit within the scope of other
existent committees, such as the Faculty Welfare Committee, will be delivered to those bodies as
appropriate.
5. What is the scope, charge and timeline of the committee?
• This was shared previously at the February 5th, 2021 “SEC meeting with Administration” in response
Diana Botnaru's question. This was again answered by members of the Phase I group directly with
Professor Botnaru via email on March 1st, 2021.
6. Have they begun to meet? And/or how often does the committee meet?
• The information about Phase I was previously shared by members of the Phase I group directly with
Diana Botnaru. The Phase I group met first on February 4th. Phase I met on 2/4, 2/11, 2/15, 2/18, 3/3,
3/4, & 3/11. Phase II met first on March 24th. The Phase II group is set to meet weekly with a secondary
reconvene as needed.
7. How many meetings have been conducted thus far? When did they start meeting?
• See #6.
8. Are there minutes to share from said meetings? Where can we access them?
• This is a working group; there are no minutes from the meetings.
9. What is the mechanism for all faculty to review committee recommendations and provide feedback/
recommendations?
• I don't follow this question. Recommendations and solutions were collected from the faculty
university-wide during the AdHoc's first phase.
10. Are there drafts posted of the recommendations that all faculty within the institution can have access
to review? Where would we find these drafts?
• Drafts are not posted as of March 24th, 2021, as they have not been fully discussed, reviewed, or
vetted by the Phase II group. Materials will be shared to all faculty as soon as the Phase II group decides
which recommendations they want to move forward. The Phase II group can decide on how to better
facilitate sharing any drafts.
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CONTEXTUAL MESSAGES … abridged only eliding response chains (i.e., “…”)
On Tue, Mar 23, 2021 at 1:19 PM Diana Botnaru <dbotnaru@georgiasouthern.edu> wrote:
Dr. Telfair and Dr. Anderson,
Thanks so much - this information is very helpful and it seems that there is a plan to keep the
administration updated on the progress of the committee. Any specific reasons why an SEC member was
not included? The SEC voted unanimously to recommend a voting member to the committee, so that
the Faculty Senate can be represented on the committee, stay up-to-date on the progress and offer the
support of the Senate - this decision I believe was forwarded to you by Dr. Holt. We certainly understand
if the committee feels opposed to that, as the SEC can only make recommendations, but the omission
feels very odd.
Diana

On Tue, Mar 23, 2021 at 1:29 PM Dustin Anderson <danderson@georgiasouthern.edu> wrote:
Hi Diana,
I haven't received anything about this. Based on the feedback we received in the first phase of the work,
we will be updating the entire faculty on updates as we move forward. I am interested in what specific
support that Senate can offer though?
Best,
Dustin

On Tue, Mar 23, 2021 at 1:52 PM Diana Botnaru <dbotnaru@georgiasouthern.edu> wrote:
Dustin,
I am attaching the SEC minutes from 2/12/2021. The motion on the last page specifically indicated that
the SEC decision (to include a voting member of the SEC on well-being committee) will be sent to Dr.
Reiber, Dr. Telfair and Dr. Anderson. The decisions from the meetings are communicated by Dr. Holt, as
the FS President, and we are not included in that communication, so I cannot tell if the communication
happened or not.
We have an SEC member, Dee Liston, who is a licensed mental health professional (LCSW). She would be
a great addition to the committee if the well-being committee feels that the Faculty Senate should be
involved in this process.
Diana

On Tue, Mar 23, 2021 at 2:30 PM Diana Botnaru <dbotnaru@georgiasouthern.edu> wrote:
I am not sure where the miscommunication happened, but I feel that it is clear now that the SEC voted
to include an SEC member on this committee and we have a highly qualified SEC member who is a
licensed mental health professional. So the only outstanding question is this: Will the committee accept
the SEC recommendation to include an SEC member or not?
Since Dr. Anderson is not a senator, there are other ways to keep the Senate informed, if not engaged in
the process. I will file an RFI for the next senate meeting with all the questions above, so they can go
into senate minutes.

On Tue, Mar 23, 2021 at 3:42 PM Dustin Anderson <danderson@georgiasouthern.edu> wrote:
Hello Diana,
I'll admit to a bit of confusion here. Today is the first I'm hearing of this vote by a senate committee, and
the minutes here don't provide any real insight into the intention of this request. I'll admit, since Dr. Holt
recounts the SEC activity during the Senate meetings I did not read the SEC minutes. I am both confused
and concerned by the fact that the Senate Executive Committee felt the need to go "off the record" to
discuss this committee as the minutes indicate:
"The SEC went off the record to discuss the Faculty Wellbeing Committee formed by the Provost.
The SEC returned to the record. Lisa Abbott moved that a voting member of the SEC be added to
any and all Faculty Wellbeing Committees from now on. This motion was approved, to be sent to
the Provost, Dr. Telfair, and Dustin Anderson."
It was my practice while chairing the Executive Committee to invite guests to the SEC meeting when
they could provide insight or information on an area they were working on. Not having been invited to
be part of that conversation, it's hard for me to respond to this question when the discussion that would
provide any context to it has been redacted. I'll note if you had included either me or Dr. Telfair (or Dr.
Dobson or Dr. Plaspohl who I see are no longer included in your message) in that conversation, we
would have been able to clarify the one extant piece of information in the minutes: while the committee
was "formed" by the Provost, it was created at the direct request from the Associate Deans during this
spring's Deans, Directors, and Chairs meeting.
Is the question about including a member of the SEC or specifically Dr. Liston on the committee (is the
SEC only making this request because there is a licensed mental health professional on the SEC)? Could
you please share the specific concerns about the other faculty licensed professionals on this committee?
The minutes indicate that a voting member be included on any and all Faculty Wellbeing Committees;
were all other such committees, such as the Human Resources Faculty Wellbeing committee, contacted
for SEC representation inclusion as well?
Again, I'm not entirely clear on the specific support the Senate is offering.
As Dr. Telfair indicated, the intention is to share this information widely across the university.
Sincerely,
Dustin
p.s. I did not include the 'listserve' in my response. When replying and including that address I receive
the message below: [error message "We're writing to let you know that the group you tried to contact
(sec-ay2021-group) may not exist, or you may not have permission to post messages to the group"...]

On Tue, Mar 23, 2021 at 5:29 PM Diana Botnaru <dbotnaru@georgiasouthern.edu> wrote:
Dustin,
I am forwarding your reply to all the SEC members, so they can weigh in. I added John and Sara back to
the list of emails, if you feel that they need to be included in this thread. Please feel free to include
anybody else who needs to be part of this conversation that I may have inadvertently omitted.
I assume that Dr. Holt, as Senate President, is responsible for forwarding the SEC decisions, as
appropriate, and since I am not involved in any of that, I cannot comment on the origin of your
confusion. I also cannot comment on your practice of running the SEC, as I was not an SEC member at
that time, nor do I chair the SEC meetings now to make the decisions about inviting guests. If I do recall
correctly, we did not know the membership of the committee on the date of our vote. We received
some clarification from Provost Reiber during the SEC updates with the President on 2/5/21 and I
contacted you and Sara at that point and have been reaching out for regular updates. An RFI will be
submitted summarizing all the questions raised in our email thread, so that there is widespread
distribution of this information through appropriate channels.
The question in my previous email was whether the committee will consider the unanimous SEC vote
and add an SEC representative to the committee (phase 2) now that you are aware of said vote? Both
Bill Mase and I, who are SEC members, volunteered for the committee, but were not asked to serve. Dee
Liston was listed in the email because she is a licensed mental health professional, since it was my
understanding that priority was given to faculty members with mental health backgrounds so she would
be an excellent candidate. However, any voting member on the SEC is eligible to serve per the SEC vote.
Seems like an easy question to answer, unless there is reluctance to add an SEC representative to the
committee. Is the committee reluctant to honor the SEC vote?
I am not personally aware of the HR Faculty Wellbeing committee, so I cannot comment on that either,
but if the committee deals with faculty welfare, which is the purview of the Senate, it sounds like the
Senate should be informed that such a committee was created. The SEC can place this committee as a
discussion item on the next agenda and make a recommendation.
Diana
On Tue, Mar 23, 2021 at 6:26 PM Joseph Telfair <jtelfair@georgiasouthern.edu> wrote:
Hello Dr. Botnaru and all,
may I suggest we have Zoom cal with all who would like to discuss. Dr. Anderson and I can openly
address any lingering questions. Please let us know and will set it up as soon as we can.
As you and all have read from the charge, the work of the committee is to find ways that will benefit us
all in the short and long run. This is an ad hoc committee with a short time frame, that at the end of the
day report to the Provost.
We look forward to the discussion.
Thank you
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Motion Request
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SHORT TITLE:
(Please provide a short descriptive title that would be suitable for inclusion in the
Senate Agenda.)
Faculty Search Committee Portal (electronic repository for faculty job searches)

MOTION(s):
(Please write out your motion in the exact form/wording on which you want the
Senate to vote.)
Georgia Southern University will use an electronic repository to manage faculty applications.

RATIONALE(s):
(Please explain why the motion should be considered by the Faculty Senate,
remembering that the Senate does not deal with issues limited to individual colleges or
administrative units. Include pertinent data and source references for information
and/or language.)
An electronic repository has been in place for staff hires for more than one year, and this system
will relieve search chairs from a lot of the burden of data management during the hiring
process. As we are forward-thinking and supportive of sustainability, we support moving to a
portal to support faculty search committees in the faculty hiring process.
If you have an attachment, press the button below to attach to form.
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file

Submitted by:
pholt

Phone:
912-478-1551

E-Mail:
listond@georgiasouthern.edu

Re-Enter Email:
listond@georgiasouthern.edu

ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY
This site is for use exclusively by Georgia Southern University faculty, staff, and
administrators. Submissions are reviewed by the SEC for relevance to the mission and
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business of the Faculty Senate. This site is a tool not for debate but solely for
information exchange. Redundant and contentious submissions will not be accepted.
Note to faculty users: Double-check your data before submitting, because the data
cannot by edited afterward.
Approval
Response:
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Senate Response:

Presidents Response:

Click here to attach a file
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Click here to attach a file
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Senate Executive Committee Request Form
SEC via campus mail: PO Box 8033-1

E-Mail: fsoffice@georgiasouthern.edu

Standard View

Close

Motion Request
4/12/2021

SHORT TITLE:
(Please provide a short descriptive title that would be suitable for inclusion in the
Senate Agenda.)
Non-Tenure Track Promotion Pathway Policy with Relevant Changes to the Faculty Handbook

MOTION(s):
(Please write out your motion in the exact form/wording on which you want the
Senate to vote.)
Motion to approve the Non-Tenure Track Promotion Pathway Policy with Relevant Changes to the
Faculty Handbook

RATIONALE(s):
(Please explain why the motion should be considered by the Faculty Senate,
remembering that the Senate does not deal with issues limited to individual colleges or
administrative units. Include pertinent data and source references for information
and/or language.)
The Faculty Welfare Committee (FWC), which represents each college and the libraries, has
completed its charge by the Office of the Provost to draft a Non-Tenure Track (NTT) Promotion
Pathway Policy to be included in the Faculty Handbook, and as such, motions to approve the
attached policy, which also includes relevant changes to the Faculty Handbook. The FWC
unanimously approved an earlier version of this policy on October 14, 2020, and subsequently
submitted a motion to the Senate on November 11, 2020. After receiving feedback from Provost
Carl Reiber in March of 2021, the committee made the necessary revisions. The attached policy
was unanimously approved via electronic vote on April 12, 2021. -------------------------------------------------------------------- This policy affects the hiring, retention, and promotion of NTT
faculty at Georgia Southern University, which includes, in order of ascending seniority, the
following ranks: (NTT or Clinical Instructor), (NTT or Clinical Assistant Professor), (NTT or
Clinical Associate Professor), and (NTT or Clinical Professor). -------------------------------------------------------------------- As the pathway for faculty promotion for NTT Lecturers is already
defined in other policies, this policy does not include guidelines for NTT Lecturers.
If you have an attachment, press the button below to attach to form.
FWC NTT Promotion Pathway Policy with Relevant Changes to the Faculty Handbook.pdf
282.3 KB
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file

https://gseagles.sharepoint.com/sites/Office of the President/facultysenate/_layouts/15/FormServer.aspx?XmlLocation=%2fsites%2fOffice+of+the+Pre…
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pholt

Phone:
9124781372

E-Mail:
lmcgrath@georgiasouthern.edu

Re-Enter Email:
lmcgrath@georgiasouthern.edu

ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY
This site is for use exclusively by Georgia Southern University faculty, staff, and
administrators. Submissions are reviewed by the SEC for relevance to the mission and
business of the Faculty Senate. This site is a tool not for debate but solely for
information exchange. Redundant and contentious submissions will not be accepted.
Note to faculty users: Double-check your data before submitting, because the data
cannot by edited afterward.
Approval
Response:
Select...

SEC Response:

Senate Response:

Presidents Response:

Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
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Faculty Welfare Committee
Motion to approve NTT Promotion Pathway Policy
with relevant changes to the Faculty Handbook
Date: April 12, 2021
Motion Title: Non-Tenure Track Promotion Pathway Policy with Relevant Changes to the Faculty Handbook
Motion: Motion to approve the Non-Tenure Track Promotion Pathway Policy with Relevant Changes to the
Faculty Handbook
Rationale:
The Faculty Welfare Committee (FWC), which represents each college and the libraries, has completed its charge
by the Office of the Provost to draft a Non-Tenure Track (NTT) Promotion Pathway Policy to be included in the
Faculty Handbook, and as such, motions to approve the attached policy, which also includes relevant changes to
the Faculty Handbook. The FWC unanimously approved an earlier version of this policy on October 14, 2020,
and subsequently submitted a motion to the Senate on November 11, 2020. After receiving feedback from Provost
Carl Reiber in March of 2021, the committee made the necessary revisions. The attached policy was unanimously
approved via electronic vote on April 12, 2021.
This policy affects the hiring, retention, and promotion of NTT faculty at Georgia Southern University, which
includes, in order of ascending seniority, the following ranks:
●
●
●
●

NTT or Clinical Instructor
NTT or Clinical Assistant Professor
NTT or Clinical Associate Professor
NTT or Clinical Professor

As the pathway for faculty promotion for NTT Lecturers is already defined in other policies, this policy does not
include guidelines for NTT Lecturers.
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Non-Tenure Track Promotion Pathway Policy
Submitted by the Faculty Welfare Committee
Faculty Welfare Committee voted and approved original on: October 14, 2020
Faculty Welfare Committee voted and approved current revised version on: April 12, 2021
Original motion submitted to the Faculty Senate on: November 11, 2020
Motion for current (revised) version submitted to the Faculty Senate on: April 12, 2021
The Faculty Welfare Committee, by charge of the Office of the Provost, has voted and approved the guidelines
herein outlined that affect the hiring, retention, and promotion of non-tenure track faculty designations at Georgia
Southern University. All references to non-tenure track (NTT) faculty in this document include clinical faculty, but
excludes faculty in the non-tenure track lecturer designations because lecturer track pathways are defined in other
policies.
These policies and procedures conform to Section 8.3 of the Board of Regents Policy Manual
(www.usg.edu/policymanual/section8/policy/C245) and to the 2020-2021 Faculty Handbook.

Approved Guidelines
1. Ranks: Active academic ranks for NTT faculty at Georgia Southern University, in order of ascending
seniority, are NTT or Clinical Instructor, NTT or Clinical Assistant Professor, NTT or Clinical Associate
Professor, and NTT or Clinical Professor. Compliant with Board of Regents Policy 8.3.6.2, appointment or
promotion to an NTT or Clinical position at the ranks of Associate or at the rank of Professor requires a
terminal degree in the discipline or a related field.
2. Personnel Reviews: NTT faculty performance is reviewed annually on the same schedule as tenured and
tenure track employees. Any additional requirements for departmental input or constitution of the review
committee may be adopted by the individual department and/or college in which they are appointed. NTT
faculty must also undergo a comprehensive review every five years of service, as specified in the Faculty
Handbook section 315.01 “Non-Tenure Track Faculty Fifth-Year Review.”
3. Promotion Reviews: NTT faculty may elect to apply for a promotion review. In general, a faculty must be at
least in their fifth year of service at rank to be eligible to apply for a promotion to the next level rank.
Promotion is not required for continued employment. Application for promotion at the time of eligibility is at
the discretion of the candidate. Continued employment is not contingent on applying for or obtaining a
promotion.
4. Faculty Evaluations: NTT faculty roles and responsibilities vary widely across the university. Specific
evaluation criteria for annual and fifth-year reviews, and expected levels of accomplishment in each area of
responsibility (teaching, service, research, administrative or clinical work, etc.) is determined by the individual
departments and colleges according to the workload emphases agreed upon with the candidate and formally
documented at the time of hiring or in subsequent negotiations. It is the responsibility of each unit head or
chairperson to design and document the expectations for the faculty member and to do so in a way that is
consistent with college-level policies, and in compliance with Board of Regents policies.
5. Promotion Evaluation Criteria: Within the broader parameters of applicable B.O.R. and University policies,
decisions for the promotion of NTT faculty are to be based on discipline-specific criteria as determined by
departments and colleges. It is expected that the individual departments and colleges identify the concrete
forms that achievement should take, consistent, as applicable, with fifth-year reviews, but satisfaction of the
promotion criteria should reflect equivalent levels of accomplishment across the university.
6. External Letters: External letters that comment on a candidate’s quality of work are required for promotion
to NTT and Clinical Associate Professor and to NTT or Clinical Professors. Candidates, with the assistance
of their department or unit chair/head, may solicit letters from individuals who are qualified to evaluate the
candidate’s discipline and primary workload emphasis, for example, individuals in a supervisory role in a
professional setting, or individuals outside the college with expertise in teaching or with disciplinary
excellence. Unsolicited letters are not acceptable as external letters. Each external letter writer must state
the nature of his/her relationship with the candidate.
7. Promotion Review Process: Individual colleges may expand upon these promotion review guidelines and
procedures for NTT faculty, provided these remain in compliance with applicable University guidelines
(Faculty Handbook 305.6) and Board of Regents policies (Board of Regents Manual 8.3.6.1). Every college
involved in the promotion of NTT or Clinical faculty must make accessible and available to all faculty written
guidelines on promotion as well as the procedures to be followed in the promotion process. Individual
colleges and department units are responsible for ensuring compliance of their promotion policies with all
applicable Board of Regents policies.
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Further Suggestions: Faculty Handbook
The Faculty Welfare Committee has reviewed and identified relevant sections of the Faculty Handbook for
amendments and inclusions that may be adopted at the discretion of the Senate and contingent on approval of
the proposed guidelines.
IMPORTANT NOTE:
● Areas in black are excerpted from the Faculty Handbook directly, including for the proposed new section.
● We mark in blue font the language voted on and approved by the Faculty Welfare committee.

Add New Section under 315: Non-Tenure Track and Clinical Faculty
Introduction
The Georgia Board of Regents recognizes a variety of non-tenure track faculty designations, which include
Non-Tenure Track (NTT) faculty, Lecturers, and Academic Professionals. (Board of Regents 8.6.3). This section
provides proposed promotion pathway guidelines for the general, university wide standards that govern the
specific department and college criteria for NTT faculty, including Clinical faculty, but excluding lecturer track
faculty. Lecturer track promotion policies are covered in other sections of this manual and need not be repeated
here.
The promotion policies and procedures conform to the requirements of the Board of Regents. These policies and
procedures conform to Section 8.3 of the Board of Regents Policy Manual
(www.usg.edu/policymanual/section8/policy/C245).
Individuals employed in non-tenure track positions shall not be eligible for consideration for the award of tenure
(Board of Regents Policy Manual Section 8.3.8).
Appointment
NTT and Clinical faculty in all academic ranks (instructor, assistant, associate, professor) are employed under
written contract, and if they served full-time for the entire previous year have the presumption of renewal of the
next academic year unless notified in writing, by the President of the institution or his or her designee, of the intent
not to renew. (B.O.R. Policy 8.3.4.2)
According to B.O.R. policy 8.3.6.2, at Georgia Southern University, appointment or promotion to an NTT or
Clinical Faculty at the rank of Associate or above requires a terminal degree in the discipline or a related field.
Notice of intention to not renew the contract of a non-tenured or clinical faculty member who has been awarded
academic rank of instructor, assistant professor, associate professor or professor shall be furnished, in writing,
according to the following schedule:
1. At least three months before the date of termination of the contract in the faculty member’s first year of
service with any of the above academic ranks at the current institution;
2. At least six months before the date of termination of the contract in the faculty member’s second year of
continuous service with any of the above academic ranks at the current institution; or,
3. At least nine months before the date of termination of the contract in the faculty member’s third or
subsequent continuous year of service with any of the above academic ranks at the current institution.
As described in the Board of Regents Policy Manual 3.2.1.1, non-tenure track and clinical instructors, assistant,
associate and professors are part of the corps of instruction and members of the faculty. As such, individuals hired
in these designations have access to grievance procedures which are defined in the Georgia Southern University
Faculty Handbook, Section 326, as available to “all members of the faculty.”
Annual Evaluation
Every NTT and Clinical faculty member shall have an annual review conducted along the same schedule as
individuals in the tenure and tenure-track ranks. Any additional requirements for departmental input or constitution
of the review committee may be adopted by the individual department and/or college in which they are appointed.
NTT and Clinical faculty positions at Georgia Southern University have varying emphases on teaching, service,
research, and/or clinical or other professional activity as they pertain to expectations and workload. Specific
evaluation criteria for annual and fifth-year reviews, and expected levels of accomplishment in each area of
responsibility (teaching, service, research, administrative or clinical work, etc.) is determined by the individual
departments and colleges according to the candidates’ workload emphases that were agreed upon and formally
documented at the time of hiring or in subsequent negotiations.
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It is the responsibility of each unit head or chairperson to design and document the expectations for the faculty
member and to do so in a way that is consistent with college-level policies, and with Board of Regents policies.
Promotion
While every NTT track and Clinical faculty at every rank is required to undergo a comprehensive fifth-year review,
promotion is not required for continued employment. Application for promotion at the time of the fifth year review,
and when eligible thereafter, is at the faculty member’s discretion. Retention of employment shall not be
contingent on the NTT Faculty’s promotion.
In general, at Georgia Southern full-time service of at least five years in rank is appropriate to be considered for
promotion to the next level.
Academic Ranks
Georgia Southern recognizes the following NTT faculty academic ranks. For each position, the ranks have been
listed in parentheses starting with the lowest rank and ending with the highest possible rank.
●
●

NTT Faculty (Instructor, Assistant NTT Professor, Associate NTT Professor, NTT Professor)
Clinical Faculty (Clinical Instructor, Clinical Assistant Professor, Clinical Associate Professor, Clinical
Professor)

Guidelines
Within the broader parameters of applicable Board of Regents Policies (Board of Regents Manual 8.3.6.1) and
University policies (Faculty Handbook 305.06), decisions for the promotion of NTT faculty are to be based on
discipline-specific criteria as determined by department and college. It is expected that the department and
college identify the concrete forms that achievement should take, consistent, as applicable, with fifth-year review
guidelines, but satisfaction of these criteria should reflect equivalent levels of accomplishment across the
university.
External letters commenting on the quality of a candidate’s work are required for promotion to NTT and Clinical
Associate Professor and to NTT or Clinical Professors. Candidates, with the assistance of their department or unit
chair/head may solicit letters from individuals who are qualified to evaluate the candidate’s discipline and primary
workload emphasis, for example, individuals in a supervisory role in a professional setting, or individuals outside
the college with expertise in teaching or with disciplinary excellence. Unsolicited letters are not acceptable as
external letters. Each external letter writer must state the nature of his/her relationship with the candidate.
Individual colleges may expand upon the promotion review guidelines and process of their NTT faculty or Clinical
faculty with additional requirements or procedures, provided these are in compliance with applicable University
and Board of Regents policies.
Every college involved in the promotion of NTT or Clinical faculty shall make accessible and available to all faculty
written guidelines on promotion as well as the procedures to be followed in the promotion process.
It is the responsibility of the individual department and college to ensure that their review process and policy is
compliant with applicable University and Board of Regents policies.

305.04 Types of Evaluations, Additions to point E and accompanying chart
E. Special evaluations are made for the following specific decisions, applicable to full-time, continuing faculty:
● pre-tenure review
● tenure review
● promotion review
● post-tenure review
● third-year lecturer review
● sixth-year lecturer review and promotion to senior lecturer (promotion not required as part of a successful
review)
● senior lecturer promotion to principal lecturer
● fifth-year follow-up review of lecturers after the initial sixth-year review and fifth-year review of senior
lecturers and principal lecturers
● non-tenure track faculty and clinical faculty fifth-year review and promotion (promotion not required as
part of a successful review)
● Non-tenured track faculty and clinical faculty promotion review
4

Existing chart, page 37 of Faculty Handbook 2020-2021 (See suggested addition on following page):

Add the following row to the existing chart above:
Non-Tenure
Faculty and
Clinical
Faculty
Promotion

A comprehensive review of the
performance and achievements
of non tenured track faculty for
consideration for promotion to
the next higher promotable
rank.

●
●
●

Deans submit promotion review to the Provost Office in
early December via SharePoint or the University’s
designated means of sharing and storing digital files
Promotion review at the University level completed by
end of January
If approved, promotion is effective August 1

305.05 Schedule for Completion of Evaluations, B. Special Evaluations
B. Special Evaluations
1. Promotion: due to Provost’s Office in early December.
2. Tenure: due to Provost’s Office in early December.
3. Pre-tenure review of non-tenured, tenure-track faculty: due to the Provost’s Office in mid-April of the
third probationary year or at the mid-point of the probationary period if using probationary credit.
4. Post-tenure review: due to the Provost’s Office in mid-March.
5. Lecturer sixth-year review and consideration for promotion to senior lecturer: due to Provost’s Office
in early December.
6. Senior lecturer consideration for promotion to principal lecturer: due to Provost’s Office in early
December.
7. Lecturer/senior lecturer/principal lecturer follow-up fifth-year review: due to Provost’s Office in
midMarch.
8. Non-tenure track fifth-year review: due to Provost’s Office in mid-March.
9. Non-tenure track and clinical faculty promotion review: due to Provost Office in early December
5

305.06 Procedures for Faculty Evaluations, B. Faculty Input and Initiative
B. Faculty input and initiative
1. Each faculty member is encouraged to provide any information he or she wishes to facilitate the
evaluation.
2. Either the faculty member or department chair may initiate an evaluation for promotion, but in either
case, the faculty member provides the supporting material.
3. To facilitate the evaluation process, faculty whose scholarship is published in another language will
provide English translations of articles, conference papers, and works of similar length. The
department will seek third-party reviews in English of longer works such as books and monographs.
This requirement may be waived in units where sufficient numbers of faculty who read the foreign
language proficiently are eligible for service on evaluation committees. Such waivers require the
appropriate dean’s approval on an annual basis.
4. Each tenured or tenure-track faculty member undergoing either a promotion or tenure review shall
submit to his/her chair or unit head the names and contact information of at least three qualified
individuals not directly involved in the faculty member’s work (i.e., have not been involved as a
mentor or close collaborator) who can objectively review the faculty member’s portfolio. The
individuals should be experts in the faculty member’s field and hold an academic appointment at an
institution at least similar to Georgia Southern with rank at or above the rank to which the candidate
is aspiring. The department chair or chair of the department’s Tenure and Promotion Committee shall
solicit letters from two of the individuals that address the quality of work performed and readiness of
the candidate for promotion and/or tenure. In addition to submitting names for individuals who may
be contacted for external review, the faculty member may submit up to three names (and contact
information) of individuals who may not be contacted by anyone involved in the tenure and/or
promotion review. The department chair in association with the Tenure and Promotion Committee
chair may also solicit up to two additional letters from any individual not on the forbidden list that he
or she may think has the background commensurate with carefully evaluating the candidate’s
portfolio and contributions to the profession.
5. External letters that comment on a candidate’s quality of work are required for promotion to NTT and
Clinical Associate Professor and to NTT or Clinical Professors. Candidates, with the assistance of
their department or unit chair/head may solicit letters from individuals who are qualified to evaluate
the candidate’s discipline and primary workload emphasis, for example, individuals in a supervisory
role in a professional setting,or individuals outside the college with expertise in teaching or with
disciplinary excellence. Unsolicited letters are not acceptable as external letters. Each external letter
writer must state the nature of his/her relationship with the candidate.

309 Transitional Tenure and Promotion Policy
Evaluation Expectations
At the first major review, administrative officers and faculty reviewers must evaluate lecturers, non
tenure-track and clinical instructors, and non tenure-track, clinical and tenure-track assistant, associate, and
full professors, using the expectations the faculty member was bound to when consolidation was made
effective by the Board of Regents, January 1st, 2018. After the first major review following when consolidation
was made effective, faculty members shall be responsible for meeting the college and departmental/school
promotion criteria voted upon and approved in congruence with faculty governance processes post
consolidation. For the purposes of this policy, major reviews are defined as: (1) the sixth-year review for
lecturers and/or promotion to senior lecturer; (2) the sixth-year review of senior lecturers and/or promotion to
principal lecturer; (3) the fifth-year follow-up review (after the initial sixth-year review) of lecturers and senior
lecturers; (4) tenure review; (5) promotion review; and (6) post-tenure review for tenured faculty in their fifth
year following the last major review; (7) the fifth year review of non tenure-track and clinical faculty; (8)
promotion review to assistant and associate non tenure track and clinical associate faculty; (9) the fifth year
review following the last major review of non tenure track faculty and clinical faculty. Tenure-track assistant
professors hired before consolidation will be responsible within their full probationary period for meeting the
college and departmental/school promotion and tenure criteria in effect at the time consolidation was made
effective (i.e., the pre-consolidation guidelines).
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Senate Executive Committee Request Form
SEC via campus mail: PO Box 8033-1

E-Mail: fsoffice@georgiasouthern.edu

Standard View

Close

Motion Request
4/10/2021

SHORT TITLE:
(Please provide a short descriptive title that would be suitable for inclusion in the
Senate Agenda.)
Proposed Amendments to Faculty Senate Bylaws Articles I and II

MOTION(s):
(Please write out your motion in the exact form/wording on which you want the
Senate to vote.)
The SEC moves that Articles I and II of the Faculty Bylaws governing the Faculty Senate be
updated with the proposed changes and following approval by the Faculty Senate, the University
President, these amendments go before the full Corps of Instruction, as required by the
University Statutes, for ratification. The SEC moves that Articles I and II of the Faculty Bylaws
governing the Faculty Senate now read as follows: Proposed Amendments to Faculty Senate
Bylaws Articles I and II Based on the Bylaws as presented in the Georgia Southern Faculty
Handbook 2020-2021. 2020-2021 Georgia Southern Faculty Handbook
https://academics.georgiasouthern.edu/faculty-handbooks/ 324 Faculty Senate Bylaws page 78
- 79 pdf version of the 2020-2021 Georgia Southern Faculty Handbook. 324 Faculty Senate
Bylaws The operating rules of the Senate are set forth in the Bylaws which were approved by
the Faculty Senate, January 22, 1996, and last amended on date to be determined by date of
Corps of Instruction Vote, to reflect the consolidated Senate for Georgia Southern University’s
Statesboro, Armstrong, and Liberty campuses. These Bylaws establish the Faculty Senate
policies, committee structure and membership. Article I – Purpose and Policies Section 1. The
variety and complexity of the tasks performed by institutions of higher education produce an
inescapable interdependence among governing boards, administration, faculty, students, and
others. The relationship calls for adequate communication among these components, and full
opportunity for appropriate joint planning and effort. The Faculty Senate at Georgia Southern
shall serve as the representative and legislative agency of the faculty. As such, it shall serve as
the official faculty advisory body to the president in the spirit of shared governance. (Shared
Governance at Georgia Southern is viewed as a structure and process for partnership, equity,
accountability, and ownership). Within the policy framework of the Board of Regents of the
University System of Georgia, and with the approval of the president, the recommendations of
the Faculty Senate shall be the academic policy of the University to be implemented by the
administration. Section 2. The academic affairs of the University are the concern of the Faculty
Senate who is responsible for formulating, recommending, and reviewing policies and
procedures including academic activities, general educational policy of the University, the
welfare of the faculty, and other matters which maintain and promote the best interests of the
faculty and the University as specified in the Policy Manual of the Board of Regents. Section 3
The Bylaws allow the Faculty Senate to accomplish its responsibilities and objectives provided
that the Bylaws do not directly conflict with the Statutes of Georgia Southern University or the
written policies of the Board of regents. Article II -Membership and Meetings Section 1.
Membership criteria are described in detail in Article V of the Statutes of Georgia Southern
University. In particular: a.1. Voting members: each academic college and the university
libraries (hereafter referred to as unit) will have the total number of its full-time faculty divided
by 15; for every 15 faculty members, or major portion thereof (i.e., 8- 14), that unit will receive
a Senate seat to be filled by election following each unit’s election process. In addition, in
compliance with the University Statutes (Article V. Section 8), one faculty member will be
https://gseagles.sharepoint.com/sites/Office of the President/facultysenate/_layouts/15/FormServer.aspx?XmlLocation=%2fsites%2fOffice+of+the+Pre…
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elected by the faculty of the Liberty campus to the faculty senate, regardless of unit, to
represent the Liberty campus. Senators from the faculty shall be elected for a term of three
years. Terms shall be staggered with one-third elected each year. Terms of office shall begin on
the first day of the new academic year. (University Statutes Article V. Section 10). a.2. Nonvoting members. The non-voting members shall have authority to participate in all deliberations
of the Faculty Senate, but shall not vote on recommendations of the Faculty Senate. These nonvoting members include: the president and provost and vice president for academic affairs.
(University Statutes Article V. Section 8.B). b. no unit shall have fewer than two Senate seats,
even if that means apportioning a seat to a unit that is not strictly called for by the ratio in part
(a.) of this section. c. each unit shall fill at least one Senate seat with a faculty member based
on the Armstrong campus and at least one Senate seat with a faculty member based on the
Statesboro campus. In order to maintain balanced representation between university campuses,
each unit shall fill Senate seats according to guidelines specified by the University Statutes. In
the circumstance where a unit is unable to fill the number of seats allotted to a campus that unit
will inform the Senate that there were not enough available candidates from the respective
campus. In the next election that unit is expected to prioritize representation from the campus
that is currently underrepresented. d. should apportionment calculations direct a reduction in a
unit’s number of Senate seats, no sitting senator will be removed; that seat will be eliminated
when the first senator of that unit to reach their term limit rotates off the Senate. No unit will
lose more than one seat in any given year. e. members of the faculty who are full-time
administrators (distinguished by an administrative contract) are not eligible to serve as senators
or on Senate committees. Should a senator (or committee member) accept a full-time, 12month, administrative position, whether permanent or interim, that individual must resign from
their Senate seat and/or all committees on which they are serving. Interim administrative
positions with contracts for less than 12-months must resign from Senate seats and
committees. Section 2 Policies for scheduling regular and called meetings and the frequency of
meetings are also described in the Statutes. The Faculty Senate shall meet at least three times
during each semester and once in the summer, and at other times upon call by the president or
upon petition signed by ten percent of the members of the Faculty Senate. (University Statutes,
Section 4.) The Faculty Senate shall transmit to all members of the faculty a copy of the
minutes of each meeting of the Faculty Senate. (University Statutes, Section 7) Any member of
the university community is welcome to attend Senate meetings as an observer. Section 3
Senators will receive in writing any item intended for notification, or discussion, or action at
least two workdays in advance of the Senate meeting at which said item will appear on the
agenda. If a request for a motion has been filed that will also be provided at least two days
prior to the Senate meeting at which that motion request will be considered and they will
receive copies of any documents related to said agenda item at least two workdays in advance
of the Senate meeting. For purposes of these Bylaws, the work week is defined as 8 a.m. on
Monday until 5 p.m. on Friday when classes are in session. The Senate shall have to ability to
entertain motions from the floor without prior notice. It is understood that any senator can
move to table a motion or send it back to committee. Any motion coming from a senate
committee is considered seconded by virtue of the committee submission. Section 4 Faculty
Senate meetings shall be conducted according to Robert’s Rules of Order to the most practical
extent possible. Section 5 By direction of the Board of Regents, the President of Georgia
Southern University shall preside at all meetings of the Faculty Senate. The president may ask
the duly elected Faculty Senate President, to serve as Senate moderator. Section 6 All senate
meetings should comply with all applicable laws and regulations, including the Georgia Open
Records Act and Georgia Open Meetings Act. If meetings are held in a virtual format access to
the digital format must be made publicly available to all Georgia Southern faculty, staff,
students and community members at least two days prior to the senate meeting.

RATIONALE(s):
(Please explain why the motion should be considered by the Faculty Senate,
remembering that the Senate does not deal with issues limited to individual colleges or
administrative units. Include pertinent data and source references for information
and/or language.)
The SEC Subcommittee reviewed the current Faculty Senate By Laws and have made the
proposed recommendations to the SEC. The majority of the changes are clarifications, updates
to non-gendered language, and grammatical corrections. Detailed break downs of the proposed
https://gseagles.sharepoint.com/sites/Office of the President/facultysenate/_layouts/15/FormServer.aspx?XmlLocation=%2fsites%2fOffice+of+the+Pre…
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changes are in the attached document. The SEC formed the bylaws subcommittee to review and
recommend changes to put the Bylaws in line with the University Statutes and amend as
deemed necessary.
If you have an attachment, press the button below to attach to form.
By Laws Articles I and II Proposed changes.docx
28.12 KB
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file

Submitted by:
pholt

Phone:
912-478-0530

E-Mail:
labbott@georgiasouthern.edu

Re-Enter Email:
labbott@georgiasouthern.edu

ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY
This site is for use exclusively by Georgia Southern University faculty, staff, and
administrators. Submissions are reviewed by the SEC for relevance to the mission and
business of the Faculty Senate. This site is a tool not for debate but solely for
information exchange. Redundant and contentious submissions will not be accepted.
Note to faculty users: Double-check your data before submitting, because the data
cannot by edited afterward.
Approval
Response:
Select...
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Senate Response:

Presidents Response:
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Proposed Amendments to Faculty Senate Bylaws Articles I and II
Once these changes are passed by the faculty senate and approved by the University President
they must be presented to the corps of instruction for final approval as stated in the University
Statutes. It is the recommendation of the SEC that this be done electronically.
Based on the Bylaws as presented in the Georgia Southern Faculty Handbook 2020-2021.
2020-2021 Georgia Southern Faculty Handbook
https://academics.georgiasouthern.edu/faculty-handbooks/

324 Faculty Senate Bylaws page 78 - 79 pdf version of the 2020-2021 Georgia Southern Faculty
Handbook.

*Recommended changes are in red

324 Faculty Senate Bylaws
The operating rules of the Senate are set forth in the Bylaws which were approved by the
Faculty Senate, January 22, 1996, and last amended on date to be determined by date of Corps
of Instruction Vote, to reflect the consolidated Senate for Georgia Southern University’s
Statesboro, Armstrong, and Liberty campuses. These Bylaws establish the operating procedures
Faculty Senate policies and, committee structure and membership.

Article I – Purpose and Policies
Section 1.
The variety and complexity of the tasks performed by institutions of higher education produce
an inescapable interdependence among governing boards, administration, faculty, students,
and others. The relationship calls for adequate communication among these components, and
full opportunity for appropriate joint planning and effort. The Faculty Senate at Georgia
Southern shall serve as the representative and legislative agency of the faculty. As such, it shall
serve as the official faculty advisory body to the president in the spirit of shared governance.
(Shared Governance at Georgia Southern is viewed as a structure and process for partnership,
equity, accountability, and ownership). Within the policy framework of the Board of Regents of
the University System of Georgia, and with the approval of the president, the recommendations
of the Faculty Senate shall be the academic policy of the University to be implemented by the
administration.
Section 2.
The academic affairs of the University are the concern of the Faculty Senate who is and for
which it shall be responsible for in formulating, recommending, and reviewing policies and
procedures including academic activities, general educational policy of the University, the
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welfare of the faculty, and other matters which maintain and promote the best interests of the
faculty and the University as specified in the Policy Manual of the Board of Regents.
Section 3
The These Bylaws shall be interpreted to allow the Faculty Senate to accomplish its
responsibilities and objectives provided that the Bylaws do such interpretation does not directly
conflict with the Statutes of Georgia Southern University or the written policies of the Board of
regents.

Article II -Membership and Meetings
Section 1.
Membership criteria are described in detail in Article V of the Statutes of Georgia Southern
University. In particular:
a.1. Voting members: each academic college and the university libraries (hereafter referred to
as unit) will have the total number of its full-time faculty divided by 15; for every 15 faculty
members, or major portion thereof (i.e., 8- 14), that unit will receive a Senate seat to be filled
by election following each unit’s election process. In addition, in compliance with the University
Statutes (Article V. Section 8), one faculty member will be elected by the faculty of the Liberty
campus to the faculty senate, regardless of unit, to represent the Liberty campus. Senators
from the faculty shall be elected for a term of three years. Terms shall be staggered with onethird elected each year. Terms of office shall begin on the first day of the new academic year.
(University Statutes Article V. Section 10).
a.2. Non-voting members. The non-voting members shall have authority to participate in all
deliberations of the Faculty Senate, but shall not vote on recommendations of the Faculty
Senate. These non-voting members include: the president and provost and vice president for
academic affairs. (University Statutes Article V. Section 8.B).
b. no unit shall have fewer than two Senate seats, even if that means apportioning a seat to a
unit that is not strictly called for by the ratio in part (a.) of this section.
c. each unit shall fill at least one Senate seat with a faculty member based on the Armstrong
campus and at least one Senate seat with a faculty member based on the Statesboro campus.
In order to maintain balanced representation between university campuses, each unit shall fill
Senate seats according to guidelines specified by the University Statutes. In the circumstance
where a unit is unable to fill the number of seats allotted to a campus that unit will inform the
Senate that there were not enough available candidates from the respective campus. In the
next election that unit is expected to prioritize representation from the campus that is currently
underrepresented.
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Commented [LA1]: This section is one that needs to be
matched with the University Statutes Article IV, Sections 8 &
9 – the current numbers of SC 44 and AC 26 and LC 1 don’t
match up with the apportionment math of 1 senator per 15
full time faculty do to lost faculty positions.

d. should apportionment calculations direct a reduction in a unit’s number of Senate seats, no
sitting senator will be removed; that seat will be eliminated when the first senator of that unit
to reach their term limit rotates off the Senate. No unit will lose more than one seat in any
given year. (delete - the Senate Executive Committee being charged with adjusting the terms of
elected senators so that the staggered term rotation of senators in a unit will not be
jeopardized.)
e. members of the faculty who are full-time administrators (distinguished by an administrative
contract) are not eligible to serve as senators or on Senate committees. Should a senator (or
committee member) accept a full-time, 12-month, administrative position, whether permanent
or interim, that individual must resign from their Senate seat and/or all committees on which
they are serving. Interim administrative positions with contracts for less than 12-months must
resign from Senate seats and committees.
Section 2
Policies for scheduling regular and called meetings and the frequency of meetings are also
described in the Statutes. The Faculty Senate shall meet at least three times during each
semester and once in the summer, and at other times upon call by the president or upon
petition signed by ten percent of the members of the Faculty Senate. (University Statutes,
Section 4.) The Faculty Senate shall transmit to all members of the faculty a copy of the minutes
of each meeting of the Faculty Senate. (University Statutes, Section 7) Any member of the
university community is welcome to attend Senate meetings as an observer.
Section 3
Senators will receive in writing any item intended for notification, or discussion, or action at
least two workdays in advance of the Senate meeting at which said item will appear on the
agenda. If a request for a motion has been filed that will also be provided at least two days
prior to the Senate meeting at which that motion request will be considered and they will
receive copies of any documents related to said agenda item at least two workdays in advance
of the Senate meeting. For purposes of these Bylaws, the work week is defined as 8 a.m. on
Monday until 5 p.m. on Friday when classes are in session. The Senate shall have to ability to
entertain motions from the floor without prior notice. It is understood that any senator can
move to table a motion or send it back to committee. Any motion coming from a senate
committee is considered seconded by virtue of the committee submission.
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Section 4
Faculty Senate meetings shall be conducted according to Robert’s Rules of Order to the most
practical extent possible. and in accordance with the most recent Senate Protocol.
Section 5
By direction of the Board of Regents, the President of Georgia Southern University shall preside
at all meetings of the Faculty Senate. The president may ask the duly elected Faculty Senate
President, chair of the Senate Executive Committee to serve as Senate moderator. president.
Section 6
All senate meetings should comply with all applicable laws and regulations, including the
Georgia Open Records Act and Georgia Open Meetings Act. If meetings are held in a virtual
format access to the digital format must be made publicly available to all Georgia Southern
faculty, staff, students and community members at least two days prior to the senate meeting.
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Commented [LA2]: New section
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Motion Request - 2021-04-12T12_02_55

Senate Executive Committee Request Form
SEC via campus mail: PO Box 8033-1

E-Mail: fsoffice@georgiasouthern.edu

Standard View

Close

Motion Request
4/12/2021

SHORT TITLE:
(Please provide a short descriptive title that would be suitable for inclusion in the
Senate Agenda.)
New Faculty Standing standing committee on Inclusive Excellence

MOTION(s):
(Please write out your motion in the exact form/wording on which you want the
Senate to vote.)
The SEC moves to add the Inclusive Excellence (IE) Committee as a new standing committee
within the Faculty Senate. The recommended committee will be added to the Faculty Senate
bylaws. Bylaws sections SECTION 35. The responsibilities of the INCLUSIVE EXCELLENCE
COMMITTEE shall be as follows: a. Collaborate with other standing committees to develop,
review and recommend changes to the IE Action Plan, as needed b. seek input and coordinate
the implementation of the IE Action Plan with with other standing committees and IE college
level committees across campus, as needed c. review and recommend policy and procedures
concerning Inclusive Excellence d. address other specific questions in this area that may be
requested by the Senate Executive Committee; and e. report to the librarian, the Senate
Executive Committee, and the Senate as described in Article IV, Section 3. SECTION 36. Voting
membership of the Inclusive Excellence Committee shall be composed of senators or alternates
representing each unit, one per unit, appointed by the Senate Executive Committee and faculty
members elected by and representing each unit, one per unit. Non-voting membership shall be
composed of the Associate Vice President, Inclusive Excellence and Chief Diversity Officer or
their delegate.

RATIONALE(s):
(Please explain why the motion should be considered by the Faculty Senate,
remembering that the Senate does not deal with issues limited to individual colleges or
administrative units. Include pertinent data and source references for information
and/or language.)
“Inclusive Excellence is a strategic pillar and a core value at Georgia Southern University. We
recognize that our success as an institution of higher learning depends on our ability to
embrace, value, and appreciate the diversity of students, staff, faculty, administrators, and
alumni across our campuses.” - GS Inclusive Excellence statement. On December 2, 2019, the
Faculty Senate voted (54/3) the motion to adopt a statement of commitment to Inclusive
Excellence: "As we face special challenges at the institution, the Faculty Senate is committed to
working towards the realization of Inclusive Excellence and towards the obtainment of the
institutional value of Openness and Inclusion. Accordingly, we will identify ways in which each
Senate standing committee will develop, enhance, or encourage these values, acting on those
opportunities accordingly, and reporting on them regularly." A standing committee would help
ensure that the Faculty Senate upholds its commitment to Inclusive Excellence and helps to
develop and act on opportunities that enhance these values. A pdf file of the motion is attached.
If you have an attachment, press the button below to attach to form.
https://gseagles.sharepoint.com/sites/Office of the President/facultysenate/_layouts/15/FormServer.aspx?XmlLocation=%2fsites%2fOffice+of+the+Pre…
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Motion Request - 2021-04-12T12_02_55

IE standing committee motion.pdf
57.8 KB
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file

Submitted by:
pholt

Phone:
9124785456

E-Mail:
dbotnaru@georgiasouthern.edu

Re-Enter Email:
dbotnaru@georgiasouthern.edu

ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY
This site is for use exclusively by Georgia Southern University faculty, staff, and
administrators. Submissions are reviewed by the SEC for relevance to the mission and
business of the Faculty Senate. This site is a tool not for debate but solely for
information exchange. Redundant and contentious submissions will not be accepted.
Note to faculty users: Double-check your data before submitting, because the data
cannot by edited afterward.
Approval
Response:
Select...

SEC Response:

Senate Response:

Presidents Response:

Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file

https://gseagles.sharepoint.com/sites/Office of the President/facultysenate/_layouts/15/FormServer.aspx?XmlLocation=%2fsites%2fOffice+of+the+Pre…
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Title
New Faculty Standing standing committee on Inclusive Excellence

Motion
The SEC moves to add the Inclusive Excellence (IE) Committee as a new standing committee
within the Faculty Senate. The recommended committee will be added to the Faculty Senate
bylaws.

Bylaws sections
SECTION 35. The responsibilities of the INCLUSIVE EXCELLENCE COMMITTEE shall be as
follows:
a.
Collaborate with other standing committees to develop, review and recommend changes
to the IE Action Plan, as needed
b.
seek input and coordinate the implementation of the IE Action Plan with with other standing
committees and IE college level committees across campus, as needed
c.

review and recommend policy and procedures concerning Inclusive Excellence

d.
address other specific questions in this area that may be requested by the Senate Executive
Committee; and
e.
report to the librarian, the Senate Executive Committee, and the Senate as described in Article IV,
Section 3.

SECTION 36. Voting membership of the Inclusive Excellence Committee shall be composed of
senators or alternates representing each unit, one per unit, appointed by the Senate Executive
Committee and faculty members elected by and representing each unit, one per unit.
Non-voting membership shall be composed of the Associate Vice President, Inclusive
Excellence and Chief Diversity Officer or their delegate.

Rationale
“Inclusive Excellence is a strategic pillar and a core value at Georgia Southern University. We
recognize that our success as an institution of higher learning depends on our ability to
embrace, value, and appreciate the diversity of students, staff, faculty, administrators, and
alumni across our campuses.” - GS Inclusive Excellence statement.
On December 2, 2019, the Faculty Senate voted (54/3) the motion to adopt a statement of
commitment to Inclusive Excellence: "As we face special challenges at the institution, the

Faculty Senate is committed to working towards the realization of Inclusive Excellence and
towards the obtainment of the institutional value of Openness and Inclusion. Accordingly, we
will identify ways in which each Senate standing committee will develop, enhance, or encourage
these values, acting on those opportunities accordingly, and reporting on them regularly."
A standing committee would help ensure that the Faculty Senate upholds its commitment to
Inclusive Excellence and helps to develop and act on opportunities that enhance these values.

